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GENERAL PROPERTIES
M. Hack, P.L. Selvelli, and H. Duerbeck
I. INTRODUCTION.
In this chapter, we will describe the observ-
able characteristics of classical novae and re-
current novae obtained by different techniques
(photometry, spectroscopy, and imaging) in all
the available spectral ranges. We will consider
the three stages in the life of a nova: quies-
cence (pre- and post-outburst), outburst, final
decline and nebular phase.
Since the majority of these objects has been
observed only-----or much more extensively--in
the optical range, we will start discussing these
observations. In section 6.11.A we will describe
the photometric properties during the quiescent
phase. Quiescent novae, as a rule, present light
variability: in several cases, this variability can
be interpreted as characteristic of an eclipsing
binary, with period shorter than 1 day (only
known exception--GK Per with a period of
about 2 days). These curves are, however, vari-
able from one period to the other: in several
cases rapid (minutes), irregular, small ampli-
tude (few tenths of magnitude) variations are
observed. We will describe some characteristic
examples since each object is a special case.
Many of them--in quiescence--are indistin-
guishable from dwarf novae and nova-like stars
and, in fact, are classified as such and have
been extensively discussed in Chapters 2 and 3.
In 6.II.B we describe the photometric proper-
ties during outburst, the classification accord-
ing the rate of decline (magnitudes per day),
which permits us to define very fast, fast, inter-
mediate, slow, and very slow novae and the
correlation between luminosity and speed
class.
In 6.III.A, we report the scanty data on the
spectra of the few known prenovae and those on
the spectra of old novae and those of dwarf
novae and nova-like, which, however, are
almost undistinguishable (see also Chapters 2
and 3).
In 6.Ill.B, 6.111.C, and 6.Ill.D, we describe
the typical spectra appearing from the begin-
ning of the outburst--just before maximum--
up to the nebular phase and the correlation be-
tween spectral type at maximum, expansional
velocity, and speed class of the nova.
In &IV.A, we report the existing infrared
observations, which permit us to explain some
of the characteristics of the outburst light
curve, and give evidence of the formation of a
dust shell in slow and intermediate novae (with
the important exception of the very slow nova
HR Del 1967) and its absence or quasi-absence
in fast novae. In 6.V and 6.VI, the ultraviolet
and X-ray observations are described. The far
ultraviolet spectra of several old novae have
been provided by the International Ultraviolet
Explorer (IUE). Some of them can be filled by
the Rayleigh-Jeans tail of hot black bodies,
indicating the presence of a hot companion. In
other cases, the spectrum is flat, as due to free-
free transitions of ionized gas, or can be fitted
by a power law. In 6.VI, the X-ray observations
of novae--mainly from the two satellites EIN-
STEIN and EXOSAT--are reported. Several
novae are soft X-ray sources, indicating the
presence of regions in the nova system having
temperatures as high as 10_ K or more. Correla-
tions between X-ray flux and speed class seem
to exist.
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In 6.VII, observations of the final decline
and of the envelopes appearing several months
after outburst are reported. Spectra, images and
radioastronomical observations are the tools
for studying the envelopes.
II. PHOTOMETRIC PROPERTIES
About 170 novae have been observed up to
now, and 55 of them have been observed at
minimum light. The known recurrent novae are
five only. A catalogue of all known novae has
been published by Duerbeck (1987c) giving
designations, positions and finding charts,
magnitude at minimum and maximum, light-
curve type according the classification scheme
by Duerbeck (1981) and references.
II.A. NORMAL (OR QUIESCENT) PHASE
A study of all the existent observations has
been made by Robinson (1975). He observes
that the ejected material gives little insight into
the nature of the underlying star. It is important
to compare pre-eruption and post-eruption
stages, in order to see if differences exist be-
tween the two stages, and therefore what has
been the effect of the explosion on the stellar
structure or on the stellar atmosphere, or on the
system as a whole, in case of binary systems.
Old novae (that we consider as the "normal
state," or non-eruptive state of novae) are vari-
able, and several of them present non-periodi-
cal short time-scale variability (Mumford,
1966a, 1966b). Flickering with an amplitude of
0.1 - 0.2 mag over a time scale of minutes is a
common feature among old novae, as well as
among dwarf novae and nova-like stars.
Walker (1957) noted it first in DQ Her. How-
ever DQ Her is peculiar in having also periodic
variations, with P = 71 sec, amplitude of 0.04
mag (Walker, 1956), which are rarely observed
in other novae (Robinson and Nather, 1977).
Another nova, V 533 Her, has presented the
same phenomenon (Patterson, 1979a) with a
period of 63 sec. These oscillations disap-
peared in 1982 (Robinson and Nather, 1983).
The properties of the oscillations were very
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similar in both stars, although the outburst
properties were very different. In 1981, Warner
has observed another nova, RR Pic, presenting
very short-lived, rapid oscillations with peri-
ods of 20 - 40 seconds. Rapid coherent oscilla-
tions (where for coherent oscillations we mean
that they stay in phase for time long compared
to the period, that is for several hours, Robin-
son, 1976) with periods of few seconds are also
observed sometimes in dwarf novae and nova-
like. They are not common and seem to appear
with about the same frequency in all classes of
cataclysmic variables (old novae, dwarf novae,
and nova-like).
Most prenovae, as well as pastnovae, are
low-amplitude (few tenths of magnitude) vari-
ables. Robinson (1975) found that the preerup-
lion and posteruption magnitudes are the same
for all the 18 stars for which both magnitudes
are known. The only exception was BT Mon,
lor which m (prenova) was recorded as fainter
than 16.8 because it was not observable on
about 150 Harvard patrol plates taken between
1898 and 1939 (with limiting magnitude of
about 17), while m (post-nova) is equal to 15.8.
However, a recent photometric study of BT
Mon (Robinson et al., 1982) shows that there is
no compelling reason to believe that the
preeruption magnitude was different from its
posteruption magnitude. In fact, BT Mon is an
eclipsing binary with period 8h.01 or 1.0014d/
3. Now the eclipse lasts about 1.6 h and is 2.7
mag deep. The Harvard plates were exposed at
about the same hour every night, so BT Mon
was always in eclipse at the epoch of these ob-
servations.
Also the light curves for pre and posterup-
tion, when known, are the same, with one ex-
ception, V446 Her. In the latter case, the
pre-emption light curve has an amplitude of
almost 4 mag, while the post-eruption light
curve presents variation of no more than 0.4
mag. Hence in general, a nova eruption has
very little effect either on the erupting star or
on the binary system as a whole.
Of over 12 stars for which pre-eruption light
curves were well known, 6 present probable or
conclusivechangesin thelightcurvesasearly
as1to 15yearsbeforetheeruption.
Severalold novaehavebeenextensively
observedandtheir photometriccharacteristics
presentmanysimilaritieswithdwarfnovaeand
nova-likestars.In thefollowingsections,we
will givesomeexamplesof thephotometric
behaviorof someold novae.
Thebinarycharacterof theold novaV603
Aql (1918)wasdiscoveredby Kraft (1964),
whoderivedanorbitalperiodof 3h19m.5from
Palomarcoud6spectrograms.Thereis evi-
denceof 3 minimaobservedwith IUE_'_by
Rahe tal.(1980)andbySlovak(1980)at the
McDonaldObservatoryduringmorethantwo
completecycles.Thesemeasurements,aswell
asthosemadebySlovak,showa periodcom-
patiblewiththatderivedbytheRVcurvedeter-
minedby Kraft.Theshapeof thelightcurve
variesfromcycleto cycle.Theobservedmini-
mumwasinterpretedbytheauthorsasapartial
eclipseof theaccretiondiskaroundthecom-
pactcompanionbythelatecomponentorasan
occultationof ahotspotbythediskitself.The
absenceof any secondaryminimummay
probablybeduetothefactthatthemajorfrac-
tionof lightis emittedby thedisk,in casean
eclipsereallyoccurs.However,the low value
of v sini obtainedbyKraft(38km/sec)anda
detailedstudyof the novaejectamadeby
Weaver(1974)suggestaratherlowinclination
andhencemakeimprobabletheoccurenceof
aneclipse.
Actually,Cook(1981)bringsarguments
againstthepossibilityof eclipse,becausethe
valuesof theorbitalperiodandRV amplitude
of theprimary(sdBeaccordingto Kraft)sug-
gesti<20°. In thiscase,the light variations
couldbeexplainedby orientationeffects,due
to asymmetricdistributionof lightin thedisk.
Suchalternativexplanationof the lightvari-
ationwasalreadysuggestedbyRahetal.They
suggestthatthesurfaceof thesecondaryfacing
'"The Fine Error Sensor (FES) aboard the satellite gives a
measure of the stellar flux related to the stellar visual magni-
tude (Holm and Crabb, 1979. NASA-IUE Letter 7).
the primary is heated by a strong, optically
unseen (UV and/or X) flux, hence, the light
variations are explained by varying orientation
of the secondary. Ultraviolet observations of
V603 Aql made with OAO 2 (Gallagher and
Holm, 1974) and by Lambert et al. with IUE
(1980) confirm the presence of a large ultravio-
let flux.
Because the IUE FES observations give a
rather coarse temporal resolution, Slovak
(1981) has made a series of high-speed photo-
metric observations of V 603 Aql. He does not
find any evidence for eclipse or other periodic
features, therefore making it difficult to accept
the alternative explanation of the varying as-
pect of the surface of the secondary facing the
primary and heated by its UV flux. It is sug-
gested that transient phenomena lasting for a
few cycles can occur in the accretion disk and
produce the irregular minima. Random flicker-
ing of large amplitude (0.20 - 0.30 mag) has
been observed by all the quoted authors. Search
for coherent oscillations was made by Slovak
with negative result.
Extensive photometric and polarimetric
observations were made by Haefner and Metz
(1985). Contrarily to what Slovak found, they
observe a light curve characterized by the ap-
pearance of a hump structure repeating with a
period of 3h 18m.9. Moreover, linear and circu-
lar polarization are modulated with a period of
2h48m.0. We will come back in chapter 7 on
the model proposed to explain these observa-
tions (see also Chapter 4.III.F.2). Let us say
here that they are able to explain the observa-
tions by assuming an intermediate polar (i.e., a
magnetic degenerate component whose rota-
tion is not synchronized to the orbit) combined
with a temporarily existing eccentric disk.
A field of l0 n gauss in indicated by the
measured circular polarization.
The very fast nova V 1500 Cyg presented a
periodic 3.3-hour variation within one week of
the outburst, a characteristic never observed
before for any other nova from broad-band pho-
tometry, (Tempesti, 1975) and from the H
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Alpha profile (Campbell, 1975, 1976). The
period was changing, decreasing by about 2%
in 10 months in 1976 (Patterson 1978 and ref-
erences therein). In 1977, the period increased
again by 1%. Figure 6.1 by Kleine and
Kohoutek (1979) gives the period length vs.
time. Photometry through October 1978 estab-
lishes that the period has stabilized at 0.139617
+/- 0.000002 days in early 1977 (Patterson,
1979b). The amplitude of the light variation is
changing from cycle to cycle, being around
0.64 - 0.72 mag. Later observations extending
to 1981 confirm the stabilization of the period
(Kruszewski et al., 1983). These authors sug-
gest that the change Ap/P = -3.5 x 10 .5 occurred
between 1977 and 1978 can be caused by the
slow outflow of matter through the outer La-
grangian point of the binary system (little more
than 10 _' solar masses should be sufficient to
explain the period change).
A series of observations made by Pavlenko
(1983) covering 19 cycles of 3.3 h between July
25 and October 5, 1981 indicate night to night
changes in the form of the light curve, its
amplitude (from a minimum of 0.4 to a maxi-
mum of 1 mag), and the mean brightness. It
seems therefore very probable that the 3.3 h
period represents the orbital period of the sys-
tern. In addition, as in the majority of cataclys-
mic variables, small amplitude rapid flickering
(time scale 1 to 10 minutes) is present in the
light curve of this old nova.
It is interesting to compare the light curves
of the two old novae VI500 Cyg 1975 and CP
Pup 1942. They share the common property of
having been very fast novae with exceptionally
large outburst amplitude--larger than 19 mag
and more than 17 mag respectively--more
typical of a supernova rather than a nova;
however, the radial velocities observed during
the eruption indicate in both cases that they are
classical novae (V exp.<2200 km/s for V 1500
Cyg, and < 1400 km/s for CP Pup, while SNs
have radial velocities larger than 10,000 km/s).
High speed photometric observations of CP
Pup were made by Warner (1985b) (Figure
6.2). The photometric period is 0.06614 d (or
1.58736 hours) and differs from the spectro-
scopic one, as shown in Figure 6.2. The light
curve is variable in shape, amplitude and mean
brightness and low amplitude flickering with
time scale of 1 - 10 min in superposed. CP Pup
is the classical nova with the shortest known
period and the only one below the gap in the
periods shown by the CVs between 2.1 and 2.82
hours.
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V1668Cyg1978hasbeenobservednearits
maximumlightin theattemptto detectshort-
periodvariationslike thoseobservedin old
novae(Giuricinet al., 1979).Thetimeresolu-
tionwas0.01sec.Rapidflickering(downto0.2
secwasobserved.No stableperiodicbright-
nessvariationsweredetected,althoughthereis
strongevidenceof theexistenceof short-lived
oscillationsduringthenightsof September14
and15,1978.Preciselyduringthefirst night
(J.D.2443766.5),oscillationswith periodicity
of about0.067secand0.01sec,lasting100-
200secwereseen.Duringthesecondnight
(J.D.2443767.4),a differentphenomenonwas
observed:thepresenceof oscillationswitha
periodof 5.26secmonotonicallydecreasingin
amplitudeandlasting500sec(Figure6.3a,3bt.
Photoelectricobservationswith a lower
timeresolution(10sec)weremadeby Cam-
polonghietal. (1980)duringseveralnightsin
SeptemberandOctober1978.Superposedon
thedeclinefollowingtheoutburst,heyfounda
periodicvariationof brightnesswitha period
ot"10.54hoursandamplitudeof0.15mag.This
behavioris verysimilarto thatshownby V
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1500 Cyg 1975. The authors suggest that this
behavior is probably common to all novae and
is not due to any eclipse in the system but rather
to pulsation of the envelope produced by peri-
odic perturbation of it caused by the binary
system orbiting inside it. The light curve of the
almost pole-on old nova system of V603 Aql
1918 could be explained by this mechanism.
The slow nova HR Del 1967 was also found
to present a short period light variability with P
= 0.1775 d and amplitude 0.16 mag in 1977 and
0.10 mag in 1979 (Kohoutek and Pauls, 1980).
The photometric period seemed to be identical
with the spectroscopic one according to Hutch-
ings (1979a). However the scatter of the
photometric data is large and the spectroscopic
radial velocities were obtained from different
cycles with a gap of almost one year. More
recent data by Bruch (1982) give a spectro-
scopic period (which represents the orbital
motion of the binary) P = 0.2141674. Kohoutek
and Pauls also observed that the U, B, V, colors
suggest a tendency for the system to be redder
at maximum light, although the presence of the
nebular emission lines can severely affect the
colors. From these data, it seems more probable
that the light curve features are due to the pres-
ence of an accretion disk of nonuniform bright-
ness rather than to eclipse (see also Chapter 8).
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DQHer1934hasbeenextensivelyobserved
sincetheepochof theoutburst.Wewilldiscuss
it in largerdetailin thechapterdevotedto
single objects. However, it is interesting to
briefly discuss it here for comparison with the
photometric behavior of the other old novae.
DQ Her shows a light curve indicating clearly
the presence of eclipse of a hot companion. The
phase interval 0 < + < 0.06 is repeating with
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slight variation from cycle to cycle, while the
phase interval 0.06 < 'b < 0.3 shows strong de-
viation from one cycle to the other. Less strong
but still remarkable variations from cycle to
cycle are observed at phases included between
0.3 and 0.9. The light curve is very similar to
those of typical dwarf novae (see Chapters
2.II.B.I and 3.1V.B.I). Dmitrienko and Chere-
pashchuk (1980) discuss this curve. They con-
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cludethatthehotcompanionisa whitedwarf
of abnormallyhigh luminosity(20-200Lo )
andtemperatureof about1.0-1.7x 105K,prac-
tically unchangedfor some20 years.Such
prolongatedpersistenceof this anomalous
brightnessandtemperaturemayimplycontinu-
ousaccretionof materialfromtheaccretion
disk.Unlikeotheroldnovae,DQHerpresents
the coherentoscillationswith a periodof
71.066secandameanamplitudeof 0.04mag.
Oneexplanationthathasbeendiscussedin
Chapter4.111.F.2is thatthewhitedwarfinDQ
Her is magnetizedandthatthegasaccreting
intothewhitedwarfunnelsdownthemagnetic
fieldlines,creatingbrightregionsatthepoles.
The71-secperiodicityis thoughto bepro-
ducedby rotationof thewhitedwarfwitha
periodof 71secor possiblyof 142sec.(see
Patterson,1980).Theothernovashowinga
similarbehavior,accordingto observations
madein 1978and1980,wasV533Her1963,
whichhadaperiodicityof 63.6sec,(Patterson,
1979a,andMiddleditchandNelson,1980)
verysimilarto thatpresentedbyDQ Herand
wasthereforexplainedby thesamemecha-
nism.However,observationsby Robinsonand
Nathermadein 1982(1983)indicatethatthe
63-secperiodicityhasdisappeared.Hence,it
cannotbe relatedto rotationof a magnetic
whitedwarf.A similarbehaviorwasshownby
WZ Sge--anobjectwhosebelongingto the
classof recurrentnovaeorof dwarfnovaeisa
matterof discussion.Althoughthemechanism
explainingtheperiodicitiesin WZ Sgeis not
knownwithcertainty,themostprobablexpla-
nationis pulsationof thewhitedwarf(Robin-
sonet al., 1978andMiddleditchandNelson,
1979).Hence,it seemsprobablethatV533Her
andWZSgeobeyto thesamemechanism,dif-
ferentfromthatactivein DQ Her.We will
discussotherevidencesin favoror againstthe
presenceof a magneticfieldin Chapter7.
Theold novaGK Per1901is exceptional
amongoldnovaefor severalreasons:
a) Theorbitalperiodderivedby radial
velocitymeasurements(Kraft, 1964;Bian-
chiniet al., 1981)is about1.9days,much
longerthanthoseof the other old novae.
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These authors derived an eccentricity of
0.4, which was also exceptional. However, a
more recent analysis by Crampton et al.
(1983) reveals a period of 1.99679 d with a
circular orbit.
b) Almost all old novae have an optical
spectrum dominated by the light of the hot
primary (white dwarf or accretion disk); GK
Per, on the contrary, shows the presence of a
K21V component (Kraft, 1964; Gallagher
and Oinas, 1974).
c) GK Per shows strong fluctuations in
luminosity together with spectral variations.
d) GK Per is a transient hard X-ray source
(King et al., 1979).
e) GK Per is a nonthermal radiosource
(Reynolds and Chevalier, 1984).
All these characteristics will be discussed
extensively in Chapter 8. Sabbadin and Bianchi-
ni (1983) have collected all the existing
photometric observations of this old nova since
the 1901 outburst (February 22, V=0.2 mag.).
The light curve from February 1901 to 1904 is
the typical light curve of a fast nova. During the
period March through June 1901, a series of
semiperiodic oscillations are superposed over
the secular decrease of brightness. The histori-
cal preoutburst minimum of 15 mag was
reached again in 1916. The observations at
minimum show a gradual passage from con-
tinuous, irregular fluctuations (from 1916 to
1947) to the present epoch, when the old nova
is generally quiescent, and at intervals of sev-
eral hundreds of days, endures outbursts of 2-
2.5 mag that we will call minor outbursts, for
distinguishing them from the 1901 typical nova
outburst. The minor outbursts became evident
in July 1948 for the first time.
Details of the behavior of GK Per during
these quasi-periodical outbursts are given by
Bianchini and Sabbadin (1982), Bianchini et
al. (1982, 1986) and by Szkody et al. (1985).
The outburst that occurred in February through
April 1981 was particularly large, with an
amplitudeof 3 mag(Bianchiniet al., 1982).
Spectraobtainedat differentmomentsof the
outburstvaryandwill bediscussedin therela-
tive Section 6.IiI.
High-speed optical photometry of GK Per
made during the minor outburst occurred in
1983 (Mazeh et al., 1985b) shows the presence
of a small amplitude (4%) periodic modulation
of 360 +/- 7 sec on September 12, while on Au-
gust 11 and 18, a 400-see modulation was ob-
served, together with a long-term (0.8 hours)
variation. Similar periodic modulations were
observed also in the X-ray range (E >2 keV)
with EXOSAT with a periodicity of 351 sec
during the same outburst (Watson et al., 1984).
Another well-studied old nova is RR Pic
1925. The prenova was observed on several
occasions since 1889, and it always was at
constant brightness of 12.75 visual magnitude.
Its present magnitude, 60 years after outburst,
is 12.3 and is still becoming fainter.
Van Houten (1966), Mumford (1971) and
Vogt (1975) have made photometric observa-
tions and found a light curve with a broad ir-
regular maximum repeating with a period of
0.1450255 d, and interpreted this behavior as
due to orbital motion. The binary nature of RR
Pic was confirmed by spectroscopic observa-
tions of Wyckoff and Wehinger (1977). Further
photometric observations were made by Mar-
ino and Walker (1982), Haefner and Metz
(1982), and Kubiak (1984). High-speed pho-
tometry on 23 nights from December 1972 to
December 1984 has been made by Warner
(1986a). These data show that in the 1970s
there was a strong orbital modulation of bright-
ness, which has been replaced in the 1980s by
an irregular, shallow eclipse superimposed on a
flickering background. The disappearance of
the orbital modulation coincided with decline
in mean brightness of the system. The figure
6.4, taken from Warner, indicates that the
curves in the 1970s have a double-humped
shape with one large broad maximum and a
second lower one, a principal minimum (No. 1)
at the end of the principal maximum, at phase
near 0.43 P, and a second minimum (No. 2) at
phase near 0.74 P. In the 1980s, the first mini-
mum has become very little, whereas the sec-
ond minimum is now the dominant recurrent
feature. The flickering on time scales of 5-10
rain is stronger in the 1980s than in the 1970s.
Classical novae are often observed to be
brighter than their prenova magnitude for sev-
eral tens of years alter outburst, sometimes lot
more than 100 years. Hence, to know the true
state of "old nova," it should be desirable to
observe novae that erupted centuries ago. Un-
fortunately, very few accurate positions of old
novae erupted before Nova Oph 1848 exist.
However, two very old novae have been firmly
identified recently: they are WY Sge 1783 and
CK Vul 1670. Nova CK Vul was discovered by
POre Dom Anthelme, monk in Dijon, on June
20, 1670, and a month later, by Hevelius on
July 25 in Poland. By collecting all the existing
records, Shara et al. (1985) have reconstructed
the light curve of this object, which reached
two maxima of visual magnitude 3 in June 1670
and of magnitude 2.6 in April 1671.
To present two maxima is an unusual behav-
ior, which has been observed in some very slow
novae, as, for instance, in HR Del. Now at the
position of CK Vul they have found a central
star of magnitude R=20.7 surrounded by a
nebulosity with a morphology suggestive of
equatorial ejection and several bright subcon-
densations very similar to those observed in
more recent and well-studied old novae. We
will come back to CK Vul in section 6.I11,
devoted to the spectra of old novae, and in
Section 6.VII, on nova shells. No photometric
measurements of this star have yet been made.
WY Sge 1783 was discovered by the French
astronomer D'Agelet when it was of magnitude
5.4 +/- 0.4. On the basis of the position, the
brightness, rapidly and irregularly fluctuating
between 18.6 and 19.5 photographic magni-
tude, the blue color, and the absence of any
measurable proper motion (which, if measur-
able would indicate that the star is nearby and
the observed fifth magnitude at maximum
would not be consistent with the brightness
expected from a nova explosion), Weaver
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(1951) identified the old nova with a faint blue
star less than 6 arc sec from the position given
by D'Agelet. Warner (1971) has observed this
star photometrically with time resolution of 5
sec. It presents rapid flickering with time scales
of 5-15 min and amplitude of 0.1-0.2 mag. This
kind of rapid variation, which is ubiquitous in
nova remnants, is a strong indication that the
Weaver identification with the Nova Sge 1783
is correct. Shara and Moffat (1983) and Shara
et al. (1984) have observed it again both
photometrically and spectroscopically. The
spectrum shows the characteristics expected
for old novae. We will come back to this in
Section 6.1II.A.
Photoelectric photometry has permitted to
derive a light curve with a deep minimum (1.5-
2 mag) lasting about 30 min, rapid egresses (5
min) and slightly slower ingresses and a period
of 3h41m14s. On one night (June 17, 1982), it
was 1.6 mag brighter than normal, and the
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expected eclipse minimum was not seen (Fig-
ure 6.5). One and three nights later, it was back
at its quiescent brightness. This behavior is
very similar to that observed in dwarf novae.
Warner (1986h) gives a list of the cataclysmic
variables for which rapid coherent or quasi-
periodic oscillation have been observed (Table
6.1). He defines quasi-periodic oscillations as
those in which the coherence length may be as
short as a few cycles, while coherent oscilla-
tions last at least for hundreds of cycles. Of the
over 30 cataclysmic variables exhibiting, or
which have exhibited, one or both of these
kinds of oscillations, only four are classical
novae: DQ Her and V533 Her (coherent oscil-
lations) and RR Pic and GK Per (quasi-periodic
oscillations). The latter has presented a coher-
ent oscillation with period of 351 sec in the X-
ray range.
ll.B. ACTIVE PHASE
Many cataclysmic variables exhibit un-
predicted and abrupt changes in their luminos-
ity. We have two aspects of such changes: their
rise and their fall. On completely unpredictable
objects like classical novae, we cannot antici-
pate the epoch of outburst, and therefore we
have very scanty data on the characteristics of
their rise to maximum, and these are always
due to chance. Thus we can classify the light
curves of novae only on the basis of their fall.
Dwarf novae, on the other hand, are classified
on grounds of repetitive features in the outburst
light curves.
Both classical and recurrent novae are there-
fore classified according to the rapidity of their
decline from maximum in Na: fast novae, t(3)
< 100 days, rate of decline > 0.2 mag/d; Nb:
slow novae, t(3) > 150 days, rate of decline <
0.02 mag/d; Nc: very slow novae: they stay at
maximum for several years; t(3) is the time
employed for a brightness decrease of 3 magni-
tudes.
A more detailed classification is given by
Duerbeck (1981) and reported in his catalogue
of novae (1987c).
The number of novae in class Na is much
larger than that on Nb in our Galaxy, while in M
31 there is evidence of the reverse (Arp, 1956).
Arp excludes the possibility of any observa-
tional bias. This result suggests that this prop-
erty of novae is related to an overall character-
istic of the galaxy, like, for instance, the chemi-
cal composition. Unfortunately, the large ma-
jority of the observational data for extragalac-
tic novae consist of light curves; no spectra are
available to check this hypothesis.
Maximum brightness and rate of decline are
correlated, in the sense that the larger is the
absolute brightness of a nova at maximmn, the
faster is its decline (Arp, 1956, from observa-
tions of novae in M 31; McLaughlin, 1945,
from observations of novae in our Galaxy). The
empirical relation found by these authors has
been recalibrated by Pfau (1976), and more
recently by Shara (1981) who used 47 well-
observed novae: 1 I in our Galaxy, 26 in M 31,
7 in the LMC, and 3 in the SMC. The impor-
tance to know such relation is evident, since it
permits us to derive the luminosity at maxi-
mum from relatively easily observable charac-
teristics like the light curve, and because the
determination of the energy emitted and mass
ejected depend on our knowledge of the dis-
tances.
The recent calibrations give the following
relations:
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M phot= -10.5+ !.82logt(2)(Schmidt-
Kaler, 1965,basedon galacticnovae
only)
• M(B) =-11.5+ 1.8logt(2)(Pfau,1976)
• M phot= -11.3+ 2.4logt(3)(deVau-
couleur,1978)
• M(B) = -11.3+ 2.4 log t(3) (Shara,
1981)
A still morerecentrelationhasbeenfound
byCohen(1985)whouseda largenumberof
observationsofnovashellsandusedtheexpan-
sionparallaxmethod_*h
(*) The observed expansion velocity and the time elapsed
from the outburst permit us to derive the true dimension, in
kms of the nebula. By comparing it with the observed angular
size, the distance is derived,
Mv(max) = -10.70 (+/- 0.30) + 2.41 (+/-
0.25) log t(2).
Payne-Gaposchkin (1957), by an examina-
tion of the light curves observed at that time
(about 40 cases), is able to describe a certain
number of typical light curves, which are corre-
lated with the decline rate. Fast and very fast
novae generally present a smooth early de-
cline, and a generally smooth transition, while
slow novae present oscillations during the
early decline (and often more than one maxi-
mum) and they oscillate and dip during the
transition phase (Figure 6.6). The oscillations
in magnitude have periodicities of the order of
few days and amplitudes < 1 mag, Insight into
the nature of the dip has been given by infrared
observations, which show that a maximum IR
luminosity is reached just when the visual dip
occurs. This can be explained by the formation
_ _ _o z_
-_ _= OO
aw_ Om
WW , " •
a.. _rJ ,
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Figure 6-6. Schematic light curve for fast and sk_w novae. Three o'pical behaviors are observed during the transition
stage." oscillations can be present or absent both in fast and slow novae. The deep minimum is typically found in slow
novae. The position on the light curve when the various spectra are present, is indicated.
(adapted from Payne -Gapos¢'hkin, 195 7 )
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ofadustshellorbytheheatingofapreexistent
envelopeof dust.
The moredetailedclassificationof nova
lightcurvesgivenbyDuerbeck(1981)isbased
onabout100galacticnovae.
B. 29%,amongthem10%Baand11%Bd,
therestis unclear.
C. 18%,amongthem6%Ca,I1%Cb,the
restis unclear.
Table 6.2 from Duerbeck gives his classifi-
cation scheme, and Table 6.3 applies this
scheme to the galactic novae with sufficiently
known light curves. Figures 6.7-6.11 from
Duerbeck give some examples of light and
color curves of the various classes.
Of the novae with well observed light
curves, about 3/4 (73 objects) are type Na-fast-
novae- (L < 100 d), and about 1/4 (27 objects)
are type Nb-slow novae- (t_ > 100 d).
The distribution among the light curve types
(Duerbeck, 1981) is as follows:
A. 39%, among them 2% Ar, 29%, A, 8%
Ao.
D. 12%, among them 1% DR.
E. 2%, this low percentage is also due to the
fact that some type E novae are counted
among the symbiotic stars.
Note that 18% of all novae are novae with
noticeable dust formation (type C).
Duerbeck gives the following relations:
M v = -12.25 + 2.66 log t3 (valid only for light
curves of type A)
Mv = -6.4 +/- 0.5 (light curves of type B, C,
D,)
type
A
An
Ar
B
Ba
Bb
C
Ca
Cb
D
DR
description
smooth, laM decline without major
disturbances
sm,aoth, fast decline v, ithoul major
disturbance,,, oseillationn in the
Iransition stage
Stll(x)th, fast decline, recurrent nnva
decline '_ith minor or major irregularities
decline with standslills or other minor
irregular fluctuations during decline
decline with major fluctuations (e.g.
double or multiple maximal
extended maximum, deep minimum in
transition phase, with
small variation ol '_isual brightness at
maxinmm I< 2"')
stronger brightness decline during maximum
slow evolution, extended premaximunl, delayed
maximum, oflen with several brightness peaks
recurrent nova with slow evolution and
delayed maximum
extremely slow no',a with irregular light
curve
Table 6-2(*)
A Classification Scheme for Nova Light Curves
examples
('p Pup, VI500 Cyg
GK Per, V6t)3 Aql
T CrB, RS Oph
V533 Her, [_V Vul
DN Gem, NQ Vul
T Aur, I)Q tier
Ftt Ser
ttR Del, RR Pic
T Pyx
V99 Sgr, V71 I Sco
classilicat ion of Woron.,ow- We Ijam inov_ ( 1953 )
Rs - rapid, smooth nlar (CP Pup_
Ro rapid, oscillating star (GK Per)
Rd - lasl star v*ith a drop in the
light cur_c IT ('rB_
Sss - sl,av,,, sn'nx)th star (Vg41 Oph)
Sd slow star v, ith a drop in the tight
curve (DQ Iter_
So - slo'_, fluctuating star IRR Pic)
Sss - extremely slov, star (RT Ser_
(*) from Duerbeck (1981)
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Althoughit is impossible to say at the first
recorded outburst if a nova will be recurrent or
not, a few distinct points of difference in the
light curve were identified by McLaughlin
(19601. The recurrent novae return to minimum
in less than one year, while classical novae
remain usually brighter than their preoutburst
magnitude for several years. Of the four recur-
rent novae classified by Duerbeck, three be-
long to his class A, i.e., show a smooth, fast
decline, while only one--T Pyx--belongs to
his class D, i.e., shows a slow evolution and a
delayed maximum, like the very slow classical
novae HR Del or RR Pic. The number of known
recurrent novae is too small for this 3 to 1 ratio
of fast to slow novae to have statistical signifi-
cance.
Duerbeck derives the absolute magnitudes
for 31 classical galactic novae (Table 6.4) by
means of different methods: 1) nebular expan-
sion parallaxes; 2) differential galactic rotation
(the stellar radial velocity, based on the hy-
pothesis that it is mainly due to the motion in a
circular galactic orbit, and the galactic longi-
tude, permit us to derive the distance; 3) the
interstellar line strengths; and 4) the interstel-
lar reddening. Figure 6.12 gives the relation
M(V) at maximum vs log t(3). The existence of
two well-separated groups is evident: the
higher luminosity group includes only fast
novae and the other slow and very slow novae.
We will come back to this result in Chapter 7.
Duerbeck shows that Group I can be interpreted
by a quasi-instantaneous mass-loss at a lumi-
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type A:
type Ao:
lype At:
poss.A:
type Ba:
type Bb:
poss.B:
type Ca:
type Cb:
type D:
type Dr:
type E:
Table 6-3(*)
Classification of Light Curves of (;alaclic Nn',ae
X Cir 16.61 Q Cyg (221 V476 Cyg ( 16_ Vl5(Xt Cyg (3.6,1
V446 Iler (16_ CP Lac 110) CP Pup (81 V630 Sgr (6!
V009 Sgr (7.6) VIO59 Sgr i<241 T Sco (211 V607 St:o (<151
V723 Sco (I 7
v52g Aql (35_ V603 Aqt (8t DK Lac* (321 GK Per (131
LU Vul (21 I
T CrB (6.8) RS Oph (18_ U Sco (5.21
V368 Aql (30_ Vfi(M Aql (241 QZ Aur (<34_ DM Gem (22)
HR Lyr (g()) GI Mon (371 FL Sgr (32) KP Sco (42)
EL Aql 1251 V5(IO Aql (42! OY Ara (83) IV Cop (37)
V465 Cyg (11141 VI668 Cyg (23) DM Gem* (22) V533 tter (44)
DK Lac* 1321 V4(81 Per 1431 V441 Sgr (1(161 V787 Sgr (45)
RU UMi (14(I) LV Vul (37)
DN Gem (37) DI Lac (43) V840 Oph* (361 V849 Oph (175_
VI016 Sgr (1761 VI017 Sgr (16(I) FS Set (86_ V373 Set (85)
NQ Vul (65)
VI229 Aqt (38) VI301 Aql (781 RSCar (71 RRCha (7)
IL Nor (1081 V841 Oph (112) ItS Pup (65) FM Sgr (301
V363 Sgr (80) VI275 Sgr (30) V4021 Sgr (1001 V368 Set (311
T Aur ( 1001 V450 Cyg ( I001 I)Q lter (94) HZ Pup* (70)
V732 Sgr (fi41 V720 Sco (171
V606 Aql (34) V726 Sgr* (9(I) V7U7 Sco 1401 V719 Sco (241
ELI Set (42) FH Ser (621 Ser 1078 (5(I XX Yau (42)
CQ Vel (53t
DO Aql (9OO71 EL Aql (71 V356 Aql ( 170) HR Del (23(I)
RR Pic (15(B X Set (7) CN Vel (8OO)
T P3,x (88)
n Car (?_ AR Cir (4151 V794 Oph ('?) HS Sgr (71
V999 Sgr ('?) V711 Sco (?) RR Set ('?) RR Tel (?)
Note: the I_ time is given in parentheses. Nmae v, ith uncertain light curve classification are marked with an asterisk.
(*) from Duerbeck (19811
nosity far above the Eddington limit and Group
II by continued radiation at the Eddington limit
from a bloated white dwarf.
This finding is based only on galactic novae,
because too few data are available for the
Magellanic Clouds. Actually, the large extent
of the Magellanic Clouds requires very long
programs of surveys with "'time resolution"
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sufficient to record the maxima and the time of
decline. The surveys made by Arp (1956) and
by Rosino (1964, 1973) would be suitable for a
comparison with the galactic relation. How-
ever, novae of Duerbeck Group I1 can be clas-
sified only by a small fraction of their light
curves, which is not sufficient tbr an accurate
determination of t(3). Moreover, no very bright
novae have been found in M 31, and the maxi-
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mum brightness of novae of Duerbeck Group I
is generally fainter than for galactic novae of
Group I. A recent work by Van den Bergh and
Pritchet (1986) discusses the observations of
73 novae in M 31 and the possibility of using
novae as extragalactic distance indicators, if
novae in all galaxies should turn out to have the
same luminosity function at maximum light.
From a study of the nucleus of M 31 in the
light of H Alpha, Ciardullo et al. (1983) have
detected four novae and observed that the de-
cay time of H Alpha emission was much longer
than the decay time in the continuum. Hence, H
Alpha emission of novae might represent a
standard candle for extragalactic measure-
ments. To be applicable, all these methods
need disponibility of a very large number of ob-
servations of novae in nearby galaxies.
Van den Berg and Youngh (1987) have col-
lected all the published UBV photometric data
Table _IR*)
Distances, Absorption Values, and Absolute Magnitudes of 35 Novae
ohjl't. I _1 h II'[]]_ _ Illl_ I1] _[]]a _ "t111i[i t)p¢ t I d( pt- _ A_ source
V1,56 Aql 0:_7'42 -(14 94
V528 Aql (1_6 68 0590
V611 :_ Aql 1133¸46 +011¸84
V 1220 Aql t14(154 05¸44
TAur 177.14 O1¸71
IV Cep 1199¸61 111/_4
T('rB 1142¸38 +4817
V4C,0 ('yg 1179¸ 12 06¸46
V476 Cyg 1187¸37 +12.42
V 15181 ('yg 1189¸82 -011 (17
VI66_ C)g 11911¸84 +(}6¸76
ItR Dvl 1163 4_ I _ 97
I)N (ieln 184¸(11 +14¸711
DQ Itct 1173¸ 16 +26.44
_,,'446 Iter 114_ 4t +(14 71
V5 _,_ Iler 1169¸ 19 +24.27
('P I.ac 1112¸14 (HI.g4
DK Lac 1(15¸2t 05¸35
BT Mon 211 86 (12.6_
RS I)ph 1119.811 +111¸38
V84 tl Oph O39.2t +1t¸49
GKPcr 150¸95 -II) II
RR P)c 272_6 25¸67
CP Pup 252¸92 -181 _.4
"1 Py_ 257.20 +(19.70
V63(1 Sgr 257.77 0606,
V 1275 Sgr t55117 (_ 17
q" Sto _52 6,7 + 1947
1] Sco _5767 +21,88
1-11 Set) (12972 -(12 97
V368 Sel (126,.67 (1263
FH Set 0_t91 +(15 78
Ser 1978 I)l 2,gfi +(16.04
l,V Vul 1_3.30 +11(1.85
NQ Vul I)55,35 +01 214
70p 177p
72p 181p
I.Ip I 1.6,_
65p 19p
41p 14.9_
75v 17.5_
2 ()_ 9 9_
7Op 117p
2Or 17.1_
Ig5v 121B
61; 201t
_gv t 19_
t 6p 15 by
It_ 147v
30p 18 8p
3()p 156v
21p 156p
50p 155p
4S:p 16,p
50v I 1,4_
73:p 15p
1) 2_ 13(1_
IZp I2.Ov
1)5p 141p
7 tip 14.9v
4.tip 144p
75p IZp
68_ I 2_
85p 192p
X.tlp 17.(tp
6.9_ 18,6v
4% lSIv
8tp ')
9,5_ 115 9B
61_ 18.tp
65 +4(Ip l) 212
76 +3_p A,: _5
96 +t5v Ao 8
h8 +57p Ba > 31'I?
67 +44_ {'a l(lO
-58 +43_ Ba 37
85 11.6_ At 6,.8
59 [+4. Ip {'a I(R)
115 +52_ A 16
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Figure 6-12. Absolute magnitude M v vs. log t(3) for
classical galactic novae.
Oqom Duerbeck, 1981)
on novae up to November 1, 1986. They have
obtained two main results from this study:
!) The intrinsic color of novae two magni-
tudes below maximum is found to be (B-V) 0 =
-0.02 +/- 0.04 with an internal dispersion ¢r (B-
V) < 0.12 mag. At maximum (B-V), = + 0.23 +/
- 0.06. The (U-B)o colors at maximum, on the
contrary, present a large intrinsic scatter.
2) Novae with smooth light curves become
redder both in B-V and U-B centered within
one day of maximum light. This reddening lasts
about 5 days for fast novae to 14 days for slow
novae. That novae are reddest at maximum can
be understood because at maximum they have
maximum photospheric radius (and therefore
minimum surface temperature).
III. SPECTROSCOPIC PROPERTIES
III.A. QUIESCENT PHASE.
For understanding the reason of the out-
burst, it would be extremely important to know
the physical state of the star before and after the
eruption. Unfortunately, very few data are
available, especially for the phase preceeding
the outburst. Low-resolution spectra obtained
with objective prism in the photographic re-
gion from before outburst are available only for
V 603 Aql 1918 (Cannon, 1920), V 533 Her
1963 (Stephenson and Herr, 1963) and HR Del
1967 (Stephenson, 1967).
V 603 Aql: all the spectra were underex-
posed. The best pre-eruption spectrum was
obtained on July 1, 1899. The spectrum appears
to be nearly continuous, but the Balmer series
is detectable in absorption. The energy distri-
bution resembles that of Class B or A, and Class
G can be clearly excluded.
V 533 Her: the spectrum was recorded
nearly two years before outburst, on June 16,
1961. The image is underexposed, and only a
faint continuum is observable, with no detect-
able spectral lines, either in emission or in
absorption. However, since the image is so
weak, the only positive indication about the
absorption lines is that there can be neither
hydrogen lines as strong as those of an A-type
star, nor H and K lines of Ca II as strong as in
a normal G-type star, nor any of the several ab-
sorption features that would be seen in a spec-
tral type later than G. The energy distribution
between 4800 and 3300 A is very similar to that
of a little reddened O star or early B.
HR Del: two well-exposed spectra were re-
corded on objective prism plates seven years
before outburst, on July 16, 1960. The spec-
trum is continuous without any definite absorp-
tion or emission feature (at dispersion 580 A/
mm at H Gamma), and the energy distribution
is clearly that of an unreddened O or very early
B-type star.
Like photometric observations, also the
spectroscopic ones, although limited to these
three cases, suggest that pre and post-outburst
characteristics remain almost the same. How-
ever, for V 603 Aql, no absorption lines are
observed--at the dispersion of 18 A/ram--in
the postnova spectrum (Greenstein, 1960)
while the prenova spectrum, according to
Cannon, showed H I absorption lines observ-
able at the much lower dispersion of her spec-
trograms.
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Spectroscopicobservationsof old novae
generally indicate that they present very blue
continuous spectra with some weak emission
lines. A complete review of data on postnova
spectra was given by Greenstein (1960); see
Table 6.5 from his paper. In addition to broad H
I emissions, He I and He 1I emissions are ob-
servable in several cases, and , when relatively
close to the epoch of the explosion, nebular
lines are still observable; in all cases the exci-
tation decreases with time after outburst. For
instance, in the spectrum of Nova Her 1963 in
1967 when the nova was 1.5 mag above its
minimum, the nebular lines of [O III] were
strong, while in 1969 they were barely visible;
in 1976 He II 4686 was fainter than the H I
lines, and there was no trace of the nebular
lines.
No definite evidence for the presence of
absorption lines has been found in the spectra
of past novae. The spectra of all novae at mini-
mum are sensibly alike and do not appear to be
correlated with the characteristics of the explo-
sion. The emission line intensity and width are
often variable, as indicated, for instance, by the
extended series of observations made by Wil-
liams (1983). The lines are generally broad
with widths of several hundreds of km/s, some-
times more than 1,000 km/s (Williams, 1983).
The spectra of five old novae (two slow and
three fast novae) and one quiescent recurrent
nova are shown by Wyckoff and Wehinger
(1977). They present some differences that one
can imagine to be related to their type: the two
slow novae have Balmer lines much weaker
than the three fast novae; the slow recurrent
nova also has weak Balmer emissions and,
moreover, does not present the 4640 emission,
which is a blend of C III and N III (Figure 6.13).
It is not clear if these differences are imputable
to different physical conditions (temperature
and density), or to a different chemical compo-
sition (i.e., a different evolutionary stage) or
consequence of different conditions of the
thermonuclear runaway, see chapter 7. By add-
ing to these observations the data given by
Greenstein (Table 6.5) we observe that gener-
ally the spectra of past novae of class Na have
hydrogen lines stronger than helium lines,
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while the reverse is true for past novae of class
Nb. The only exception is CP Pup 1942, which
was an exceptionally fast nova and one of the
brighter ones. This star showed also [O III]
lines whose Doppler shift indicated that the
original ejection velocities were still present.
However, an extended series of spectroscopic
observations of past novae, quiescent recurrent
novae, dwarf novae and nova-like stars made
by Oke and Wade (1982) and by Williams
(1983) do not give evidence of systematic dif-
ferences in the spectra of different classes of
novae. The differences between spectra of
single objects seem rather due to different
physical conditions in the region where the
spectrum is produced at the moment of the ob-
servations, and not to the characteristics of the
outburst.
Panek (1979) has compared the energy dis-
tribution of the old nova V 603 Aql with that of
one nova-like star and two dwarf novae at both
quiescent and active phase. All spectra are
similar, except that the old nova shows a very
small Balmer discontinuity and stronger emis-
sion lines, especially 4686 He 11. Panek shows
the position of these objects (the old nova V
603 Aql, the dwarf novae VW Hydri, and UZ
Ser just after outburst and in quiescence, and
the nova-like star V 3885 Sgr) in a two-color
diagram u-b, b-v (where u, b, and v were
formed by averaging the linear fluxes meas-
ured at 3448 and 3636 A (u), 4210 and 4566 A
(b), and 4990, 5556, 6055 A (v) and compares
them with the position of black bodies at tem-
peratures included between 50,000 K and
10,000 K and of model atmospheres with log g
= 8 and effective temperatures between 50,000
K and 8,000 K. The four objects fall either on
the black body line or between the black body
and the model atmosphere curve. But we can-
not generalize these results based on very few
objects. A more extended sample of spectra of
CV's has been collected by Williams (1983).
He studies the spectra of 69 CV's including 13
old novae, (8 fast and 5 slow novae) and 4
quiescent recurrent novae, 29 dwarf novae, and
23 nova-like stars. This study indicates impor-
tant differences in the spectra of the various old
novae both in energy distribution and emission
line strength (Table 6.6 and Figure 6.14 a, b, c,
and d), but no correlation with the subclass is
apparent. Using his data, we have compared the
line intensities of H alpha, H beta, 6678 and
5876 He ! and 4640 C II1+ N 1II, and their
widths (in km/s) for the different classes of
CV's. The line widths in general, (but there are
exceptions) are an indication of the inclination
of the system: all CV's show a loose correla-
tion between i and the line width (Figure 6.15 a,
b): the broader the emission lines are the closer
to 90 ° the inclination of the accretion disk is.
Warner (1986c) also found a correlation be-
tween the equivalent widths of H alpha, H beta,
and 4686 He 11 and the orbital inclination
(Figure 6.16). It is interesting to add that by
using this correlation, Warner was able to esti-
mate the effect of the orbital inclination on the
magnitude of old novae, confirming the expec-
tation given from the spectral characteristics
that their main source of brightness at mini-
mum is the disk. In fact, from the best available
determinations of M ima,_l and from the range
m -m he derives and finds the
v(ma_.l _*(fC%ltl}_ M_qmin_
correlation Mv_mm _ vs cos i (Figure 6.17). The
frequency distribution of the observed Mv_mm _
Table 6-5
Characteristics of the Spectra of Old Novae
Nma
V603 Aql 1918 ......
T Aur 1891 ............
T Crb 1866,
1946 ................
Q Cyg 1876 ........
v476 Cyg 1920 ......
EM Cyg ................
DM Gem 1903 ......
DN Gem 1912 ......
DQ Her 1934 ........
DI Lac 1910 ..........
HR Lyr 1919 ........
MacRae + 43 1 ......
V841 Oph 1848 ......
RS Oph 1898,
1933,1958 ..........
GK Per 1901 ..........
CP Pup 1942 ..........
T Pyx 1890.
1902. 1920.
1944 ................
V Sge ....................
WZ Sge 1913,1946
SlK'clr_llll zlnd Olher Data
H>He II (Hu 1938: Mc 1950; and G 1957): He ,, _. 4650 A
prcsent: A)v=7A; no absortion lines at 18 A/mm
Weak He .>H (Hu 1933, 1937)
Symbiotic, red companion, spec. binary: dwarf blue object is
nova: recurrent U?
Em. weak {Hu 1936): sharp and weak (G 1957)
H=He ,, (Hu 1936. Mc 1938); H>He .,, broad > H (G 1958)
H>He .. broad (Burbidge); never seen at bright max: U?
Continuous'? (Hu 1933)
H weak (Hu 1933): He .,=H (Me 1933): He .broad > H
(G 1958)
He .>H. broad, A)v=20 A, double era. lines {G 1956}; variable
in 4 h' period (Kraft): ratio of high-low series members changes
at quadratures; eclipsing binary: shell still contributes
Continuous (Hu 1936); broad absorption lines, like white dwarf,
emission H>He., sharp (G 1959}
Continuous (Hu 1936); weak He. (G 1959)
H>He., variable ratio to continuum; A_=7 A(G 1953):
never seen at bright maximim
Continuous (Hu 1936); He .>>H. He _weak {G 1956}:
lines sharp
Symbiotic red star; complex era.; atypical; recurrent
He N>H. He ,. k)v=16 A (Hu 1937): H>He ,,. He ,_=
He ,; A_.=17 A (G 1953)
He ,>>H, He t weak: 10 m] persists in shell and shows
original ejection velocities still present (G 1956): velocity
structure absent in H and tte,,
Na
Nb
RN
Na
Na
Na
Nb
Nb
Na
Na
Nb
RN
Na
Na
He,_>tt, IO,,,] (Hu 1934): He,.>>H. sharp {G 1956, 1958) RN
He _>H, V/R variable: A_,=40 A; shortward-displaced core
(Elvey and Babcock); never seen at bright maximum; (U?)
Continuous (Hu 1934); white dwarf absorption lines: Be type, RN
H emission (G 1956)
VlO17 Sgr 1901,
1919 ................ Continuous (Hu 1936l RN
* (i Grcenqem: IltJ Huma_oul: Mc = Mcl.aughlm Dales given are Ihose ol ohser',almu_ {,I Sl'_.'clra | I? ()bled may be related to [7 Gem stars or i_thcr
ii_dl like _t_lr_: A_ - widlh t_l ¢rnisxlqm al hall ¸ inten_it._
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agreeswith the theoreticaldistributionex-
pectedfor randomlyorientated disks (Figure
6.18).
The Figures 6.14 a, b, and c, give the equiva-
lent widths for H alpha, H beta, 6678 and 5876
He I, 4686 He II and 4640 C III+ N III for all
classes of CVs. When several measurements
for a same star have been made, we have plot-
ted the average values. The values are gener-
ally dependent from the state of the object (qui-
escent or in outburst for dwarf novae, while
several old novae and nova-like stars may pres-
ent line variability). In order to judge the de-
gree of variability, we have given in the Table
6.6 the mean value and, in parenthesis, the
standard deviation s, both for the line intensi-
ties and the line widths. We also report the
intensity ratios H alpha/6678 He I, H beta/4686
He II, H alpha/H beta, and 4686 He II/5876 He
I, in order to ascertain if the spectra of the
members of the different classes present some
systematic characteristics permitting us to dis-
tinguish one class from the other. As shown
from the Figures 6.14, no clear systematic dif-
ference is evident. The comparison may be
biased by the fact that the number of individu-
als among novae is much lower than among
dwarf novae and nova-like. Hence the samples
are not comparable. Anyway, we can say that
6678 and 5876 He I are generally stronger in
dwarf novae and nova-like than in novae and
recurrent novae. The intensities of H alpha and
H beta are in large part included in the same
interval of values for all classes, although very
high values (W > 80 A) are found only among
dwarf novae and nova-like stars. The same can
be said for 4686 and 4640, although very high
values for 4686 (W > 30 A) are found only
among the nova-like stars. The 4640 line is
0.57
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Figure 6-13a. Spectra of old novae
(J}om Wyck_'and Wehinger, 1977)
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generally absent or not measurable in dwarf
novae• The ratio H alpha/H beta for the major-
ity of novae and dwarf novae is included be-
tween I and 2, and few have values between 2
and 5. About 50% of nova-like stars on the
contrary, have values between 2 and 3. This
value is a measure of the Balmer decrement,
which is a well-known indication of the physi-
cal mechanisms at work in the gas, depending
on the physical conditions of it (optical thick-
ness and temperature).
The line widths for novae are included in the
same range of values as those for dwarf novae
and nova-like (but the highest values--AV >
1000 km/s--are found among dwarf novae and
nova-like stars.
/
60 _ Ho ]/• Hell
,o /
o _ J j JJA _,
20 40 6O 80
Figure 6-16. Correlations between emission-line
equivalent width and orbital inclination. The triangh, s
are data J)'om Williams (I 983). the others Jkom Warner
(1986).
(adapted fiom Warner, 1986)
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Figure 6-17. Correlation between absolute magnitude
M_ and orbital (or disc) inclination for old m_vae.
(from Warner, 1986 (')
WY Sge 1783 also shows a typical old nova
spectrum with a faint blue continuum and
strong emission of H I, He 1 and He I!, C IIl+ N
III, variable with the orbital phase (Shara and
Moffat, 1983; Shara et al. 1984) (Figure 6.19 a,
b). The central object of the very old nova CK
Vul 1670, on the contrary, is too faint to be
detectable. Only the nebulosities ejected from
the nova are observable, and they present a
spectrum characterized by a strong H alpha
emission (Shara et al., 1985).
N
15
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0 A
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M v
Figure 6-18. Frequency distribution of absolute mag-
nitudes (histogram) compared with theoretical distri-
bution (continuous curve)fi_r ramh_mly orientated
discs broadened by a Gaussian with 1 mag dispersion.
(from Warner. 1986 c)
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Figure 6-19a. The spectrum _?]"the old ttova WY Sge
(1783), orhit averaged.
(/i'om Shara and Mqffbt. 1983)
No trace of absorption lines and in particular
of lines of a late-type companion is generally
found in classical post-novae spectra, even in
the case of GK Per, whose color is that of a K-
type star and whose orbital period is exception-
ally long among novae, 1.99 days.
Among dwarf novae, on the contrary, the
spectrum of the late companion is generally
visible when the orbital period is longer than
about 6 hours, because then the orbital size is
large enough to house a sufficiently bright red
star. This rule is apparently not valid among old
novae; beside GK Per, also the cool component
of BT Mon- orbital period 8.01 hours - contrib-
utes only about 6% to the total luminosity of the
system (Robinson et al. 1982). The other past
novae with known orbital period larger than 6 h
are V 1668 Cyg (P = 10.54 h) and Nova Lac
1910 (P = 13.05 h). No evidence of a late-type
companion is found in the spectrum of the for-
mer, while no data are available for the latter.
Although the spectrum of GK Per in quies-
cent phase does not show the strong blue con-
tinuum and the strong flux at 4686 He 11 and at
4267 C I1 generally present in old nova spectra,
during its minor recurrent outbursts the spec-
trum becomes more similar to those of the
majority of old novae. Spectra obtained at dif-
ferent moments of the minor outbursts (Figure
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6.20, Bianchini et al., 1982) indicate that the
ratio 4686 He II/H beta increases regularly with
increasing brightness. Hence, during these out-
bursts, the spectrum of GK Per becomes more
similar to those of the other old novae. The line
width measured at zero intensity in outburst
and in quiescence has about the same value--
40 A (Szkody et al., 1985).
In the case of DQ Her, which is a well-ascer-
tained binary, as indicated by the occurrence of
eclipses, Kraft (1959) was able to show that
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both the line and continuum emission arise
mainly from a region near the compact compo-
nent. In fact, the rotational disturbance (*_in the
radial velocity curve of X 4686 (Kraft, 1958)
and the onset of the eclipse begin at the same
moment, indicating that the He 1I emission and
the continuum originate in the same region.
From the Balmer jump, the He II intensity, and
the observed colors, an electron density N = 3
xl0 '_ cm -_ and a T o,o_40,000 K are derived.
These values support the picture that much of
the light comes from a rather dense disk or ring
surrounding the nova.
The very slow nova RT Ser (1909) is proba-
bly an exception among classical novae. Spec-
tra taken in the red region in 1975 and 1978, in
addition to the nebular emission lines, show
TiO absorption bands. Spectra taken in the blue
region in 1964 show only nebular emissions,
but probably this is not due to a real variation of
the spectrum but rather to the fact that the cool
companion becomes more easily detectable in
the red region (Fried, 1980). Another very slow
nova--RR Tel--shows the presence of a red
giant component as indicated by its spectral
characteristics. The two recurrent novae T CrB
and RS Oph also show a symbiotic spectrum
with evidence of a red giant companion. Hence,
it seems that the visibility of the two spectra
and the luminosity of the red companion - class
II1 - are characteristics common to symbiotics
and to some recurrent novae and some very
slow novae, which are often also called symbi-
otic novae.
IlI.B. SPECTRA DURING THE OUTBURST
AND DECLINING PHASES OF NOVAE
Several indicators of nonthermal phenom-
ena are observed in the spectra of the majority
of novae during their explosive phases:
(*) We remind that the rotational disturbance consists in
a deviation of the orbital radial velocity curve occurring just
at the beginning and at the end of the eclipse. The radial ve-
locity of the eclipsed star shows an excess of positive velocity
at the beginning of the eclipse (when the parl of the stellar
disk, rotating toward us, is eclipsed; the reverse occurs at the
end of eclipse (in the hypothesis that. for mechanical reasons.
rotation and revolution occur in the same directions).
1) Anomalously high ionization, which
probably requires nonradiative heating
(e.g., presence of coronal lines).
2) Nonthermal widths of spectral lines (up
to 3000-4000 km/s).
3) Nonthermal atmospheric extent (from
less than 1 solar radius up to several hun-
dreds solar radii as derived by the prod-
uct of the expansion velocity by the time
elapsed from outburst).
4) Mass-flow, as indicated by the line-shifts
and the asymmetric line-cores and
wings.
5) Simultaneous presence of high and low
excitation + ionization features.
Hence, we have macroscopic evidence of
mass-flux and mechanical heating of the at-
mosphere.
iII.C. DEVELOPMENT OF THE SPEC-
TRUM DURING THE OUTBURST
The spectra at maximum are generally simi-
lar to those of an A- or F-type supergiant. V
1500 Cyg 1975 had one of the earliest type, B2
la and V1148 Sgr 1943 the latest (K-type).
Although the absorption spectra of novae at
maximum are similar to those of supergiants of
Classes B, A, or F, they are not identical to
them. However, if we consider the violence of
the outburst, it is rather surprising that they are
so similar.
The spectra are characterized by absorption
and emission lines (P Cygni profiles).
Several typical absorption systems have
been identified. Figure 6.6 shows schemati-
cally the shape of the light curves lot fast and
slow novae and indicates when the various
spectral systems are present.
The PREMAXIMUM spectrum is observed
during the light increase until just after maxi-
mum. It generally resembles a spectral type of
a B or A supergiant. The PRINCIPAL spectrum
replaces the premaximum within a few days
after maximum and persists until the nova has
faded by about 4 mag. The principal spectrum
closely resembles the premaximum spectrum
and it is often difficult to distinguish the one
from the other. However, in general, the pre-
maximum spectrum tends to be hotter than the
principal spectrum. Generally, the latter is
similar to that of an A or F supergiant with Ca
II lines stronger than normal and strong lines of
O I and C I. The Mg II line at 4481 A weakens
rapidly, while the lines of Fe !I, Ti II, and Mg
I, with lower levels in a metastable state, per-
sist along with the H I lines. Hence, there is
evidence of increasing dilution of the radiation
incident on the expanding principal shell. The
expansional radial velocity is larger than that
indicated by the premaximum spectrum. The
DIFFUSE-ENHANCED spectrum appears
later than the principal one: it reaches maxi-
mum strength at about two magnitudes below
maximum. It presents strong and wide lines of
H I, Ca ii and usually Fe II, O I, and Na 1. Slow
novae have richer diffuse-enhanced spectra,
with lines of Ti Ii and Cr II. In the later stages,
the hydrogen lines can present several compo-
nents. The expansional radial velocity is about
two times larger than that indicated by the prin-
cipal spectrum, and it is often variable with
time. The ORLON spectrum (so called because
it is similar to the spectra of the B-type stars in
the Orion nebula) appears when the diffuse-
enhanced is strongest and reaches its maximum
intensity at three magnitudes below maximum.
It resembles that of an early-type star with O II
and N 11 relatively strenghtened. Hydrogen
lines can be either present or absent. The radial
velocity is variable and equal or higher than
that of the diffuse-enhanced spectrum.
These four systems account for all but a few
absorption features. To each absorption sys-
tem, a corresponding emission system is corre-
lated. In fact, all the absorption and corre-
sponding emission features form the character-
istic P Cyg profiles, which are typical of the
expanding envelopes. Moreover, another emis-
sion system--the NEBULAR system--appears
when the nova has weakened by four magni-
tudes and is completely developed when the
nova is still three magnitudes weaker; i.e.,
seven magnitudes below maximum. At first it
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consistsof linestypicalof nebulae,like [NI],
lOll, [NIII,[Olll, [OIII]andlateronof coronal
lines.We define"coronallines"thosewith
upperpotentialhigherthan 125eV, corre-
spondingto theionizationpotentialof FeVII.
Thenebularemissionlineshavethesame
widthastheemissionsassociatedwiththeprin-
cipalspectrum:thismeansthatwhenthe shell
is dilutedenoughto becomeopticallythin in
thecontinuum(andthereforewhentheabsorp-
tionlinesdisappear),it isstillopticallythickin
thelinesandproducesthenebularspectrum.In
thissense,onesaysthatthenebularspectrum
"replaces"theprincipalspectrum.
Thepostnovasystemisobservablewhenthe
novaenvelopeis dissipatingin the interstellar
medium.Nebularandcoronallinesarepresent.
Thenebularspectrumis characterizedby the
permittedemissionsof H 1,HeI, HeII, N II, N
III,N IV,O I1,OII1,O IV,CII, Si IV, andby
theforbiddenemissionsofO1,O II,O III,N I1,
FeII, FeV,FeVI, FeVII, FeXIV, NeI!I, Ne
IV,NeV,AX,CaV,SII, K V,NiVIll, Ni XIII,
Ni XVI, andNaIV, withionizationpotentials
rangingbetween13and500eV. Hence,the
regionswherethecoronallinesareformedare
similarto thoseobservedin thesolarcorona.
The temperatureof theseregionsis much
higherthan that
(requiredelectron
still muchhigher
of the stellarphotosphere
temperatureTe > 10_)and
thanthatof thedustyenve-
lopesurroundingthemajorityof pastnovae,
andwhichis indicatedby theirinfraredspec-
trum.Severalmechanismsof heatingof the
"'corona"havebeenproposedandwill bedis-
cussedin Chapter7.
Thecoronallinesbecomeobservablea few
monthsafteroutburstandremainobservable
sometimesforyears.A fewexamplesaregiven
by Malakpour(1980).VeryslownovaHRDel
1967:theoutburstoccurredonJune6, 1967;
thecoronallineswereobservedin November
1972,4 yearsaftertheonsetof thenebular
phase.FastnovaV 433Her1960:theoutburst
occurredon February26, 1960;thecoronal
linesbecameobservablealreadyonMarch20,
1960,butbecamealmostinvisiblein August
1960.FastNovaHer1963:theoutburstoc-
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curredbetweenthe19thandthe28thofJanuary
1963.Thecoronallinesbecamevisibleon
February11, 1963,andwereobserveduntil
July1963.SlowNovaFHSer1970:theout-
burstoccurredonFebruary11,1970;onlyone
coronaline,5534.6[A X], wasobservedin
August1970andwasnotpresentonMay25,
1970.SlownovaV373Sct1975:theoutburst
occurredonApril 4, 1975.Thecoronalines
wereobservablefromJuly 14to theendof
August.VeryfastnovaV 1500Cyg1975:the
outburstoccurredon August25; thecoronal
lineswerenotpresentonSeptember12,but
theywerepresentonSeptember29,andwere
still presentin January1976.
Themechanicalenergyliberatedby mass-
lossduringtheexplosionis comparableto the
radiativeenergyproduced:bothareof the
orderof 1044ergs.
III.D. EXPANSIONVELOCITIES
Theexpansionvelocitiesarecorrelatedwith
thespeedclassandwiththespectraltypeat
maximum.Moreover,theexpansionalveloci-
tiesof thevariousabsorptionsystemsgenerally
increasefrompremaximumto orionsystem.
Figure6.21givestherelationbetweenspeed
classandexpansionalvelocityof theprincipal
spectrum.Thetworecurrentnovaefor which
thesedataareknownareTCrB,whichobeysto
thegeneralrelation,andT Pyx,whichdeviates
strongly.Toofewdataareavailableto sayif
recurrentovaedoobeyor donotto thesame
relationof classicalnovae.Typicalexpan-
sionalradialvelocitiesof thevariousspectral
systemsareindicatedin thefollowingTable
6.7,basedonnovaerepresentingvariouspeed
classes.
C. Payne-Gaposchkin(1957)hasobserved
thatspectraltypeandexpansionalr dialveloc-
ity of theprincipalspectrumarecorrelated:the
earlierthespectraltype,thehighertheradial
velocity.Sincewearedealingwitha shock
front, it is plausiblethatit is "the velocity
whichdeterminesthespectrum"(C. Payne-
Gaposchkin,1957,in The Galactic Novae, p.
82).
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Similar relations exist also between spectral
type at maximum and the radial velocity differ-
ence between the diffuse-enhanced and the
principal spectrum.
The data by C. Payne-Gaposchkin are given
in Table 6.8.
A loose relation also exists between the
expansion velocity and the absolute visual
magnitude at maximum (Figure 6.22). Data
from Mustel (1978) shows that the expansion
velocity of the "photosphere" (i.e., the layers
where the continuum and absorption spectrum
are formed, or where "r = 1) grows with time,
and the growth is particularly rapid in the latest
periods of expansion, just before light maxi-
mum. For instance, in V 603 Aql, the expansion
velocity during the day before t ..... was twice
that of the previous day; the same picture was
shown by DQ Her. V 1500 Cyg 1975 had V exp
of -1300 km/s on August 29, -1700 on August
30 (epoch of maximum) and -2200 on August
31. The slow nova RR Pic had the first maxi-
mum on June 7, 1925. From June 6 to June 7,
the expansional velocity came up to 250 kin/s,
while between June 4 and 5 it was only 40 km/
s. Hence, the rate of energy generation in the
inner subphotospheric layers increases just
before light maximum; the velocity of the gas
on the photospheric level records a sharp in-
crease due to a second shock wave that hits the
first expanding layer. It is the accelerated
matter that forms the principal envelope.
The spectra of recurrent novae seem to show
a different behavior than that of classical no-
TABLE 6.7
EXAMPLES OF EXPANSIONAL RADIAL VELOCITIES.
Object Type Expansional velocity (km/s)
Premax. Princ. D-E Orion
N Aql 1918 Fast -1300 -1500 -2200 -2700
N Gem 1912 Average - 400 - 800 -1400 -1600
N Her 1934 Slow 18(1 - 300 - 800 - 500
- 1000
N Cyg 1975 Very fast - 1300 - 1700 -3000
-4000
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TABLE6.8
CORRELATIONBETWEENSPECTRALTYPEAT MAXIMUM ANDEXPAN-
SIONALVELOCITYOFTHE PRINCIPALSPECTRUM.
SpectralType Corresponding AverageRV
Temperature (km/s)
Numberof Objects
F8 6,000K - 142 2
F5 7,000 168 2
F0-F2 8,000 - 268 4
A5 8,500 - 618 4
A2 9,000 - 560 3
A0 10,000 - 600 2
B9 1!,000 - 600 2
B5 15,000 -1000 1
BI 25,000 -1210 1
N II1lines 50,000 -1378 7
N V lines 200,000 -1950 3
Thesearemeanvalues.Weaddhereafewexamplesforsomeindividualobjects,whichmay
fromtheaveragevalues:
TheveryslownovaHRDel1967:Sp.A,V = -625_-m/s
ThefastnovaV1668Cyg1978:Sp.F,V = -600mn/s
The very fast nova VI500 Cyg 1975: Sp. B2 la, V = - 1,700 K'rn/s
deviate
vae. We remind the reader however that only
four of them have been observed spectroscopi-
cally, and among them T Pyx (the only known
slow recurrent nova, which has been observed
fragmentarily) behaves like classical novae. T
Cr B and RS Oph do not show systems corre-
sponding to the diffuse-enhanced and the orion
spectrum, and during the light decrease present
strong coronal lines of [Fe XI, IFe XIVI; U Sco,
on the contrary, does not show highly ionized
forbidden lines.
Details on the spectral behavior of single
objects will be given in Chapters 8 and 9.
IV. INFRARED OBSERVATIONS OF
NOVAE
A dozen novae have been observed from the
ground in the infrared (from about I lam to 20
p.m). Moreover, the infrared satellite IRAS has
observed some recent, old and very old novae.
Infrared observations are important because
many novae are known to produce dust shell
few weeks after outburst.
The first evidence for the formation of a dust
cloud around a nova was given by Geisel et al.
(1970) who observed the decline of FH Ser
1970 between ! and 22 lam. They observed that
when the visual light curve showed the dip
typical of slow novae, infrared emission started
to increase (see Figure 6.23 and 6.24). The
infrared emission was very similar to that of a
black body at temperatures varying between
1,300 to 900 K. Circumstellar dust was the
natural candidate for interpreting this emis-
sion. The lack of any spectral feature at 10 lam
suggested that silicate grains are absent and
that the dust may be formed of graphite.
McLaughlin (1935, 1937) was the first to sug-
gest that the diminution of about 9 mag ob-
served in the visual light curve of DQ Her was
due to a cloud of dust formed from the ejecta.
Now the recent infrared observations of novae
confirm his prediction.
Bode and Evans (1983) review the evidence
for the presence of dust in novae and classify
them, according to their infrared development,
in three classes, as follows:
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"Class X: novae for which the infrared
luminosity = luminosity of the underlying
object. These novae invariably have a pro-
nounced discontinuity in the visual light
curve, which coincides with infrared flux
rise. The temperature of the dust shell at-
tains a minimum before rising to a plateau -
the so-called isothermal phase. Typical
member, NQ Vul" (see figure 6.25).
"Class Y: novae for which the infrared
luminosity < 10 per cent that of the underly-
ing object. The visual light curve is smooth
and the dust shell temperature decreases
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a)
monotonically. Typical member, V 1668
Cyg" (Figure 6.26).
known with certainty to date is V 1500 Cyg"
(Figure 6.27).
"Class Z: novae with little or no infrared
excess, i.e. little or no dust. The visual light
curve is usually smooth. The only member
It is important to note that these different
infrared behaviors are correlated with lhe
speed ciass: slow novae generally belong to
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3O3
Class X, intermediate novae, to Class Y, and
very fast novae, to Class Z. Of course these
conclusions are based on a relatively small
number of observations, and exceptions could
be revealed when a larger sample will be avail-
able.
More detailed description of the infrared
behavior of some typical novae is given in the
following.
The best studied novae are FH Ser 1970,
VI301 Aql 1975, V 1500 Cyg 1975, NQ Vul
1976, V1668 Cyg, LW Ser 1978, Nova Aql
1982.
Slow novae of the DQ Her type, which ex-
hibit a deep minimum in the visual light curve
and then recover before starting their smooth
decline (the visual transition stage), form a
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thickcircumstellardustshell.Theybelongto
theClassX.FHSer,LWSer,NQVul belong to
this type. The very fast nova V 1500 Cyg, rep-
resentative of Class Z, on the contrary, radiated
like an optically thin expanding plasma for
nearly one year; there is some weak evidence
that a small amount of dust was formed after
one year from outburst.
V 1668 Cyg, representative of Class Y, is a
moderately fast nova. After an initial expan-
sion of the hot gas shell, an optically thin dust
shell was formed, and it reached its maximum
visual optical depth of 0.1 about 60 days after
outburst.
The very slow nova HR Del 1967 represents
an exception to the correlation between speed
class and infrared behavior. In fact, it has not
formed a thick shell. When the dust shell re-
mains optically thin or does not form at all, no
deep minimum is observed. This is the case of
HR Del, whose light curve presents a slow,
smooth decline and no dip.
IV.A. COMPARISON OF INFRARED AND
VISUAL LIGHT CURVES OF SOME
TYPICAL NOVAE
The visual and infrared light curves of sev-
eral novae are plotted in Figures 6.25, 6.26, and
6.27.
The visual and infrared (I.2 to 10 p.m) light
curves of the extremely fast nova V 1500 Cyg
(Figures 6.27a, b) exhibit about the same be-
havior: all reach a maximum and then decrease
smoothly. However, the maximum brightness
is reached at progressively later epochs with
increasing wavelength; e.g., the visual maxi-
mum was reached on August 30, 1975, and that
at 10 lain on September 2, 1975. The energy
distribution is typical of a black body with tem-
peratures varying from 10,000 K to 5,000 K
until day 3.2 after outburst; then the energy
distribution changes gradually to that typical of
free-free radiation (Figure 6.27 c). Only 300
days after outburst, a slight infrared excess,
which can be attributed to the formation of
dust, is observable at wavelengths equal to or
larger than 3.6 _tm. These data show the nova to
present a thick "pseudophotosphere" until day
3.2 and then to consist of an expanding mass of
ionized gas.
The visual and infrared light curves of FH
Ser, LW Ser, and NQ Vul (Figures 6.23, 6.24,
and 6.25) all have the common property that
they are almost the mirror image of one an-
other; when the visual brightness starts to de-
crease, the infrared curves show increasing
brightness. The energy distribution in infrared
is that of a black body at temperatures of the
order of 1,000 K and decreases with time from
the outburst (Figure 6.23) Hence, we have a
clear example of the different behavior of V
1500 Cyg with its thin electron shell and FH
Ser, LW Ser, and NQ Vul with their thick dust
shell.
In the case of FH Ser, Hyland and Neu-
gebauer (1970) and Geisel et al. (1970) ob-
served the commencement of infrared emission
about 60 days after discovery, coincident with
the rapid decline in visual light. Ultraviolet
observations up to day 57 and infrared observa-
tions by day 90 indicated that the total luminos-
ity remained equal to that observed at outburst
(see section 6.V on ultraviolet observations for
more details).
Infrared observations were continued by
Mitchell et al. (1985) and continued until day
529 after discovery. Figure 6.28 from Mitchell
et al. shows the infrared light curves at 1.25,
1.65, 2.2, 3.5, 4.8, and 10 p.m. It must be noted
that the discontinuity in the light curves, oc-
curred between day ! I ! and day 129; after that
event, fading occurred in all bands (except at
J=i.25 p.m, where, however, the observations
are very uncertain and data are lacking). The
energy distribution at various epochs is shown
in Figure 6.29, together with approximate
black body fits. The temperature decreases
from 960 K on day 70 to 760 K on day 91. The
discontinuity in the light curves is reflected by
the slight increase to 800 K on day 154. Later
on, it is difficult to represent the observations
by a single black body only. Instead, there is
evidence for a cool black body component,
responsible for the major part of the infrared lu-
minosity, and an excess in the !-3 lam region.
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The cool component decreases in temperature
from 700 K on day 210 to 400-500 K after day
400, while the short wave excess increases in
relative strength and temperature.
tion in size between day I11 and day 129. The
excess flux at the shorter infrared wavelengths
may probably be due to increasing line emis-
sions as the shell expands.
The interpretation of these data will be dis-
cused in Chapters 7 and 8. We anticipate here
that to explain these observations and espe-
cially the discontinuity in the light curves, we
must assume that the dust grains grow from day
60 to day 111 and undergo a significant reduc-
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V 1668 Cyg differs from V 1500 Cyg, as
well as from the three class X novae, because it
shows two distinct phases in its infrared light
curves: a first phase with a thin electron shell,
when the infrared light curves decrease
smoothly, as does the visual one, thus resem-
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Figure 6-28. Infrared light curves c#"FH Set'. Dotted and dashed lines correspond m the predicted light curves Jbr con-
tinuing grain growth beyond day 111, and for constant bolometric luminosity and continued grain size reduction beyond
day 200 respectively.
(from Mitchell et al., 1985)
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bling V 1500 Cyg (Figure 6.26) and a second
phase with an optically thick dust shell, as
indicated by the infrared increasing brightness
reached when the visual brightness is almost
gone back to the preoutburst magnitude.
A different case is represented by the fast
Nova Aql 1982 (Bode et al., 1984). It was dis-
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covered by Honda (1982) on January 27, 1982.
The initial decay was of 0.3 mag/day, typical
for a fast nova, as well as the relatively smooth
early light curve. On day 37, it had developed
an infrared excess characteristic of a dust shell
atT= I I00K.
Figure 6.30 by Bode et al. shows the visual
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Figure 6-29. Energy distrihution of FH Ser and approximate black body .[its. Beyond day 210 the energy distribution
broadens due to excess emission in the 1-3 _m 1"('_i0/1 appearing above the coo/dust emission component.
(fiom Mitchell et al., 1985)
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and infrared light curves: no dip in the visual
light curve, a smooth brightness decrease in the
infrared curve. Figure 6.31 shows the fit of the
infrared flux to the black body curves. Ultra-
violet observations suggest that the bolometric
luminosity was not maintained (differently
from FH Ser; see Section 6.V). A very interest-
ing observation made on July 3-4, 1982, 156
days after discovery shows the presence of an
emission feature peaking near 10 lam (Figure
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6.32), which can be attributed to SiC grains,
and which has never been detected before in the
other novae observed in infrared. It was the
absence of this silicate feature that suggested
that generally dust is formed of graphite grains.
Beside the emission feature, one spectrum
observed on April 18, 1982, in the range 1 to 4
/am (Figure 6.33) shows one broad and shallow
absorption at 3.9 ILtm, which is also often seen
in the spectra of oxygen-rich stars (Rinsland
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Figure 6-31, Energy distribution of Nova Aql 1982 and ('omparis+m with hlack body curves. The time in days after out-
burst is indicated.
(from Bode et al., 1984)
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Aql 1982 on .lull' 3-4. The broken line is an 800 K
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at ahottt 10 )_m.
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and Wing, 1982). It is identified with SiO in the
gaseous phase. These emission and absorption
features suggest that in this case, grains are
formed in an oxygen-rich environment. Hence,
the formation of graphite grains is improbable.
It is more probable that dust grains are formed
of iron composites. In fact, if carbon is slightly
less abundant than oxygen, oxygen makes
composites with the other elements and leaves
no free atoms to combine with carbon. The
composition of the dust grains in the shell of
Nova Aql 1982 is unique among novae studied
in the infrared. The sample, however, is still
very small. Thermonuclear runaway models
suggest that CNO are overabundant in nova
ejecta and that C > O (Starrfield et al., 1978). In
the case of Nova Aql 1982 it appears, on the
contrary that O > C.
These kinds of observations are important
because they can give a clue for deciding which
is the origin of grains. Two main theories have
been proposed. They are a), Grain growth in
nova ejecta d b) Pre existing grains. In case
a), we expect that grains reflect the composi-
tion of the interstellar medium.
Another emission line was observed in the
infrared spectrum of nova Vul 1984 No 2, 140
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days after outburst. A very strong emission was
observed at 12.8 gm, which is identified with
[Ne II].* It is the strongest 12.8 /am line ever
observed in an astrophysical source (Gehrz et
al., 1985, their Figures 1 and 2). A suggestion
for the presence of the same line in the infrared
spectrum of V I500 Cyg one year after outburst
was made by Ferland and Shields (1978b) in
order to explain the excess observed in the 10
ktm band.
The Infrared Astronomical Satellite (IRAS)
has observed the field of several novae (Table
6.9). The 1RAS point source catalogue gives
the opportunity to 1) search for emission from
novae of different speed classes at various
phases of their evolution, and 2) to search at
longer wavelengths (12, 25, 60, and 100 lam)
than is possible from the ground for finding
evidence of very cool dust.
Search for infrared emission from CK Vul
1672, V 1370 Aql 1982 and MU Ser 1983 was
negative (Callus et al., 1986).
The spectra of several novae, obtained by
plotting the fluxes given in the IRAS Point
Source Catalogue versus the wavelength are
given in Figures 6.34a and 6.34b. The symbi-
otic nova RR Tel and the very slow nova V 605
Aql present a flux that is an order of magnitude
higher than that from the other observed novae.
The flux for V 605 Aql fits the black body curve
for T=50 K, while that RR Tel fits the black
body curve for T=290 K. The measurements at
60 and 100 lam for the other novae are not reli-
able. Their maximum flux falls at wavelengths
shorter than 121am indicating color temperature
higher than 300 K. Dinerstein (1986) has per-
formed a more detailed study of four classical
novae (two relatively young--V 4077 Sgr 1982
and GQ Mus 1983--and two relatively old--
FH Ser 1970 and HR Del 1967) with well-deter-
mined optical positions, which seem to have
true infrared counterparts (Table 6.10 a and b).
The criterion adopted for positive identifica-
* Ultraviolet observations have identified a few novae
which are Ne-rich. They could belong to a subclass of novae
where the white dwarf is a O-Ne-Mg star instead of a CO star.
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(from Bode et al., 1984)
tion is that the difference between optical and
infrared position is smaller than the quoted
error ellipses for IRAS measurements. Search
for infrared emissions from other novae was
made by coadding the data from the original
IRAS survey in order to increase the sensitiv-
ity. By this method, positive detection was
obtained for DQ Her and for the recurrent nova
T CrB. V 4077 Sgr was observed with IRAS
161, 169, and 357 days after maximum. Its
spectrum fits the black body curves for T =
1000 K, except at 60 ILtm when the observed
flux is lower (Figure 6.35 from Dinerstein,
1986). It is interesting to remark that the dust
temperature apparently does not vary from 6 to
12 months after maximum. From the tempera-
ture and the observed flux, and the absolute
luminosity derived from the speed class-lumi-
nosity relation (Duerbeck, 1981) a rough esti-
mate of the mass of the emitting dust can be
made: this one is found of the order of 1046
solar masses.
The fast nova GQ Mus has a flux lower by
two orders of magnitude than V 4077 Sgr. By
using the technique of coadding fluxes, it is
possible to see that its IR spectrum is flat,
characteristic of free-free emission, in agree-
ment with previous data obtained from the
ground at 5 and 10 I.tm (Krautter et al., 1984;
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TABLE6.9
NovaeobservedbytheInfraredAstronomicalSatellite(IRAS).
NOVA Outburst Typeof lightcurve(Duerbeck).
CQ Vel
EU Sct
FH Ser
HR Del
KP Sco
LQ Sgr
RR Tel
RS Oph
T CrB
V 1016 Sgr
V 605 Aql
V 949 Sgr
NQ Vul
DQ Her
V 4077 NovaSgr
GQ Nova Mus
1940 Cb
1949 Cb
1970 Cb (1986,Dinerstein)
1967 D (1986,Dinerstein)
1928 A
1897 '_
1948 E
Rec.N Ar
Rec.N Ar (1986,Dinerstein)
1899 '_
1919 D
1914 9
1976 Bb (1985,Evans)
1934 Ca (1986,Dinerstein)
1982 Bb (1986,Dinerstein)
1983 A
Whitelocket al., 1984).Thereis noevidence
for a dustcomponent.
Thisresultis a confirmationof thecorrela-
tionbetweenthespeedclassof a novaandthe
efficiencyfor theformationof a dustshell
duringits earlyphasesof expansion:slow
novaehavegenerallydustshell,while fast
novaedonot.WeremindthatHR Del,how-
ever,is animportantexceptionto thisrule.
FH Serwasdetectedin thePointSource
Catalogueat 12lamonly.Coadditionof the
datapermitsdetectionat25jamtoo.Theresult-
ing colortemperatureis 500K. Howeverthe
dustappearsmuchhotterthanexpectedfor an
opticallythinexpandingdustshellof constant
thickness.In fact, if the centralluminosity
sourceremainsconstant,heIR flux should
declinewithtimeast_andthedustemperature
ast-_(Gehrzetal., 1980a).Hence,for logt =
3.8,T dustshouldbeoneorderof magnitude
lower.It is suggesteda contributionfromIR
fine structurelines.
HRDelwasdetectedin the25jambandbut
notat 12and60jam.Thisresultsuggestshat
wearenot observing the thermal continuous
spectrum, but rather line emission. We remind
that [Ne II] emission at 12.8 jam was observed
in Nova Vul 1984 N. 2 and probably also in
Nova Cyg 1975. In the case of HR Del, candi-
date lines falling in the 25-jam band are ISIIII
19 and 34 Jam, INeV] 24 jam, [OIVI 26 jam, and
ISilIl 35 jam.
DQ Her was detected at 60 and 100 jam by
coaddition of data. A color temperature of 60 K
was found consistent with the upper limit at 25
!am. Evans (1985) reports that non survey mode
observations give a lower temperature, 34 K.
T CrB is detected in the Point Source Cata-
logue. However, coaddition of data gives more
precise results (Table 6.10 c ). The flux at 12
and 25 jam gives a dust temperature of 900 K.
The detection of such hot dust in a recurrent
nova is interesting, because it cannot be the
remnant of the last outburst that occurred in
1946, but rather an indication of continuous
dust-rich mass loss. This is a plausible possibil-
ity, because T CrB is a well-known binary
system where the M giant member is almost
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Table 6.10
TABLE a) Data ('or nova Sgr 1982.
Date
HCON ( 19831
Uncorrected flux density (Jy)
('olor-corrected flur density (.Iv)
IRAS band
Days after
maximum 112 laml 1251aml [6()lam I [1001am ]
Mass of
hot dust
(M o }
I 25 Mar
2 I Apr
3 7 Oct
161 24.0!2, I 9.2-1- I. 1 1.3±0.2
18.9+__1.6 69+__0.2 1.0+0.2
169 21.8:t: 1.6 7.5±0.7 0,94±0.13
17.2+_ 1.3 5.6+-0_5 0.7+0. I
357 2.5i0.2 0.84±0.14 <0.4
2.0+-0.2 0.63+0.10 < 0.3
<2.8
<2._5
<2.8
<2._
<4.(I
< 3.7
4,2 X 10 "
3,4 X I(1 "
3.8 X 10 ¢
* Assuming d = 2.5 kpc (see the text).
TABLE b) Catalog and coadded fluxes R_r detected novae.
Flux density (Jy)
Object _.(Hm) Catalog" Coadde& Corrected'
GQ Mus
FH Ser
HR Del
12 (I.24 i 0.06
25 0.31 + 0.97
6(I <().30
10(1 <3.0
12 (I.32
25 <0.30
60 <0.60
100 <3.7
12 <0.30
25 (I.36
60 <0.40
100 <1,0
± (I.04
+ 0.06
(I.26
0.26
0.30
<(I.72
0.32
0.18
<(I.29
<1.2
<0.08
(I.34
<0. I I
<0.32
± 0.03
± 0.03
± 0.04 --
+ (I.03 0,29
t 0.03 0.14
<0.23
<1.1
+ 0.03 --
± 0.03
± 0.03
Catalog values corrected for detection rate.
h Uncorrected coadded values.
Coadded values corrected for color effects.
TABLE c). Additional coadded novae.
Optical position
Uncorrected flux density (Jy)
IRAS band
Object Date o_( 19501 8(1950) [I 2 _m] [25 I.tm] ]60 lamt 1100 lam]
T Aur 1891 5h28"'46 ' +30"24'36" <0.10 <0.14 <0.16 <0.88
RR Pic" 1925 &33"'32" -62"47'17" 1.22 ± 0.05 0.29 ± 0.02 <0.40 <1.0
T Cor recurrent 15_57"'25" +26"02'32" 0.72 ± 0.03 (I.26 ± 0.03 <0.12 <0.34
DQ Her 1934 18"06"'05" +45"51'01" <0.(16 <0.05 0.58 ± 0.08 0.61 ± 0.07
VI370 Aql 1982 19"20"50" +02"23'35" <0.10 <0.10 <0.15 <0.87
CK Vul 1670 19_45"'32" +27"11'22" <0.11 <0,10 <0.37 <3.7
E2(XX) + 223 ? 20h00"39" +22"20'00" <0.09 <0,09 <0.14 <0.77
' Source at nominal position of RR Pic as given by Wyckoff and Wehinger ( 1978): appears to correspond not to the nova, but rater to a field SAO star (see the
text).
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filling its Roche lobe. We can expect that dust
will condense in the envelope produced by the
M giant wind.
Evans (1985) reports the results of the ob-
servtions of NQ Vul 1976. This nova produced
an optically thick dust shell 60 days after out-
burst. The expected temperature of the shell,
derived by assuming that it decreases as tu/2
(case of free expansion, and constant luminos-
ity of the remnant), is 240 K. The observed dust
temperature, on the contrary, is 72 +/- 5 K. This
result can be understood if we assume that the
bolometric luminosity in 1983 was 7.6 x 10 -_
times that of the constant bolometric luminos-
ity, which was maintained during the first year
after outburst.
V. ULTRAVIOLETOBSERVATIONSOF
NOVAEANDRECURRENTNOVAE
(writtenbySelvelli)
V.A. INTRODUCTION
Thefar UV andX-rayradiationof novae
originatesfromregionsthataremuchhotter
thanthosewheretheopticalandinfraredradia-
tion is formed.
Thus,spaceobservationsof novaearecom-
plementaryto theground-basedopticalones,
andhavegivenandarestill givinganew,fun-
damentalcontributionto ourknowledgeonthe
natureof theseobjects.
Theimportanceof UV observationsof the
continuumandlineemissionof CVsis mani-
fold:
Thebulkof thecontinuumradiationemitted
by quiescent novae (QN) falls, with very few
exceptions, in the satellite UV spectral region.
The study of this radiation provides fundamen-
tal information about the physical processes
that take place in the hot regions of the system,
generally associated with the innermost disk
part and the white dwarf surface. Estimates of
T, L and of the mass accretion rate /_1 in QN, a
parameter of basic importance for the under-
standing of the nova phenomenon, are crucially
dependent on the observations in this wave-
length range.
For novae in outburts, observations of the
UV continuum are essential for the determina-
tion of the bolometric luminosity and of its
variations with time from the first outburst
(OB) phases until the nebular stage.
In the satellite UV region of the spectrum,
several important, strong resonance lines be-
longing to abundant elements (such as CIV )_
1550, SilV _. 1400, NV _. 1240) are observed.
Most of these ions lack strong lines in the opti-
cal region. High excitation lines produced by
recombination such as He II )_ 1640 or by fluo-
rescence such as the OIII Bowen nebular lines
near _, 3000 are also observed in CVs. More-
over, nebular lines (such as SillI _. 1892, CIII _.
1909, OIII X 1666, NIV _, 1486, etc.) are ob-
served in novae during the nebular stage, in
recurrent novae, and in a few old novae. The
study of all these classes of lines provides valu-
able information on the excitation processes,
the region(s) of line formation, the presence of
outflow phenomena, and the intensity of the
radiation field in the scarcely accessible EUV
spectral range.
If semiforbidden or forbidden lines are pres-
ent, they provide a useful tool for the diagnosis
of the physical conditions (Ne, Te) in the low
density regions of the system. In addition, in
several cases, especially in novae in the nebu-
lar stage, the presence of lines of different
ionization states of a given element has also
allowed a careful determination of the chemi-
cal abundances in the ejecta, a parameter of
paramount importance for testing the various
theories on the processes that lead to the nova
phenomenon and for understanding the evolu-
tionary state of the system.
An accurate determination of the parameters
above mentioned, together with the knowledge
of their variations with time, can be used to set
severe constraints on the various physical
models of nova, both for the quiescent phase
(Q), in which especially T and L are important,
and for the eruptive one, where the dynamic,
density, and chemical composition of the
ejecta are concerned.
In the present section the behavior of novae
in the UV is subdivided in two parts: 1) novae
(classical and recurrent) in quiescence, and 2)
novae (classical and recurrent) during outburst
and post-OB phases. This subdivision might
seem somehow artificial but it has a physical
ground: UV observations of novae in Q provide
important clues on the hot components of their
radiation field and, therelbre, on those proc-
esses that take place near the compact compo-
nent. Little information is gained about the
physical conditions in the outer regions since,
with a few exceptions, the envelope ejected at
the time of the outburst is no more detectable.
On the other hand, observations made during
the various OB and post-OB phases are related
to the physical structure of the extended
pseudophotospere formed in early OB phases,
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andtothephysicalconditions( ne,T, chemical
composition,andvelocityfields)in theejected
envelope.
V.B.ULTRAVIOLETOBSERVATIONSOF
POSTNOVAE
Thelaunchof theIUE satellite (Boggess et
al., 1978) has opened a new era in the UV
observations of post novae, allowing the acqui-
sition of about 200 UV spectra for a dozen
objects with m v up to 15.
Table 6.11 lists the postnovae observed with
1UE until November 3, 1987.
Two comprehensive reviews on the UV
observations of classical novae by Starrfieid
and Snijders (1987) and by Friedjung (1988)
have recently appeared. The reader is referred
to them for a detailed description of the OB
phenomenology and for specific considera-
tions on the abundances of the ejecta.
V.B.I. THE UV CONTINUUM
After correction for the interstellar redden-
ing, which is usually determined from the _.
2200 absorption feature, a general characteris-
tic of most objects is the presence of a hot
continuum as indicated by the flux increase
toward shorter wavelengths. The origin of this
continuum is commonly attributed to the dissi-
pation, through viscous processes in the accre-
tion disk formed around the compact compan-
ion, of the gravitational energy released when
mass is transferred from the companion onto
the surface of the white dwarf.
A possible contribution from the white
dwarf itself, still active and hot a long time
after the OB, cannot be ruled out, and this
possibility must be kept in mind when compar-
ing data with the theoretical models.
The interpretation and modeling of the UV
continuum is not a well established operation
like, for example, that of fitting a stellar contin-
uum with a model atmosphere. While a steeper
slope toward shorter wavelengths is commonly
interpreted as an indication of higher tempera-
ture, the actual value depends a lot on the de-
tails of the model chosen. The accretion disk
spectrum is calculated as the sum of the contri-
butions of the individual surface elements
(annuli), each one emitting with a different
temperature. Generally these models are based
on sums of emissions of Kurucz's models or on
sums of black bodies. A deeper criticism on the
TABLE 6.11
NOVAE and RECURRENT NOVAE Observed with IUE during Optical Quiescence.
OBJECT R.A. (1950) DECL (1950)
GK Per 03 27 47 +43 44 05
T Aur 05 28 46 +30 24 36
RR Pic 06 35 10 -62 35 49
BTMon 06 41 16 -01 58 09
CP Pup 08 09 52 -35 12 04
T Pyx 09 02 37 -32 10 47
T Cr B 15 57 25 +26 03 37
V 8410ph 16 56 42 -12 48 59
RS Oph 17 47 32 -06 41 39
DQ Her 18 06 05 +45 51 02
V 533 Her 18 12 46 +41 50 22
V 603 Aql 18 46 21 +00 31 36
HR Del 20 40 04 +18 58 52
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assumptionsandlimitationsof the models and
on the advantages and disadvantages of the
various methods can be found in Wade (1984)
and in Chapter 4.IV.B.
Generally, the power-law UV continua can
be better reproduced using sums of contribu-
tions of stellar atmospheres. It is rather diffi-
cult, however, to produce a good agreement of
the models with data that include both the UV
and the optical continuum.
Wade (1984) has pointed out that a disk
model with a range of temperatures has the
same slope, for a given wavelength range, as a
model with a single temperature. In other
words, it is possible to associate with the flux
ratio at, say, 2880/_ and 1460/_, a correspond-
ing temperature of a model atmosphere. The
slope of the classical Lynden-Bell (1969) dis-
tribution (F ( 2' ) _ 2' 23_) is the same as that of
a Kurucz model with T=17.000 ° K, while that
of a power-law distribution with a=2.0, quite
common for cataclysmic variables (CVs),
corresponds to a model with T=I4.000 ° K.
In practice, in several cases, the observed
continuum has been fitted equally well by a
single component (i.e., a power law or a black
body) or by two components (i.e., two black
bodies or a black body and a power law). As a
consequence, it is not surprising that different
authors have proposed for the same objects fits
with quite different temperature components;
compare, for example, the determination of the
temperature in HR Del made by Hutchings
(1979a), Krautter et al. (1981), Rosino et al.
(1982), Dultzin-Hacyan et al. (1980), and
Wargau et al. (1983) (Table 6.12).
It is remarkable that with few exceptions
(Verbunt, 1987) the slope of the continua of the
different classes of CV s (dwarf novae, novae,
nova-like) is rather similar. In the more lumi-
nous and best studied old novae (i.e., V 603
Aql, RR Pic, HR Del), the continuum slope in the
UV (after correction for reddening) is very
close to the slope of an F ( 2' ) _x2' 2 distribution,
in fair agreement with the "standard" 2'-23+ dis-
tribution. (Figure 6.36)
It is not clear, on the basis of the IUE obser-
vations alone, how correct it is to extrapolate
toward shorter wavelengths the continuum
slope found from the IUE observations. Voy-
ager data on V 603 Aql (Figure 6.37) led Car-
one et al. (1985) to conclude that for this object
(but its trend is common to all other CVs ob-
served with Voyager), the rising IUE flux dis-
tribution does not continue into the EUV.
It is remarkable that the EUV region (900-
1200 /_) is rather flat (flattening begins near 2,
1300/_) for almost all CV s observed, while the
EUV continuum (500-900 /_) is extremely
weak ( < 5 x 10 _3). Carone et al. (1985), on the
basis of these data, conclude that models that
fit the IUE UV fail to fit the EUV region.
Exceptions to the general trend F (h) _ 2'" with
cx-2 are GK Per, DQ Her, BT Mon and T Aur.
GK Per (Rosino et al., 1982) is quite pecu-
liar, since its UV continuum, unlike that of
other old novae, shows an energy distribution
curve that is not peaked toward the extreme
ultraviolet but around 2' 3600 (figure 6.38), an
indication of a lower temperature. However,
high excitation and ionization lines are present.
Even from the IUE low-resolution spectra, a
larger line width than in other old novae can be
appreciated. Moreover, unlike in other old no-
vae, there is some contribution in the UV from
the K2 IV-V companion. GK Per is also a copi-
ous hard-x-ray emitter, and this emission
shows a strong coherent modulation with a
period of 351 s (Watson et al., 1984). This is a
signature of the "intermediate polars" or DQ
Her class of CVs, characterized by the presence
of a rather strong magnetic field, of the order of
10s - 106 gauss. Probably, the magnetic field
causes the disruption of the innermost disk
part, where the missing UV continuum would
otherwise be produced. (See Chapters
4.III.F.2.) Another intermediate polar is DQ
Her, a system seen at quite high inclination,
which shows periodic eclipse phenomena. Its
far UV continuum is nearly flat and can be
represented by a power law with spectral index
a close to zero over the whole UV spectral
range.
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TemperatureEstimatesinHRDelphini
TABLE6.12
E(B-V)
Rosino et al. (1982) 0. i
Duerbeck et al. (1980a) 0.19
Andrillat et al. (1982) 0. !7
Friedjung et al. (1982) 0.17
Hutchings (1980) 0.10-0.15
Dultzin-Hacyan et al. (1980) (0.18)
Krautter et al. ( 1981 ) 0.15
Hutchings (1979a)
( ! 982)Wargau et al.
The same for V 603 Aql.
0.23
0.15
Dultzin-Hacyan et al. (1980) 0.07
Duerbeck et al. (1980a)
Krautter et ai. ( 1981 ) 0.07
Wargau et al. (1982) 0.00
Lambert et al. (1980) 0.07
Ferland et al. (1982a) 0.07
The Same for RR Pic
Krautter et al. ( 1981 ) 0.01
Wargau et al. (1982)
Rosino et al. (1982)
Duerbeck et al. (1980a)
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Figure 6-37. Voyager observations _!/" V 603 Aql, dereddened by 0.07.
(from Carone et al., 1985)
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Figure 6-38, The continuum distribution of GK Per at
quiescence.
(from Rosino et al., 1982)
It is tempting to ascribe this peculiarity in
the continuum slope in DQ Her to an inclina-
tion effect that causes the disk to be seen in its
outermost coolest components. This sugges-
tion is supported by the nearly flat continua of
BT Mon 0-84 ° ) (Figure 6.39) and T Aur
0-68°), and is in agreement with an optical
study of Warner (1986c) who has found a
strong correlation between the absolute visual
magnitude and the inclination of the system.
Warner has interpreted this result in terms of
darkening of the disk limb when viewed at
different inclination angles. Verbunt (1987),
however, from a statistical study of the UV
spectra of several CVs has concluded that the
continuum slope does not show a definite de-
pendence on the system inclination; his disk
models show instead that the slope of the con-
tinuum depends strongly on the white dwarf
mass.
V.C. THE MASS ACCRETION RATE AND
LUMINOSITY OF OLD NOVAE
The disk luminosity is linked to the mass
accretion rate 1_1, a quantity whose knowledge
is essential for understanding the evolution of
the system and physics of the outburst. In prin-
ciple, I_1 can be determined after a comparison
of the slope of the continuum with theoretical
models: a steeper UV slope indicates an higher
1_1. Unfortunately, as pointed out by Verbunt
(1987), theoretical disk models show that the
slope of the continuum depends also, and criti-
cally, on the white dwarf mass. Because of this,
the _ values reported in the literature might be
affected by this uncertainty if the white dwarf
mass was not previously well determined.
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An alternative, less model-dependent
method for the determination of 1_ is simply
based on an estimate of the accretion luminos-
ity from the observed UV (mainly) and optical
fluxes. Once the luminosity is known, a lower
limit for 1_ can be assigned from the relation
L(disk)=l/2 GIgIM R _ where MNM . (See
also Chapter 4.11.C.2.)
The considerable differences in the L(UV)
estimates for the same object by different au-
thors are due to two main reasons: I) uncertain-
ties with the distances, and 2) uncertainties in
the fitting of the observed continua with mod-
els. Wade (1984) has shown that luminosities
deduced from fits with stellar atmosphere
models are much lower (by factors from 10 to
IOa)) than those obtained from blackbody fits to
the same data.
The uncertainties in L are reflected in the
uncertainties in _, and quite serious discrep-
ancies between the _ values proposed in the
literature for the same objects are present.
Thus, for HR Del, Friedjung et al. (1982) de-
rived 1_1- I() _ Moyr_ , while Krautter et al.
(1981) found 1_1-4.6 10 _ M o yr _ , and Hutch-
ings (1979a) gave indication of a value in ex-
cess of 10 _. Kenyon and Webbink (1984) have
suggested determining 1_1 by fitting the ob-
served flux at different wavelengths to models
of disks seen at different inclinations and emit-
ting like the sums of blackbodies. With this
method, they obtained for HR Del a I_! of the
order of 4 x !() s M o Yr_ in fair agreement with
Krautter's el at. (1981) value, which is a lower
limit based on the "observed" UV luminosity
only.
A compilation of mass accretion rates can be
found in Verbunt and Wade (1984).
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V.D. THE LINE SPECTRUM OF OLD NO-
VAE
A common characteristic of the line spec-
trum of cataclysmic variables in quiescence is
the presence of strong emission lines of high
excitation character like NV 1240, SilV 1400,
CIV 1550, and Hell 1640.
lntercombination lines like NIV 1486, NIII
1750, SiIIl 1892 and CIII 1908; or lines of low
excitation like OI 1303, CII 1335, and reso-
nance lines of Sill are generally much weaker
or absent except in the case of the recurrent
novae T Cr B and RS Oph and in the case of
those few old novae who still show evidence of
the shell ejected at the time of the outburst.
Table 6.13 lists the most common emission
lines usually found in old novae.
TABLE 6-13
List of common UV Lines in Post-Novae.
_. ION _. ION
1240 N V 1640 He !I
1260 Si II 1750 N iIl
1300 Si III 1815 Si 1I
1335 C II 1860 A1 III
1400 Si IV 1892 Si 111
1486 N IV 1909 C 111
1550 C IV 2800 Mg I1
1575 Ne V
V.D.I. P CYG PROFILES IN OLD NOVAE
Krautter et al. (1981) have reported the pres-
ence of P Cyg profiles in the spectra of the old
novae HR Del, RR Pic, and V 603 Aql. Al-
though the presence of some of the P Cyg pro-
files is questionable (e.g., _, 1640 in HR Del,
CIV in RR Pic, etc.), they are clearly present in
HR Del at CIV (Figure 6.40). The presence of
such profiles indicates that material is still out-
flowing a long time after the outburst, and this
poses several questions about the nature of the
mechanism that originates the wind and the
duration of the processes related to the out-
burst. Hutchings (1979a) has reported marked
differences in the P Cyg profiles in the several
spectra available. He suggested the presence of
two absorption components of varying strength
that could be consistent with mass loss in the
form of a spiralling wind.
A more complete set of observations was
obtained by Friedjung et al. (1982) who related
the variations to the orbital phase of the obser-
vations. (See also the next section.)
Krautter et al. (1981) estimated the mass
loss rate in HR Del by fitting the absorption
component of the CIV doublet with the grid of
theoretical profiles of Castor and Lamers
(1979). Assuming a spherically symmetric
wind and all carbon=CIV and taking V edge =
4,000 km s-_, they derived I_I-2.6 10-_ M o yr -_.
The uncertainty in this value is due to the rather
crude assumptions that have been made. The
- 11.0
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Figure 6-40. The P Cyg pr_i'les in the spectrum of HR De/.
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terminalvelocitiesin theHR Delwindareof
theorderof 3 x IO _ kms _ for CIV. Hutchings
(1979) and Rosino et al. (1982) give 2320 km
s_, while Dultzin-Hacyan et al. (1980) give
2,900 and 3,500 km s _ and Krautter et al.
(1981) give 4,000 km sL For NV Hutchings
gives 2,800 km s _ and Rosino gives 2,900 km
s-L It must be pointed out, however, that in the
low resolution IUE mode, a wide Ly e_ absorp-
tion of circumstellar or interstellar origin,
which can extend up to )_1230, could mimic a
shortward displaced absorption for the NV
doublet, thus contaminating the true one.
In a study of dwarf novae, Cordova and
Mason (1982) have suggested the presence of a
conical outflow, perpendicular to the disk
plane. They have also suggested that the
mechanism responsible for the wind is radia-
tion pressure in the resonance lines, as in hot-
star winds. It is not clear, however, if this
model might be applied to HR Del and why
among old novae such P Cyg profiles have been
clearly detected only in HR Del. (See also
16.0
12.0
x:
_, 8.o
LL
Chapter 4.IV.D.)
A marginal wind detection has been claimed
by Cordova and Mason (1985) in the CIV dou-
blet of DQ Her also. A comparison of the
eclipse profile of CIV with the out of eclipse
one showed that the latter is fairly symmetric,
while the former appears to be skewed to the
red. They suggest that a wind may be present
but contributes only part of the total line emis-
sion.
If the wind geometry in old novae is similar
to that of dwarf novae in OB, this result seems
to contradict the indication by Cordova and
Mason (1985) that P Cyg profiles in dwarf
novae are more common in objects with low
inclination (unlike DQ Her).
Recent observations of V 841 Oph (Cas-
satella et al., 1988), indicate the presence of P
Cyg profiles in its UV spectrum also (Figure
6.41).
! I
V841 Oph
4.0
0.0
12(30.0 1700.0 2200.0 2700.0 3200.0
LAMBDA (A)
Figure 6-41. The UV spectrum _/the post-nova V 841 Oph.
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V.D.2.HIGH-RESOLUTIONLINEPRO-
FILES mostregionof anaccretiondiskorbitingawhitedwarf.
Observationsof emission line profiles in the
UV spectra of old novae in quiescence are
limited by the IUE performance. These objects
are fainter than m v I !.5, and although very hot,
their far UV flux does not permit IUE observa-
tion in the high-resolution mode. Such observa-
tions would be of invaluable importance for the
acquisition of high-resolution profiles, which
would allow a deeper study of the region where
the lines are formed and of their dynamical
structure. V 603 Aql, the brightest nova
remnant, is the sole object in this class that has
been just barely observed in the high-resolu-
tion mode (Selvelli and Cassatella, 1981). The
two spectra, (SWP + LWR) although at about
50% of the optimal exposure, clearly show
emission lines of Si IV, CIV, and He II. These
emissions are wide and shallow and centered
on the nominal wavelength (Fig. 6.42). There is
no trace of any P Cyg absorption. Their FWHM
indicates w l,800 km s _ and FWZI give, v
4,000 km s i. These profiles and velocities are
those expected by lines formed in the inner-
it is notable that over the whole spectrum,
there is no evidence of sharp (and more easily
detectable) nebular lines. This indicates that the
envelope ejected at the time of the outburst has by
now vanished.
V. E. THE UV SPECTRAL VARIATIONS
The time resolution between successive 1UE
spectra has an intrinsic lower limit of about 20
minutes also if the exposure time is much shorter,
because of the cameras read-preparation times.
However, even when the proper exposure time
(typically 20 minutes for the brightest old novae)
is added, still a rather satisfactory time resolution
as compared with the orbital period can be
achieved.
V603 Aql. Rahe et al. (1980) and Drechsel et al.
(1981) have detected variations of the emission
intensities and of the continuum both in the op-
tical and in the UV range. These variations
seem to be related to the orbital period. The in-
tensity of the CIV, SilV, and Hell emissions is
8
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highestduring maximum light at phase 0.5, and
lowest near orbital phase 0.0. Similar results
were found by Selvelli and Cassatella (1981)
on less homogeneous material. Both Drechsel
et al., and Selvelli and Cassatella have resorted
to occultation or partial eclipse effects to ex-
plain the variations, but the small inclination of
the system sheds serious doubts on this hy-
pothesis.
Selvelli and Cassatella (1982) have also studied
the variations in the _, 2000 - 3200 region. Max-
ima in the line emission and continua occur near
phase 0.0, in disagreement with the previous
results. This all suggests that the variations might
be due to transients, and not to phase-related
phenomena.
The results of Hutchings (1979a) suggested UV
spectral variations in HR Del, although a quite
large scatter is shown in his graphs. Andrillat et
al. (1982) have considered these effects as phase-
related. They found minima near phase 0.0 both
in the 1200 - 2000 and in the 2000 - 3200 regions.
In a study based on more homogeneous material,
Friedjung et al., (1982) detected clearly phase-
related variations both in the continuum and in
emission and absorption lines. Fig. 6.43 (from
Friedjung et al.) gives the observed variations.
Inspection of this figure shows a periodic vari-
ation in the NV emission with a minimum around
phase 0.9. The CIV emission seems to vary in
antiphase with respect to NV, but possibly, its
variations are more complex. A minimum seems
to be present in all cases, except for CIV,
around phase 0.9 both for lines and continuum.
Note that phase 1.0 is that of maximum radial
velocity.
The authors interpret the minimum as due to
an occultation of the central part of the disk by a
splash where the stream of accreted gas reaches
the disk. The wind, which is responsible for the
P Cyg profile variations, has evidently more
complex variations.
A behavior similar to that of V603 Aql and HR
Del is also present in RR Pic. Significant vari-
ations, both in the lines (by a factor up to six) and
in the continuum (by a factor 1.5) are clearly
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(from Friedjung et al., 1982)
evident in spectra taken by Selvelli (1982) in a
close sequence of alternate exposures with the
SWP and LWR cameras during a 6-hour monitor-
ing. The observed variations are in disagree-
ment with the photometric behavior in the
optical, reported by Vogt (1975) and by Haefner
and Metz (1982). In addition, UV spectra taken at
nearly the same phase in two different cycles
show very different characteristics, thus confirm-
ing the reality of transient phenomena. It seems
reasonable to suppose that both phase-related and
transient phenomena contribute to the observed
spectral variability, and that the transient phe-
nomena are more evident in the UV region since
the three best studied objects present this behav-
ior. These results are in agreement with the con-
clusion of Verbunt (1987) that all systems for
which time-separated observations are available
show UV variability with time scale of the
order of hours. He also suggests that these vari-
ations are probably not of orbital origin, since
observations at different periods but at the
same orbital phase show significant spectral
changes.
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V.F.CONCLUDINGREMARKS
Toconcludethissectiononclassicalo dnovae,
it is importantto emphasizethatof thedozen
oldnovaethatareaccessibletoIUE,onlyafew
havebeenstudiedin somedetail.Selection
effectscouldbeveryserious,consideringthe
scarcenessof thesample,andthuswemight
riskdrawingeneralconclusions(forexample,
onL, T, I_I, etc.)basedonthebehaviorof the
moreluminousmembersof theclass.It is
thereforemandatoryto improvetheserather
poorstatisticsby observingcarefullyall ob-
jectsthatareaccessibleto IUE.
V.G.THEUVSPECTRUMOF
RECURRENT NOVAE IN QUIESCENCE
Recurrent novae represent a small class of ob-
jects whose recurrence time between outbursts
is intermediate between classical novae and
dbvarf novae.
The major problem for the understanding of re-
current novae is the nature of their outbursts and
the nature of the accreting objects. Recently,
Webbink et al. (1987) have reviewed the proper-
ties of the rather different members of the "class"
and have suggested the existence of two sub-
classes on the basis of their OB mechanisms:
1)Those powered by TNR on a white dwarf
(T Pyx and U Sco) as in classical novae. In
this case theoretical consideration
(Starrfield et a1.,1985) show that in order to
produce outbursts with recurrence time
scales compatible with those of T Pyx , the
white dwarf must be very massive
(Mwa-l.38 M e ) and the accretion rate must
exceed 2xl08M ° yr ', that is, much higher
than accepted for classical novae.
2) Those powered by the transfer of a burst
of matter from the red giant onto a main se-
quence companion (T Cr B and RS Oph). In
this case, the inter outburst accretion rate is
expected to be rather low.
T Pyx. This regularly recurrent nova (Pr 20 +1
years) has been observed by Bruch et al.
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(1981). Because of its faintness and of the
severe reddening (0.35), the IUE spectrum was
underexposed. However, a hot continuum is
clearly evident, together with emission lines of
CII, CIV 1550, Hell 1640, and NIII 1750. It is
notable that, unlike in other recurrent novae
(T Cr B and RS Oph), the MglI doublet is ab-
sent. This is interpreted as indication of the
absence of the red giant in the system.
The three existing sets of IUE data of T Pyx in
1980, 1986, and 1987, show that the UV contin-
uum is very hot (Fig. 6.44) and practically con-
stant, an indication of a very high accretion
rate, which seems to support the thermonuclear
powered model. The suggestion by Webbink et
al. (1987) that the OB of T Pyx is nuclear
powered is based mainly on the difficulty en-
countered by the accretion-powered model in
explaining the behavior of T Pyx during the OB
phases and the dominance of a hot continuum
source during quiescence, although some unre-
solved problems remain with the luminosity
and the unusually blue color at minimum.
The recurrent nova T Cr B has been observed
from the early phases of IUE's life until very
recently (Cassatella et al., 1986). The UV contin-
uum distribution can be represented, at the vari-
ous epochs by a single power-law spectrum F (k)
k " over the entire IUE range, ct ranges from
0.7 to 2.2 with a mean value of about 1.3.
In general, when the flux is higher, the con-
tinuum is steeper. A distinctive peculiarity ofT Cr
B is that significant UV variations correspond to
very small changes in the visible light. The UV
emission line spectrum shows wide range of ion-
ization and excitation with the presence of ions
from OI to NV and Hell. Radial velocity studies
of Kraft (1958), Paczinski (1965), and more re-
cently by Kenyon and Garcia (1986) have indi-
cated that the companion of the red giant is a main
sequence star, since its mass is about 1.8 Mo.
However, the UV and X-ray observations seem to
suggest a white dwarf companion. In fact:
1) The disk luminosity is radiated mostly in
the UV, with a negligible contribution to the
optical, contrary to what is expected from a
main sequence accretor.
2) A quite strong Hell ),. 1640 emission
generally present, with an average luminosity
of 1.3 x l(P _ erg s _. This emission is an in-
dicator of temperatures of the order of 105 °K
3) The x-ray luminosity in the range 0.16 to
4.5 Kev is of 5 x 10 _ erg s r, with the same
order of magnitude of the few other detec-
tions of "'classical" novae in quiescence.
(Cordova el al. 19g lb).
4) A recent high-resolution spectrum
(Selvelli et al. 1988) has shown that the CIV
),. 1550 emission is wide and shallow. The
half-width at zero intensity (HWZi) indi-
cates a velocity larger than 1500 km s _, and
the shape resembles that observed in the
CIV ),, 1550 emission in a high-resolution
spectrum of V 603 Aql. See Chapter 9 for a
more expanded discussion.
RS Oph. In the UV, it is quite faint because of
the strong reddening E(B - V) = 0.73, and only
underexposed spectra were obtained (Rosino el
al., 1982). The continuum is quite fiat (Fig.
6.45), and the only spectral feature that is
clearly evident is the NIII K 1750 semi-forbid-
den line. CIV, HelI, and the other common
emissions are not detectable. (See next section
for the UV spectrum in outburst).
V.H. UV OBSERVATIONS OF NOVAE
AND RECURRENT NOVAE IN OUBURST
Unlike old novae, for which there is a substan-
tial similarity, in the UV spectroscopic signa-
tures (a hot continuum and high excitation
lines), the UV behavior of novae during the
outburst phases can hardly be reconducted into
a common scheme. In this respect, each nova
outburst represents a unique phenomenon with
its own specific characteristics.
Since the launch of IUE, a dozen novae have
been observed in the UV during their decline after
the visual maximum. Only in a few cases was the
nova monitored in the various post maximum
phases until the detection limit.
Table 6.14 lists all novae and recurrent novae in
OB observed with IUE. The studies of these ob-
servations were generally aimed to obtain infor-
mation on the physical and chemical parameters
of the ejecta (from spectra in the nebular phase)
and on the dynamic and energetic of the outflow
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Figure 6-44. The UV spectrum qf the recurrent nova T Pvx.
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phenomenon.
For some of these objects enough IUE data
have been available to permit an adequate study
of their spectroscopic changes in the various
X
,_1
[l.
60.0
40.0
phases following the OB. In particular, these
data have made it possible to obtain reliable
estimates of the bolometric luminosity and an
accurate determination of the outflow veloci-
ties in the ejected envelope.
RS Oph
RS Oph July 1986
20.0
0.0
1160.0 2560.0 3960.0 5360.0 6760.0
LAMBDA
Fi,eure 6-45 7tae spectrum _t[the recurrent m_va RS Oph./_'om 1200 to 6800 A.
(j)om Ca._satella et al , 198,_
TABLE 6.14
NOVAE and RECURRENT NOVAE in Outburst Observed with IUE until 1987.
OBJECT R.A. (1950) DECL (1950)
NOVA Mus
NOVA Cen
U Sco
RS Oph
NOVA Set
V 394 Cr A
NOVA Cr A
V 4077 Sgr
NOVA Her
V 1370 Aql
PW Vul
NOVA Vul
NOVA Cyg
NOVA And
1983 II 49 35 -66 55 39
1986 13 17 42 -55 34 30
16 19 37 -17 45 43
17 47 32 -06 41 39
1983 17 53 02 -14 O0 56
17 56 58 -39 00 27
1981 18 38 33.6 -37 34 09
1982 18 31 33 -26 28 27
1987 18 41 26.6 15 16 15
1982 19 20 50.1 +02 23 35
1984-1 19 24 03.5 +27 15 55
1984-2 20 24 40.5 +27 40 48
1978 21 40 38 +43 48 10
1986 23 09 47.5 +47 12 (_)
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Moreover, observations made during the nebu-
lar stage have made possible a reliable determina-
tion of the chemical abundances in the ejecta. This
parameter is of paramount importance for testing
theories on the nova phenomenon and for under-
standing the evolutionary state of the system.
The physics of the nebular state is relatively
simple and quite well understood. The methods
and principles of the studies of gaseous nebulae
have been successfully applied also to the study
of the symbiotic stars, whose emission spectra are
nebular-like; see the recent review by Nuss-
baumer and Stencel (1987) lot details and the
Section VII on the envelopes in this chapter.
The most important features of novae in
outburst in the UV are reported here.
FH Ser, the first nova to be detected in the UV,
was observed with OAO-2 over an interval of 53
days, starting about the time of visual maximum,
and another observation was made about a year
and a half later. (Code, 1971 ).
During the observed period, the spectrum
changed from an absorption-like, spectrum, simi-
lar to that of an F star, to a strong emission-like
spectrum. While the star in the optical was stead-
ily fading in luminosity, both the UV continuum
and the UV emission lines continued to brighten.
During the first 60 days after the OB, the energy
distribution from 1000 to 6000 A indicated an ap-
proximately constant integrated luminosity,
where the decline in the optical was compensated
by a progressive shift toward the UV. These re-
suits supported a model of nearly constant bolom-
etric luminosity in novae alter outburst.
V 1500 Cyg 1975 was observed with Copernicus
just after maximum and was too cool to be de-
tected at )_ 2700 A (Jenkins et al, 1977). It be-
came unobservable for Copernicus about I00
days after maximum. Measurements made af-
ter that date with ANS made it possible to de-
rive that the bo[ometric luminosity at maxi-
mum and I00 days after outburst varied by a
factor of 20, while the visual luminosity (meas-
ured in the y band) decreased by a factor of
66(X), and the effective temperature increased
from about IO,(XX) to 65,000 °K.
NOVA Cyg 1978 was the tint nova observed with
IUE: thanks to the capability of the IUE Observa-
tory of a prompt reaction to any event considered
worthy of observation, it was monitored from the
first phases immediately following the outburst.
The first IUE image was taken on September 14,
1978, by Cassatella et al. (1979) one day after
visual maximum. The continuum looks like that
of an F-type supergianl.
The main line features are Fell absorptions and
emission of Fell, Crll, Mnll andOIII (Bowen
fluorescence mechanism). The Mgll doublet
consists of a P - Cyg profile with a strong
emission component. A high-resolution spec-
trum taken two weeks later shows the same
emission features with widths indicating ex-
pansion velocities of about 400 Km s _ .
The OI!I lines show larger (525 Km s _)expan-
sion velocities, while the two components of the
MglI 2800 doublet appear blended due to their
broadness (FWHM 815 km s _). The narrow Fell
and Mnll absorptions of this high-resolution
spectrum were studied also by Friedjung
(198 lb). He concluded that most of the absorp-
tion was circumstellar rather than interstellar
and estimated the column densities.
A significant redistribution of energy toward
the UV and IR is observed both in the continuum
and in the lines during the phases of the decline in
the optical. The maximum brightness at _, 2740 is
reached about 20 days after OB and at _, 1450
about 45 days after OB. The total bolometric
luminosity, obtained from UV + opt. + IR obser-
vations, reached its maximum about six days af-
ter the visual maximum with a value of about 3
times the Eddington luminosity for a I M ° star
(Stickland et al 1981). Between days 13 and 27
the total luminosity remained approximately
constant at about I L _dd_ 1.7XI(P L and then
e,
started to decline (Figure 6.46).
The behavior of Nova Cyg 1978 from the early
OB phases until the nebular stage was monitored
by Stickland et al. (1981) who provided the first
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Figure 6-46. Light curves (UV, optical. IR and holo-
metric) of Nova Cyg 1978.
(/)ore Stickland et al., 1981)
complete coverage of the UV outburst of a nova.
They performed a very detailed quantitative
study of the physical conditions in the ejecta dur-
ing the nebular phase by applying standard and
original methods for the analysis of nebular spec-
tra. The nebular spectrum in the UV shows emis-
sion lines of OV], NV, O!, Oil, OIV, CII, OIV],
NIV], CIV, HeIl, OIIl], NIII], CIII], and MgII.
The nebular continuum is due to contribution of
recombination and free-free processes of H and
He mainly, plus a hot photosphere with T - 1.5
10_KandR-0.13 R
®
The expansion velocity of the nebular shell,
estimated by the widths of the nebular lines is
1270 Km s-_, when deduced from the extreme
widths, and 760 Km s _, when estimated from
the widths of the flat-topped plateau regions in
the centers of the line profiles.
Stickland et al. (1981 ) derived the electron tem-
perature T in the nebula from the emission lines
ratios Cll 1335/CIII] 1908, CIII 2297/CIV 1550,
and NIV 1718/NV 1240, where the first line in
each pair is produced by dielectronic recombina-
tion via low-lying autoionizing states and the
second line is produced by the more usual mecha-
nism of collisional excitation. T, values are
around, 9000 'K in the CIII region, around 11,500
K in the CIV region and around 14,500 K in the
NV region.
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The electron density N was determined from
the ratios Nil] 2140/[NI1] 5755, and O111] 1663/
[O III] 5007, which yielded N - 8 x 10 7 el. cm 3.
Abundances were then determined relative to H.
The CNO abundances are enhanced, with respect
to the solar ones, by a factor of 20 for total CNO
and by 200 for N.
This indicates a TNR origin of the outburst.
The value of the ionized ejected mass is of the
order of 1029 g, and the corresponding kinetic
energy is 6 x 104_ ergs, in agreement with the
estimates for other classical novae.
Cassatella and Gonzalez-Riestra (1988) have
included N Cyg 1978 in a study of the behavior of
the Fell UV lines in novae in the early post maxi-
mum phases, using the extensive IUE material
available.
During about one month after the maximum
(near September 12, 1978), the object showed
strong FeII lines, especially from multiplet UV 1,
which appeared with a P Cygni structure particu-
larly prominent in the low-resolution spectra of
September 11. In the subsequent days, the violet
shifted absorption components of FeII UV I pro-
gressively fainted, while the emission compo-
nents became stronger, reaching a maximum
probably near September 23. Finally, in the
spectra of middle October, the emission com-
ponent also disappeared, and FelI UV 1 was
only visible in absorption, probably produced
by the zero voltage lines 2599.4 and 2585.9 A.
These changes were accompanied by the ap-
pearance, at the later date, of nebular lines and
by a dramatic change of the UV energy distri-
bution, as shown in (Figure 6.47.)
Nova CrA 1981. IUE spectra of Nova Cr A have
been obtained during 6 months on 11 dates begin-
ning from the outburst in April 1981 up to mid-
November 1981, when it entered the sun con-
straints of IUE (Sparks et al; 1982). These spectra
cover the whole IUE range and are mostly at low
resolution. It is noteworthy that the initial spectral
evolution, immediately after the OB, is quite
similar to that of Nova Cyg 1978. The strongest
line in the first spectrum is OI 1303. The emission
lines cover a range in ionization potential from
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8 eV (Mgll) to 80 eV (NV). Forbidden enaission
lines of high ionization character such as [MgVIII
and [A IV I] were present for short pcriods in May
and June 1981. (Figure 6.48) These lines seem
to be produced by photoionization and not in a
high temperature coronal region because of the
absence of high excitation "aurond" emissions,
which would be expected under coronal condi-
tions.
On May 25, the FWHM of CIV emissions was
4500 km s-_, a value quite uncommon for a mod-
erately fast nova. At 200 days after maximum the
nebular stage was not yet reached•
Williams et al. (1985) have made a quantitative
study of the emission lines present in the spectra,
with the purpose of determining accurately the
physical conditions and the chemical composi-
tion in the gas ejected during the outburst. The
ratio N1V 1719/NV 1240 yielded T•_I 1,000 K.
Abundances relative to He have been determined
for several elements by applying a quite elaborate
method. (Figure 6.49) illustrates their results,
which indicate that CNO elements are en-
hanced relative to He and, presumably, relative
to H also. What is noteworthy is the very high
enrichment of neon, together with that of Mg
and AI. The study suggests N/C-20 and Ne
more overabundant than CNO (!).
(The overabundance of neon is indicated by the
strength of the INelV] 1602, INelV] 2422, and
[NellI] 1815 lines).
Nova Aql 1982 has been observed with IUE for
the first time on February 24 and then on several
dates up to June 30, 1982 (Snijders et al., 1984,
1987b).
Figure 6.50 (from Snijders et al., 1987) shows
the estimated fluxes in the UV, optical, and IR.
The total flux declined rather slowly with time,
with a dominant contribution from the 1R re-
gion. It is remarkable that the combined UV
plus optical continuum [after correction for
reddening: E(B-Vp0.55-0.601 varies at vari-
ous epochs as F( 7, ) _ _, -_from at least 1,400
to 6,000 A and that these fluxes vary approxi-
mately in phase, unlike in other novae. A dip in
the UV flux was observed near d=77, probably
because of absorption by dust internal to the
nova shell, while the IR contribution becomes
dominant.
Figure 6.51 shows IUE spectra at various
epochs after the outburst.
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The first IUE observation (d=29) showed the
presence of dramatic P Cyg features with velo-
cities of up to I(P km s _. If this edge velocity
is interpreted as a terminal velocity, it is very
high; only supernovae show such values, while
the highest velocity observed in the Orion system
of novae is -3800 km s' (Payne Gaposchkin,
1957).
N Aql 1982 was characterized by a remarkably
composite slructure in the UV lines which
show:
1) Quite "narrow" emissions of semiforbid-
den and pemlitled lines (FWHM 2(t00 km s ' ).
2) Broad absorptions up to -4000 km s_in the
common resonance lines like NV and C[V.
3) An unusually high-velocity component
with edge velocity at -I(),000 km s _ (system
b): this high-velocity gas has been detected
rmlv in the I/l and was evident on February
24 and March 2 (days 29 and 36 after OB).
It is notable that systems a and b are observed
in the resonance lines of CIV and SilV, while only
system a is observed in the resonance doublet of
AI II! and only' system h is observed in an excited
line of NIV, which has high excitation. This
might suggest that system h is formed closer to
the pseudophotosphere, and the slower system a
consists of material ejected earlier and swept up
by system h.
The electron density of the medium velocity
gas has been determined using the ratio SiIll 1892/
CIII 1908 yielding N_I x IW" el. cm _. Another
set of emission line ratios provided a separate
determination of T and N. thal resulted in these
ranges: 9600 <_ T _< 11,000, and 1.6 x l0 s _< N
5 x ](P with a best estimate for the diagnostic.
in which T=I() "I K and N.=2.5 l0 s cnl _.
Using the above parameters, abundances of
several elements have been calculated by Snij-
ders el al. (1987b) for the medium velocity gas
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on d=156. The high overabundances of
sulphur, nitrogen, and neon are remarkable:
(N/H=0.21, Ne/H=0.73, S/H=0.064).
These overabundances resemble those found
m the shell ejected by Nova Cr A 1981.
The mass of the medium velocity gas was
estimated as 7 x 10 _ M indicating that the total
mass ejected was about 10-' less than in other
novae.
Due to the great intensity of the neon lines in its
spectrum, N Aql 1982 has been labelled as a
"neon nova." However, as pointed out by
Friedjung (1988), the gas-phase abundance of
neon was larger than that for other abundant ele-
ments only because neon is a noble gas and
does not condense into grains.
U Sco. The outburst of this recurrent nova was
first recorded on June 24, 1979. This OB was
much faster than either the OB of N Cyg 1978 or
N Cr A 1981 ; it was an extremely rapid, burst-like
event. The IUE observations started on June 24
and continued until 11. The spectrum (Williams
et al., 1981; Sparks et al., 1980) was initially a
mixture of both high-ionization and low-ioni-
zation lines. NV 1240 was strong, Hell, CIV,
SiIV, N IV] 1486 were present, with PCyg
profiles in CIV and Si IV lines. Unlike in other
recurrent novae in outburst, no forbidden coronal
lines have been observed. (Figure 6.52). After
June 30, the absorptions disappeared and the
general level of ionization increased.
The emission and absorption features were all
very broad, characteristic of expansion velocities
up to -7500 Km s'
It is noteworthy that there was no change in the
color temperature over the period covered by the
observations of Williams et al. The observed
ratio FJF1300 remained nearly constant around
the value of 0.5.
According to Barlow et al. (1981 ), over a large
part of the dereddened optical and UV ranges, the
continuum of July 6 could be fitted by a power-
law F (k) - k 2.4.However, this index should be
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taken with caution because of the uncertainties in
the reddening correction.
A detailed analysis of the emission lines shows
that the ejecta are very rich in N, although the
combined CNO abundance seems essentially so-
lar, because carbon is very underabundant with
respect to nitrogen. A depletion of H is indicated
by the optical spectra which suggest that He/H is
about 2 (in number density).
The amount of ejected mass was only 10 7M,
about 10_ smaller than that usually ejected in a
classical nova outburst.
It is noteworthy that both U Sco and N Aql
1982 have shown an unusual spectral evolution
during outbursts: no color changes (no flux redis-
tributiontowardtheIR andUV), similar spec-
tral indexes ( _2 in N Aql 82, _,24 in U Sco),
ejection of a less massive envelope than the
other novae (-10 6 + 10 7 M o instead of -104
+10 +5M o ).
The fifth recorded OB of U Sco occurred in
1987, only 8 years after the previous one. Such a
short recurrence time cannot be easily explained in
terms of the present TNR theories for the OB of
recurrent novae.
N Sgr 82. The OB was discovered on October
4, 1982, and the visual maximum was reached on
October 15. The IUE observations of this fast
nova started on October 18, when the object was
in the early decline. The continuum was that of an
early F-type object with T around 9000°K
(Mazeh el al., 1985a). It was similar to that of
N Cyg 1978 in the corresponding stage (Figure
6.53). The UV continuum of October 18 was very
weak and started increasing at the end of October
as a consequence of the commonly observed flux
redistribution toward UV (and IR) alter the visual
maximum. The line spectrum was initially char-
acterized by emissions and absorptions of low
ionization like FeIl, OI, and other neutrals. The
Mgll doublet showed a P Cyg profile with v
edge = -1700 Km/s.
In the following stages, the evolution was quite
similar to that of N Cyg 1978, and the nebular
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Figure 6-53. Observed UV energy distrihuti+m +?fN S+r
1982 on Oct. 14. 1982 (about .[mtr days after maxi-
mum). The spectrum is very similar to that +_'N Cy,_
1978 shortly after maximum.
(from Cassatella and Gonzales Riestra, 1988)
stage was reached about 210 days after out-
burst.
NSer 1983. This is a very fast nova with t,_5.
The first IUE observations were made 11 days
after maximum. A peculiarity of its UV spec-
tral behavior is the wide ionization range with
the presence of ions ranging from Fel to NV.
CIII] 1908 is also present. (Drechsel et al.,
1984) (Figure 6.54).
The emissions are strong and broad and the P
Cyg profiles in the CIV and MgII doublets in-
dicate extremely high outflow velocities of
-9000 km s 'and-1000 km s 'respectively. These
velocities are comparable with those reported by
Snijders et al. (1987b) for N Aql 1982.
N Mus 1983. The outburst of this moderately
fast nova was reported on January 18, 1983. IUE
observations started on February 19, 1983,
(Krautter et al. 1984, Krautter, 1986) and con-
tinued for several months, covering the Orion
to nebular phases. The first spectra showed a
wide excitation range and the presence of sev-
eral semiforbidden lines also (Krautter et al.,
1984). The overall evolution was quite similar
to that of N Cyg 1978, and ionization increased
while the spectral evolution was approaching
the nebular phase (Figure 6.55). From August
1985 to June 1986, the [OIIl] line fluxes de-
creased substantially, while high ionization
species like [Fe VIi] showed an increase of the
line intensities.
In the early spectra, the structure of the Mgll
lines is complex with components at -320 and +540
Km/s. The HeII, SiIII] and C Ill] emissions shows
also a composite structure and have FWZI of
about 1500 Km st (Figure 6.56).
The total luminosity near maximum (January
21) was estimated at about 1.5 L_,+ (for a
1M o white dwarf), assuming that the UV flux
distribution decreased in the UV as it did for N
Sgr 1982 early in the decline. For March 4,
1983, a SWP IUE spectrum and m permit a
rough estimate of 0.5 Lku,., with the assumption
that the F o,: X+2distribution still holds for the
optical and IR range.
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Anabundanceanalysishasledtothedetermi-
nationof considerablenitrogenenrichmentwith
respecttocarbonandoxygenIN (N)= 80times
thesolarvalue].FromthestrengthofCNOlines,
anoverabundanceof all theseelementseems
indicated.It is noteworthythatmorethanone
yearafterOB( onApril 20,1984),softx-ray
emissionwasdetectedbyEXOSAT(Ogelman,et
al.,1984).
AtthatepochalsoFeX6374wasdetectedinthe
optical.Thevaluesoftemperature(3.510-'K)and
L(1(p7ergs')derivedfromthisemissionsuggest
itsoriginfromthesurfaceof a veryhotwhite
dwarf.
Nova Vul 1984 I (PW Vul)
High resolution spectra of PW Vul (Visual
magnitude at maximum 6.4) have been obtained
two months after maximum. The spectra are
crowded with absorption and emission lines from
Si 11, N I1 and Fe II. The absorption lines have at
least three separate components at different expan-
sion velocities: at about 0 km/s, -750 km/s and
-1550 kms. Figure 6.57 shows the profiles of mul-
tiplet 191 of Fe 11and multiplet 1 of Si II in the
region 1780-1820. A, and the region 1710-1770
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where several lines of Fe II and Ni II are present.
The three absorption components are clearly de-
tectable in the lines of multiplet 191 of Fe II and in
the ground multiplets of Si 1I and Ni II.
6-75
RS Oph 1985 An outburst of this recurrent
nova was announced on January 26, 1985, and
IUE osbservations started on February 8 and con-
tinued for about two months (Cassatella et al.
1985). The UV spectral evolution after OB has
collowed the trend of increasing ionization level
with time. In a graph emission intensity versus
time, the emission intensity from highly ionized
species peaks at a much later stage in the decline
than emissions from low-ionization species. A
decrease of N. with time was deduced by using the
N sensitive ratioSillI 1892/CII1] 1908.
The UV Fell emission lines of RS Oph have
been studied by Cassatella and Gonzalez-Riestra
(1988).
Figure 6.58 shows how the fluxes of the FelI
emission lines from multiplet UV 1 (around 26(X)
A) vary with time during the 1985 outburst of RS
Oph, compared with other strong emission lines
of different ionization level such as Ol 1300 A, N
IV] 1487 A, NV 1240 A, and [FeXl] 2648.7 A.
The figure shows clearly that the FeII lines peak
in intensity very soon after the outburst, like the
low-ionization line OI 1300 A (and Mgll 2800 A,
not shown in the figure). Emission lines from
higher ionization species, on the contrary, reach a
maximum at later stages: NIV], for example, is
maximum around day 35: NV, around day 43:
while the [FeXI] line is maximum in a plateau
between days 42 and 62. The time of maximum is
then correlated with ionization potential of the
line considered.
Apart from the UV 1 muhiplet, other Fell lines
are present, although fainter, in the postmaximum
spectra of RS Oph: the ones which could be iden-
tified with more confidence are those from multi-
pier UV 191 around 1786 A and those from UV 62
and 63.
In the later decline stages, forbidden emissions
from [FeXi] 1467 and 2649 and from [FeXII] at
1350. 2406, and 2568 (Figure 6.59) were de-
tected. The time evolution of the profile of the
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[FeXI]2648.7A line is shown in (Figure 6.60).
Such data can provide important clues to the
understanding of the dynamics and geometry of
the ejection. The complex profile of [FeXI] is
probably indicative of a non-spherically symmet-
ric and, perhaps, discrete ejection process. It is
worth recalling that RS Oph is the first astro-
physical source in which so strong high-ioniza-
tion lines were detected in the ultraviolet, apart
from the solar corona.
Snijders (1987a) made an estimate of the mass
of the ejected shell and, using the method devel-
oped by Pottash (1959), obtained M(eject)- 5 x
10 7 M;,.
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Figure 6-60. High-resolution data _[ the recurrent
nova RS Oph (outburst of 1985) showing the time evo-
lution of the pr_ile of [Fe XI] 2649 A.
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This quite low value is in agreement with
previous estimates and theoretical expectations
(Starrfield et al., 1985) from a recurrent nova
outburst. Snijders also made an estimate of the
luminosity after OB and round a peak value of
about 4 LHd and a plateau value L = LEdd for a
massive white dwarf.
A considerable enrichment of nitrogen seems
to be present in the ejecta, as was found in other
novae. The ratio N(He) / N(N) is in the range 3-
40.
The cause for the recurrent outbursts of RS Oph
(every 9 to 35 years since the first event was dis-
covered in 1898) may be different from the
thermonuclear runaway invoked for classical
Novae (Livio, Truran, and Webbink, 1986). Also,
it is possible that important differences exist, for
example, in the total mass ejected and in the ejec-
tion velocity, compared to classical novae. In any
case, RS Oph offers a unique opportunity to study
one important phenomenon: the interaction of
ejected matter with the stellar wind from the cool
giant companion and with the surrounding
circumsystem material, not yet dissipated at the
time of the new outburst.
The appearance of strong emission lines from
very high-ionization species observed shortly af-
ter the outburst both in the optical (Joy and
Swings 1945; Rosino, Taffara, and Pinto, 1960)
and in the ultraviolet (Cassatella et al. 1985), as
well as the detection of a strong x-ray flux (Mason
et al. 1987) is a demostration of the effectiveness
of such an interaction.
Intense soft x-ray emission (1 - 6 keV) has been
detected with EXOSAT in March 22, 1985. The
characteristic temperature (Mason et al. 1987)
is of the order of a few million degrees, and the
total flux, after correction for the interstellar
medium (ISM) absorption is of the order of
10_ergcm-_s _.
It is noteworthy that this strong emission is seen
a long time after OB and that there is no short-time
variation associated with it.
Moreover, a weak, but significant, residual
x-ray emission was still detected in October 1985.
Thismuchweakeremissionis consistentwith
temperaturesoftheorderof3-5x 105Kasfound
forNovaMus1983(Ogelmanetal.,1984).
V.I. CONCLUDINGREMARKS
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Asithasemergedfromthedescriptionofindi-
vidualobjects,eachnovain OB hasshown
somepeculiarcharacteristicsthathavemadeit
differentfrom theothernovae;however,in
spiteof theseindividualities,thestudyof the
UVdata,bothin thecontinuumandin theemis-
sionlines,hasbeenof fundamentalimportance
for thedeterminationf somebasiccommon
propertiesin thebehaviorof novaein.OB.The
studiesof theUVobservationshaveledto two
importantresults:
l )-Accurate determinations of chemical compo-
sition of the ejecta
No one object has ejected material of solar-
like composition. Large enrichments of
CNO have been found in practically all ejecta,
while, in a substantial fraction, a large over-
abundance of Ne has been found. Several
considerations (see, for example, Truran,
1985), have led to the conclusion that the
enrichments in the ejecta are not a direct
consequence of nuclear reactions in the nova
envelope, but rather reflect the composition of
the envelope at the onset of the TNR. The
most likely mechanism responsible for this en-
richment is outward mixing of core matter
from the interior to the surface of the white
dwarf, a consequence of the shear-induced tur-
bulence produced by the accreted material
when it strikes the dwarf surface layers. Thus,
CNO over-abundances can be explained in
terms of TNR in a shell already enriched of
these elements in a CO white dwarf. The
enrichment of Ne (as detected from the
anomalously high intensity of the )_ 1602 /_
line four novae) has been an important and un-
expected result, indicating that the ejected ma-
terial was processed to Ne during the previous
evolution in a very massive O-Ne-Mg white
dwarf (Law and Ritter, 1983). Iben and
Tutukov (1984), from theoretical consider-
ations, estimated a ratio of approximately 35
for systems containing a CO white dwarf to
systems with an (O-Ne-Mg) white dwarf. The
reason for the observed higher percentage of
(O-Ne-Mg) white dwarfs in novae is not clear
and could be explained on the basis of selec-
tion effects, since nova OBs are expected to be
more frequent in the more massive (O-Ne-Mg)
white dwarfs. The implications of the presence
of this kind of white dwarf on our under-
standing of the nova phenomenon and the
evolutionary state of the system are still to be
investigated.
2)-Reliable estimates of the bolometric luminos-
ity and of its variations with time.
IUE observations of the continuum of novae
in outburst have confirmed the general trend of
the redistribution of the flux toward the UV
(and the IR) as the outburst progresses, and
shown that the bolometric luminosity in the
early postmaximum phases remains nearly
constant or declines more slowly than the
visual one.
The total luminosity is generally closed to the
Eddington limit for a IM. star(-l.55.10 TM
erg s _), but the exact value depends critically on
the distance that has been assumed.
The possibility that L exceeds LHd would
have as a consequence the formation of a
supercritical wind, accelerated by the high
radiation pressure corresponding to that super-
Eddington Luminosity.
Before the launch of IUE, it was not clear
whether the ejection of mass from the "nova" was
instantaneous (i.e., occurring in a short time inter-
val as compared with the typical time scale of the
"nova" phenomenon) or continuous. Friedjung
(1977a) suggested that even using only ground-
based observations, there was a good evidence
for continued ejection decreasing with time, al-
though most mass was probably ejected near vis-
ual maximum. The smallness of the decline in
L h,,jafter visual maximum, as found using UV
(and 1R) observations, has been interpreted as a
suggestion that nuclear burning continues on the
white dwarf surface alter the initial explosion,
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thusproducinga continuousejectionof mass
(afterthesuddenejectionof thefirstshell).The
presence of very high-velocity components (up to
I(P km s-_)in the UV spectrum of Nova Aql 1982
and in other novae in OB has been interpreted by
Friedjung as an evidence of the presence of super-
critical winds accelerated by radiation with su-
per-Eddington luminosity.
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There are, however, several problems related
with the continuous ejection model that are still
unclear, as, for instance, the interpretation of all
the absorption systems. Collisions between enve-
lopes at different velocities are expected, leading
to x-ray emission observable in the late outburst
stages. The x-ray emission detected in N Muscae
(Ogelman at al., 1984) could be due to this mecha-
nism.
VI. THE X-RAY EMISSION OF NOVAE
AND RECURRENT NOVAE
(Written by Selvelli)
Accretion, which is the main source of the UV
radiation emitted by novae in quiescence, is also
responsible for the x-ray radiation emitted by
these objects. In the standard picture (a geometri-
cally thin, optically thick accretion disk) a rough
estimate of the energy dissipation indicates that
about one half(that is ' _; _1 _1 )oftheaccretion
2 R,
luminosity is released in the disk as optical and
(mainly) UV radiation, while the other half is
released as soft/hard x-ray radiation fn the
boundary layer, the region at the interface be-
tween the innermost disk part and the surface of
the white dwarf.
Generally, the keplerian or nearly keplerian
velocity of the material in the inner disk is much
greater than the velocity at the surface of the
white dwarf but, as it approaches the white
dwarf, it must become slower, and the excess of
mechanical energy will be dissipated. Simple
calculations (see, for example, Kylafis and
Lamb (1982), Ferland et al (1982b) show that if
the boundary layer is assumed to be optically
thick, for parameters typical of a CV ( 1_1- 10 _
gr s-t, M I _IM o, R 1 _10-2Ro), it will have
temperatures of the order of 2-5 × 105 °K and,
therefore, will emit most of its radiation in the
EUV-soft-x-ray range). The boundary layer
can be defined as the region between the point
where the angular velocity deviates from the
keplerian one and the surface of the white
dwarf. (See Chapter 4. IV. F.) The presence of a
hard x-ray component (E-a few keV) with a
much lower luminosity than that expected for
the EUV-soft-x-ray component, and the lack of
detection of the soft component (this absence,
however, can find a natural explanation in
terms of interstellar absorption) indicates that
the real picture is more complex and that a
more detailed modelling of the boundary layer
is required. See, for example, Ferland et al.
(1982a,b), Patterson and Raymond (1985a,b),
and Jensen 1984. It must also be pointed out
that the presence of the boundary layer as de-
scribed above, depends critically on the ab-
sence (or weakness) of the magnetic field in the
white dwarf.
If a strong magnetic field (_> 107 gauss) is
present, the accreting material will flow along the
lines of the magnetic field and the accretion disk
will be disrupted at a radius of the order of the
Alfven radius. In this case, the accretion material
will form accretion columns at the magnetic poles
of the white dwarf. In this chapter, only the x-ray
behavior of classical and recurrent novae, in
which the magnetic field intensity is less than
106 gauss and therefore not so high as to affect
seriously the disk structure, will be described,
leaving out the magnetic CVs (polars or AM
Her stars, magnetic field - 10_ gauss).
VI.A. X-RAY OBSERVATIONS OF POST-
NOVAE
The HEAO- 1X-ray survey of cataclysmic vari-
able stars (Cordova at al, 1981a) revealed that
quiescent novae were, at best, low luminosity
sources with fluxes, in the 0.18 - 2.8 keV range,
below the HEAO -1 A2 detector thereshold (of
the order of 2 -3x 10 -_ erg cm -2s-_). Thanks to the
higher sensitivity of the instruments onboard
HEAO-B (EINSTEIN), a positive detection of
about ten sources and the assignment of upper
limits for a few other ones has been possible.
Several old novae are indeed X-ray sources but
at a quite lower level (L - 10s_-1032 erg s _) with
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respecttotheUVandoptical fluxes. Table 6.15
is a compilation of data from the observations
made mainly by Becket and Marshall (1981),
Cordova et al (1981a,b) and Cordova and
Mason (1984). A description of the EINSTEIN
imaging proportional counter (IPC) detector
used to make the observations is reported in Gi-
acconi et al (1979). The data of table 6.15 refer
to the energy interval 0.16 - 4.5 keV. The con-
version from counts s -_ to intensity is a critical
point, since it depends on the adoption of a
spectral distribution. Generally, since most
data are indicative of a quite hard thermal
component, a nominal 10-KeV thermal
bremsstrahlung spectrum, and N, - [0 2o cm 2
have been assumed. With these assumptions,
one IPC count s -j from a source with such spec-
trum corresponds to a flux at the Earth of 3.6 x
10 r_erg cm 2 s_ in the (I. 15 - 4.5 keV range (Pat-
terson and Raymond, 1985). This conversion
factor is not very sensitive to kT and N w how-
ever. In most studies a conversion factor of 2.7
was assumed, but in the last processing of the
IPC date the conversion factor 3.6 was sug-
gested (Patterson and Raymond 1985), and, in
the compilation of Table 6.15, this last value
has been used. It is evident from Table 6.15 that
the mean 0.1 - 4.0 keV luminosity of old novae
is of the order of 6 x 10-_ erg s _. We recall that
their UV luminosity is instead much higher, of
the order of 1034 -10 _ erg s_. Old novae are
generally "hard" x-ray emitters with hardness
ratio H/S (counts above 0.55 keV to counts
below 0.55 keV) larger than one (from 2.2 + 0.9
for RR Pic to 37.6 for GK Per). The "hardness"
of GK Per has been confirmed by Cordova and
Mason (1984) who found a distribution with kT
> 8keV. The recurrent nova T CrB is the weak-
est source detected. A very soft component (kT
50 e V), such as that observed in U Gem and
SS Cyg during optical outburst, is not present in
quiescent novae. It is also remarkable that a
weak "hard" X-ray emission is a common char-
acteristic of all classes of cataclysmic vari-
ables. This fact is an indication that the same
mechanism is responsible for the X-ray emis-
sion in all these systems.
TABLE 6.15
X-Ray Fluxes and Luminosities of the Post-Novae Detected with EINSTEIN
Object
Data of
Observation IPC counts/s
FLUX (0.16-4.5 KeV)
in 10_3ergs_cm2
Lx (0.16--4.5 KeV)
in 10_2erg s i
GK Per
56/1979 0.310 111.60 3.06
239/I 979 0.174 64.08 1.73
RR Pic 298/I 979 0.031 11.20 0.31
CP Pup 328/1979 0.060 21.60 1.27
T CrB 57/1979 0.0083 2.99 0.60
V 841 Oph 265/1979 0.019 6.84 0.61
V 1017 Sgr 98/1980 0.022 7.92
V 603 Aql 265/1979 0.279 100.00 1.70
0.71 220.00 4.50
V 1059 Sgr 295/I 979 0.014 5.04 1.13
HR Del 311/1979 0.0084 7.00 0.20
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ThebrightestourcesofTable6.15areGKPer
andV603Aql,whichhavealsoprovidedenough
photonsfor timevariabilitystudies.Becketand
Marshall(1981)reportedashort-livedflarein V
603Aqlduringwhichthex-rayintensitydoubled.
GKPerwasfoundtobevariable(duringoptical
quiescence)by CordovandMason(1984)in
datatakenduringthreeconsecutivedays.They
detectedvariationsbyafactorof2onatimescale
ofhoursand,inaddition,significantvariationson
timescalesofabout100s.
Noevidencewasfoundfor extendedX-ray
emissioncorrespondingtothe60-arcsecondsize
oftheopticalremnant.GKPerwasdetectedasa
transientx-raysourcebytheArielV SSI(2-18
KeV)atatime(June19toJuly31,1978)ofan
opticalbrighteningbyaboutI magnitude(King
etal.,1979).AfterthelaunchofEXOSAT,Wat-
sonet al. (1984)reportedobservations of GK
Per during an optical brightening on August 9,
1983. During these activity phases, GK Per is
the brightest x-ray source among CVs, with a
quite hard spectrum and a 2 - 20 KeV luminos-
ity of about ]0 -t4 erg s _ (Figure 6.61).
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Figure 6-61. The spectrum of GK PerJ_>r the range 1
to 20 keV.
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Interestingly, this hard X-ray emission shows a
strong coherent modulation with a period of
351 s. The pulse wave form is nearly sinusoidai
(Figure 6.62).
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Figure 6-62. The X-ray flux curve of GK Pet observed
by EXOSAT (2-10 keV) during an optical brightening.
The curve is a modulated sinusoidal with a pulsation
period of 351 s.
(from Watson et al., 1985)
It is still unclear how bright GK Per becomes
bolometrically during these activity phases,
because the X-ray spectrum is complex with
evidence for two hard components above 2
KeV and a soft component below 0. ! keV. Thus
a substantial part of the X-ray luminosity lies
outside the spectral range accessible to EX-
OSAT.
V 603 Aql was reobserved in 1981 (by Drechsel
et al., 1983a, b) with the IPC and MPC instru-
ments on board the EINSTEIN observatory.
Periodic phase-related flux-variations were de-
tected. The maximum X-ray luminosity in the
0.15 -20 keV range was of about 3 x 10_3 erg
s4 with indication of a hard spectrum.
Although the sample of old novae observed
with EINSTEIN was small and liable to selec-
tion effects, it has been possible to look for cor-
relations between L and other parameters.
Becker (1981) suggested a possible correlation
of the X-ray luminosity with the inclination of
the system, in the sense that in highly inclined
systems (e. g. , DQ Her, T Aur) there was a
substantial lack of X-ray emission, while the
low-inclination system V603 Aql was one of
the most luminous. RR Pic, which probably has
a high-inclination angle, as derived from the
presence of photometric eclipse-like effects
(Vogt, 1975), is, however, an X-ray emitter and
shows a hot UV continuum. Becker, alterna-
tively, suggested that the speed class of the
nova outburst was correlated with L in the
sense that the four most luminous old novae
were all "fast" novae with L -10 L' erg s-],
while those old novae with the most severe
upper limits were all "slow" novae with L < 5
x 10_ergs_.
Atvariance,CordovandMason(1984)noted
thatthetwoold novaewhichpulseoptically
(DQHerandV 533Her)bothlackX-rayemis-
sion(F < lxl0 _erg cm2s_in the0.16-4.5
keVrange),andtheorbitalinclinationof V 533
Heris nothigh,sincenoevidenceof eclipses
hasbeenfound(Patterson,1979a).
It isnotablethatfastoldnovae,withL _ 10 32
erg s _, had a high probability of being acciden-
tally detected by EINSTEIN. However, the
EINSTEIN observatory has not been successful
in locating previously unidentified cataclysmic
variables (Becket, 1981), thus leading to a dis-
crepancy between the assumed space density of
classical novae systems (10 4 pc _)+ (Bath and
Shaviv, 1978), and the accidental detection
rate of CVs by the IPC. The scarceness of X-ray
emitting old novae could be attributed either to
a much lower actual space density, of the order
of 10 7 pc-3, or to a large decrease in L occur-
ring many years after the nova outburst.
VI.B. X-RAY OBSERVATIONS OF NOVAE
IN OUTBURST
Nova Mus 1983 has been the first classical
nova to be detected in the X-ray range during
outburst phases (Ogelman et al., 1984). A few
previous attempts with earlier X-ray satellites
gave negative results, e.g., Nova Cyg 1975
(Hoffmann et al., 1976) using Ariel (2 - 18 keV,
threshold limit - 3.5 10 _ erg cm 2 s J). The lack
of detection was probably due to the fact that
X-ray observations were made soon after out-
burst, when the high-density envelope ab-
sorbed the soft X-ray emission. The initial dis-
covery of soft X-rays from Nova Mus 1983 was
made using the EXOSAT satellite, on April 20,
1984, about 460 days after optical maximum.
Other observations were made on July 15,
1984, and December 22, 1984 (Krautter et al.,
1985). The spectrum was quite soft and was
observed with the LE telescope in the 0.040 - 2
keV range. No flux was detected with the ME
detector (I -50 keV).
The X-ray flux was roughly constant from
April to December 1984, while the optical magni-
tude decreased significantly. The measured low-
energy count rates resulted in fluxes on the detec-
tor of blackbody-type input spectra in the 0.01 -
0.40 keV temperatures range, or thermal brem-
strahlung spectra in the 0.30 - 3 keV tempera-
tures range. Column densities N, - 3 x 1()2_[cm -']
were assumed.
A further observation (July 17, 1985) showed
a decline by a factor larger then two in the X-ray
flux (Ogelman et al., 1987).
The data reported above were interpreted as
compatible either with a shocked shell of circum-
stellar gas emitting 107 °K thermal
bremsstrahlung at luminosity of about 10 's erg
s _, or with a hot white dwarf remnant emitting
3.5 x t0 _ °K blackbody radiation at about 1() '7
erg s _.
Considerations on the cooling time for a circum-
stellar plasma at 10 7 K lead to values of the order
of 30 - 60 years, a time scale which contrasts with
the drop in the X-ray flux in the 1985 observa-
tion.
One additional indication in favor of the origin
of the X-ray emission from the central star (which
became very hot after outburst) and not from the
shell is the fact that Nova Vul 1984 became ob-
servable with EXOSAT only a few months after
the outburst. (Ogelman et al 1984). However,
optical spectra of Nova Mus showed the strong
coronal line of FeXIV 5303, which requires tem-
peratures of the order of 2 x 10n °K.
The discovery of soft X-rays from Nova Mus
1983 stimulated EXOSAT observations of
other novae during outburst phases. (Ogelman
et al., 1987).
Nova Vul 1984-1 and Nova Vul 1984-2 were
observed in various epochs, from the onset of
the outburst until the first year after the out-
burst.
The data indicated intensity values and rise
time values that are consistent with those expected
from a constant bolometric luminosity model of a
hot white dwarf remnant.
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WiththeassumptionthatNovaMus1983and
NovaVul1984-1and-2hadsimilarX-raylight
curves,Ogelmanet al. (1987)suggestedthat
theX-rayemissionfromnovaeincreasesfrom
zeroat outburstto aplateauina timescaleof
about400days;it remainsconstantfor ap-
proximately400daysandthendecayswithap-
proximatelythe sametimescale.TheX-ray
life timeof theremnantis thusof theorderof
2 - 3years.
TheEXOSATobservationsofRSOphin1985
haveprovidedthefirstX-rayrecordingofarecur-
rentnovainOB.RSOphwasoneofthebrightest
sourcesrecordedbyEXOSATLEtelescope.
Masonetal.(1987)reportedintensesoftX-ray
emissionwitha characteristicemperatureof a
few milliondegreesapproximately2 months
(March22,1985)aftertheJanuary1985optical
outburst.Theintensitysteeplydecreasedbe-
tween60and90daysaftertheOB(AprilandMay
1985).A lowerlimitforthetotalfluxbetween,1
-6keVinMarch22,1985,wasestimatedatabout
!.5 x 10-"'ergcm 2 s _. Bode and Kahn (1985)
have interpreted this X-ray emission in terms of
the interaction of the ejecta with the envelope
produced by the wind of the red giant. A weak
residual X-ray emission was detected with the
LE telescope about 250 days after OB, in Octo-
ber 1985. This flux is indicative of a tempera-
ture of- 300.000 °K and is consistent with the
presence of a hot white dwarf of L - 10_7 erg
s _, R - 10_ cm at a distance of -1.6 Kpc (N H-
3x1021 cm-2).
It is remarkable that these values for L and T are
in agreement with those proposed by Ogelman
et al. (1987) for the soft X-ray emission from
Nova Mus 1983.
VII. FINAL DECLINE AND NOVA
ENVELOPES.
(written by Duerbeck and Hack)
VII.A. THE FINAL DECLINE OF NOVAE
From the theorist's side, who wants to check
predictions of current nova models, the final
decline of novae is interesting because it pre-
sumably encompasses several decisive mo-
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ments in the development of a nova outburst:
1) The shell should be depleted, either by a
strong wind or by dynamical friction in the
shell by the secondary star, to such an extent
that nuclear burning is halted in the shell.
The remaining material should then settle
down on the surface of the white dwarf.
2) The accretion disk should be rees-
tablished, possibly only for a short time
(hibernation model, see Chapter 7).
From the observer's side, in the past, spectro-
scopic investigations were, in most cases, re-
stricted to the emission lines, leaving the contin-
uum underexposed. The use of linear receivers
has improved the situation recently.
The situation is somewhat better for phOtomet-
ric observations. Light curves that cover the late
decline for some bright objects are available. The
interpretation of such light curves is complicated
by the fact that the flux of the nova is composed
of several components: the light of the central
object (a continuous spectrum, in first approxi-
mation a blackbody spectrum), the nebula
(emission line spectrum plus free-free and
bound-free continua), and, in some cases,
wavelength-dependent obscuration represents
modulation of the continuum by circumstellar
dust.
Most available light curves have the disadvan-
tage that they are broadband (e.g., visual, photo-
graphic, Johnson filters) and thus include both the
continuum and strong nebular lines. More useful
data are obtained in spectral regions isolated by
medium-or narrow-band filters (e.g., Stromgren
y). Absolute spectrophotometry from objective
prism spectra or with digital receivers calibrated
by spectrophotometric standards is, of course,
ideal, because it gives both information on emis-
sion line strengths and the continuum energy dis-
tribution.
The decline of a nova becomes more difficult
to interpret if excessive dust formation occurs in
the shell. A good example is FH Ser, which
remained at a constant bolometric luminosity
untilabout200daysaftermaximum;in thebe-
ginning,thevisualdeclinewascausedby a
shiftof themaximumof radiationto theultra-
violet.In laterstages,dustformationshifted
thepeakof radiationtothemiddleinfrared(3-
6pro).Insuchacase,spectrophotometryin the
opticaldoesnotatall giveanindicationof the
totalenergyoutputof thenovaandits vari-
ation.
Thisexampleshowsthatthesumofthecon-
tributionsof all radiationsourcesin thevisual
bandisnotveryhelpfulindescribingthedevelop-
mentoftheoutburstin itslatestages.Evenif all
contributingsourcesintheopticalregioncanbe
clearlydisentangled,theproblemis still there
thattheoverallenergydistributionis onlyin-
completelyknown.Observationsin theinfra-
redandultraviolet,as well as in the x-ray
region,havein recentyearsimprovedthesitu-
ationquitea lot;howscarcetheymightbefor
someobjectsoratsomephasesof theoutburst.
Indeed,thelatedeclineiscoveredleastbysuch
multifrequencyobservations,andmoreor less
regularobservationsof a future(bright)nova
mightremedythesituationsomewhat.
Asmasslossisdecreasingwithtime,thephoto-
sphericradiusdecreasesand,sincetheenergy
sourcehasnotyet turnedoff completely,the
photospherictemperatureises.Theassociated
hardeningof theradiationcausesthenovato
becomeaUV,anEUV,andultimatelyasoftx-ray
source(detectablewithEXOSATorequivalent
X-rayfacilities).Infraredemissionof x-ray
heatedgrainsshouldalsobedetectableduring
thesoftX-rayphase.
In thepast,adescriptionof the(broadband)
declineoflightcurvesintheopticalregionwasin-
troducedby Vorontsov-Velyaminov(1940,
1948,1953).Heapproximateda novalight
curveby
m(t)= m° + b, log(t -t), (6.1)
wheret is measuredindays,and,if a disconti-
nuityoccursina laterstage,by
m(t)=m_+b21og(t-to)(forb2>b_). (6.2)
Fortheaveragenova,b,hasthevalue2.5,and
thustheluminosityin thevisualregioncanbe
describedasL = A/t. Discontinuitiesoccur
mostlyatAm = 3.8 (counted from maximum), and
at Am = 6.3. They indicate the onset and end of the
transition stage.
A large collection of m / log t curves has been
compiled by Vorontsov Velyaminov (1948,
1953) (see Figure 6.63) and by Gershberg (1964).
Most of the better observed objects, where con-
tinuum and line intensities are available, are dis-
cussed below.
V 1500 Cyg. The data used are those of Lock-
wood and Miilis (1976), based on Str6mgren y pho-
tometry. Another illustration of the usefulness of
well - defined spectral regions is the plot of con-
tinuum and line fluxes (continuum at 0.479 pm
and 2 pm, as well as HI3 and 10 llI] fluxes).
While the continuum fluxes and HI3 decline at
a more or less equal rate, the IO lII] flux de-
creases more slowly. Also, the visual flux de-
creases more slowly in late phases, when it van-
ishes as does also the IR flux, which originates
from optically thin free-free emission, but
comes from the remnant (Figure 6.64, Ferland et
al., 1986). In the first phase, the slope in the
relation re(t) = a log t is 4.5. Here, as usual, the
zero-point of the time is the moment of maxi-
mum light.
Similar data are available for V 1668 Cyg. Kaler
(1986) used Str6mgren and HB wide filters to
study the decline in late phases. The continuum
slope is first 3.5, then 6.5, possibly even steeper in
the very late phases. The HB flux (which also
includes some contribution of [O III]) declines
much more slowly.
The light curve of V446 Her, also studied with
a narrow-band filter in a relatively line free
spectral region by Gyldenkerne, Meydahl, and
West (1969), gives a slope of 4.11. Pioneering
spectrophotometry by Meinel (1963) is also
available for this object. The light curve of
V533 Her, from spectra calibrated by broad
band photometry, and derived continuum
fluxes by Friedjung and Smith (1966) yields a
slope of 3.57.
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Spectrophotometry of "historical" novae by
means of objective prism plates was carried out
by Payne-Gaposchkin and collaborators: DQ Her
(Whipple and Payne-Gaposchkin, 1936, 1937,
Payne-Gaposchkin and Whipple, 1939); RR Pic
(Payne-Gaposchkin, and Menzel, 1938), and GK
Per, V603 Aql, and others (Payne-Gaposchkin
and Gaposchkin, 1942).
The spectrophotometry of HR Del by Drechsel
et al. (1977) is also based on objective prism spec-
tra. The continuum magnitude yields, after an
unusually long plateau with a practically negli-
gible slope, an extremely rapid and nonlinear
decline of about 8.3, which is faster than that of a
fast nova, because it occurs at a much later time as
counted from maximum. (see Figure 6.65).
The physical reason for the time scale of the
return to the prenova state is not yet understood. A
M ° is required to trigger a runaway. Nuclear
burning proceeds at a luminosity of approxi-
mately 3 x ]04 L®, thus the nuclear burning time
scale is approximately 300 years. MacDonald,
Fujimoto, and Truran (1985) think that the time
scale of classical nova systems is of the order 10
- 30 years. The spectrophotometric analyses (es-
pecially the study of FH Ser over a wide wave-
length band) indicates that turnoff for this fairly
slow nova occurs 200 days after outburst.
Turnoff requires fuel exhaustion either by
nuclear burning (which appears not to be the
case, in view of the quoted time scales), some
sort of quenching of the nuclear reactions, or
some mechanism of mass loss. This can be the
"thick wind" of outbursting novae (Bath, 1978;
Ruggles and Bath, 1979), or the loss of the shell
through the outer Lagrangian points of the bi-
nary system as a result of dynamical friction
during the common envelope phase
(MacDonald, Fujimoto and Truran, 1985;
MacDonald, 1986).
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Figure 6-63. An m-log t diagram of visual nova light curves
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VII.B. THE POSTNOVA PHASE WITH
SURROUNDING NEBULOSITY
When the nova has declined to its preoutburst
state, the only remaining sign of the outburst is
the surrounding expanding nebulosity. This
seems to be a comparatively short-lived pheno-
menon, since no "'past nova" or "nova-like ob-
ject" without recorded outburst could be iden-
tified as a nova because of an observable
shell. A few counter examples, e.g.,
E2000+223 (Takalo and Nousek, 1985) and
623+71 (Krautter et al. 1987), are extremely
dubious. This can be explained by the fact that
nova shell masses are fairly small and are eas-
ily lost several decades after outburst when
their surface brightness becomes very small.
This has to do with the fact that the "central
stars" are not very powerful in exciting the
surrounding nebulosities, and most energy is
drawn from the interaction with the interstellar
material. Thus, in the course of time, nova
shells are decelerated, interaction becomes less
powerful, and the shells are less excited and
fade in optical light.
Combined spectroscopic and direct observa-
lions can give information on their distance, on
the mass lost in the outburst, and on their chemical
composition and physical structure.
One of the best methods ['or deriving the dis-
tance of a nova is to measure the angular size of the
nebula formed around it as the result of the explo-
sion. By knowing the expansion velocity and the
time elapsed since the explosion, we can compute
the real dimension of the nebula and derive its
distance. The distance determined by this method
can be used for calibrating the relationship
between absolute magnitude at maximum and
rate of decline.
McLaughlin (I 960) and Cohen and Rosenthal
(1983) have studied twelve old novae in order to
measure the surrounding nebula. Cohen (1985)
added eight new spatially resolved nova shells.
The data relevant for the determination of the
size of the envelope, and therefore for the the
distance, are given in Table 6.16 (adapted from
Cohen and Rosenthal, 1983, and Cohen, 1985,
while Table 6.17 (from Cohen and Rosenthal,
1983) gives the observed and expected radii of
the shells. The majority of these shells have
nonspherical shape. The expansion velocities
from McLaughlin, from Cohen and Rosenthal,
and from Cohen (1985) are in rather good
agreement, with the exception of V6(13 Aql and
CP Lac. For these objects, the radial velocities
are supposedly those of the accretion disk. The
shells are too faint to be discovered by those au-
thors.
Cohen (1985) has observed all classical novae
that exploded before 1976, which were at maxi-
mum brighter than V = 6.6 mag, and are observ-
able from Mt. Palomar. Of the 18 objects, 9
showed no detectable shell. Since the shells emit
especially in the light of Ha + IN ll 1, interference
filters centered at Ha, having a full width at half
maximum (FWHM) of 16 and 30 ]k were used.
Like supernova shells, the expanding nova
shells interact with the surrounding interstellar
material. The kinetic energy of a nova shell
shortly after outburst is, however, already
much smaller: it lies between 2 I(P ' and I 1();4
erg (e.g., Chevalier, 1977). The snowplow
model, put forward by' Oorl (1946, 19511, has
been applied to old supernova remnants and
nova remnants with satisfactory results (see
Chapter 7).
Recently, by comparing outburst photographs
and CCD frames of nova shells taken at different
times, Duerbeck (1987a) found noticeable de-
celerations with time, as postulated by the
snowplow model.
The temporal variation of the shell radius r (in
arc seconds) is approximated by
r(t) = % + c_ t + 0.5 c_ t-_ (6.3)
where %, the size of the shell at the time of out-
burst, is assumed to be zero. c t is the initial ex-
pansion rate, measured in arc sec yr '. c, is the
deceleration parameter (in arc sec yr_), which
can be converted into the braking b (in km s'
yr _):
b =C=v (6.4)
Cl exp"
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TABLE 6-16a NOVA CHARACTERISTICS
Nova Exp.rale Expansional velocity
'Vy (I} km/s (2)
V 603 Aql .956 17(X) 255
TAur . I 17 460 655
V476 Cyg .093 71)0 7911:
DQ Her .27 290 315
CP Lac ,25 1600 295:
OK Per ,54 1200 12(H)
RR Pic ,18 410 475
CP Pup .21 7(10 71(1
HR Del 5211
V533 Her 5811
BT Mon* 81111
FH Ser 56()
Distance m ...... m ...... absorption M ....
pcs {I) (21 Max{I) (2)
376 -I.I 10.8 .2 .2 -9.2 -9.15
830 +4.2 15.4 .7 1.5 -6.2 -7.9
15911 +2.[1 16.1 .6 .6 -9.6 -9.85
230 + 1,4 15. I .2 .2 -5.6 -62
1340 +2,1 15.3 .8 .8 9.3 9,35
470 +0.2 13.5 .3 .3 -8.5 -8.55
480 +1.2 13.3 .2 .2 -7.4 -7.3
7110 +0.4 t7.5 .3 .3 9.1 9.55
+4.8 .2 -5.05
+3,5 .2 -7.45
+4.4 2.8 -7,55
*) BT Mon was discovered only m its tale decline stage.
(I) Data by McLaughlin 119611).
121 Data by Cohen and Rosenthal [1983).
Min
+2.7
+5.0
+4.5
+8,1
+3.9
+4.8
+4.7
+8:
TABLE 6-16b. NOVA LUMINOSITIES AND LIGHT CURVES (from Cohen. 1985)
V Source of A m(max) a t, l.ighl Cup,'e M max) M(151
c,p
Object {kin s ) _crp (magi (mag) (days) Source (magi (mag)
Novae of Paper It (Cohen, 19851
vl229 Aql 19711 ........ 575 I 1.2 ±(L5 6.5 18 7 -6.6 -4.8
v5(X) Aql 1943 .......... 1380 2 3.0± 1.5 6.5: 211: 8 111.35 -8.85
*v15111) Cyg 1975 ...... l lg0 1 1.2 1.85 2.4 9 -9.95 -5.t
*v446 Her 19611 ........ 1235 3 (1.8 2.75 5 7 -8.7 -5.55
*v533 Her 1963 ........ 1050 4 (I,6 3,5 26 10 -7,7 -6.6
DK Lac 19511 ............ 1075 5 1.4 5,11 19 5 -9.35 -7.35
XX Tau 1927 ............ 650: I .3 _,7 6.11 24 I I -8.05 -6.75
RW UMi 1956 .......... 9511: I 0.1 _6.0 2110: 12 "---7.85 ...
*I_V Vul 1968 .......... 860 6 1.2 4.5 21 6 -6.75 -5,25
Novae Discussed m Paper I (Cohen and Rosenthal,1983)
"6113 Aql 1918 ...................... 4 .... -9.15 -5.35
T Aur 1891 ........................ 1.2 _+ 0.5 8(1 .... -7.4 -7.0
v476 Cyg 1920 ...................... 7 .... -9.95 -6.85
HR Del 1967 ........................ 4.6 > 15(1 .... -5.25 -5.25
*DQ Her 1934 ...................... 67 .... -6.2 -5.2
*CP Lac 1936 ........................ 5 .... -9.35 -5.95
BT Mon 1939 ............ ............
*GK Per 19111 ...................... 6 .... -8.55 -5.75
*RR Pic 1925 ........................ 80 .... -7.3 -6.1"1
*CP Pup 1942 ...................... 5 .... -9.55 -5.55
T Sco 1860 ........................ 0.6 7.(1 9 13 -8.9 -6.5
FH Set 1971"1 .......................... 42 .... -7.55 -6.55
NOTE--Sources of data in cols (3) and (71 are as follows: I I ) V, from double spectrograph observations al current epoch; 12) Sanford 1943;
(3)V v from Cohen's measurements of spectra from plate vault of Mounl Wilson and Las Campanas Observatories; (4) Baschek 1964: (5) Larsson-
Leander 1953. 1954; {6) Hutchings 1970: (7) AAVSO (Mallei 19841: 18) Gaposchkin 1943: (9) Young el al. 1976:11111Chincarini 1964: (11)
Cannon 1928; (12) (Kukarkin 1963. Ahnerl 1963:1131 Sawyer 1938.
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The half-lifetime is determined by
(6.51
The observational results of four shells are listed
in Table 6-18.
The deceleration is larger for higher expansion
velocities, the mean half-time, after which the
TABLE 6 16c. SIIH,I.S No1 DE IE('TEI) IIrom ('ohen, 198Sj
Seeing
(FWI]M j Central Pixel m,(max Y' r [-]c_
Object (arcsec_ (DN) 1magi (mag_ (mag
IV Cep 1971 .............. 1.3 13.2(X) 7.5 16.(t8 16.14
Q Cyg 1876 ................ 1.11 30,7f)0 3./I 14,03 14.94
v450 Cyg 1942 .......... 1.0 5,600 h 7.8 16,48 16.58
DI Lac 1910 .............. 1.0 58,675 _ 4.6 14.58 14.911
HR Lyr 1919 .............. 1.0 18,300 6.5 15.95 15.99
v841 Oph 1848 .......... 2.5 11.701t 5.0: ........
v368 Set 19711 ............ 1.0 9,11711 7.0 .... 12.71
v373 Set 1975 ............ 1.0 3,6(111 b 6.(1 18.117 16.98
WY Sge 1783 ............ 1.0 4,121t 6: 18.111 17.89
From Payne-Gaposchkin 1957, 1977.
h Faint star(s) closer than 4" to poslmwa star,
' Cental pixel saturated. Its value was extrapolated using the point source image profile.
TABLE 6-17. SIZES OF NOVA SHELLS
RADIUS (arcsec _
NAME Observed (1981_ Expected NOTES
VNI3 Aql .. not detected b0
T Aur ........ 9.5 111.5 I
V476 Cyg .. 5.7 5.7
DQ Her ...... 1/I.5 12.7 I
('P Lac ...... not detected I 1.3
GK Per ...... 41.5 43.2 I
CP Pup ...... 7 8.2 2
RR Pic ...... I 1.5 9.7 1.3
ttR Del ...... 1.8 .... 1.4
FH Ser ...... 2.0
V533 Her .. 1.6
BT Mon .... 3.8
NOTES--(II Shell non-spherical. (2) Radius from Williams
1982. (3_ Radius from Williams and Gallagher 1979. 141 Radius
from Kohoulek 1981.
(From Cohen and Rosenthal. 19831
expansion velocity has dropped to half its initial
value, is 75 years. The expansion of a pronounced
feature of the shell of GK Per, the "bar," is illus-
trated in Figure 6-66. The results are in accor-
dance with expectations from the snowplow
model put forward by Oort ( 1946, 1951 ).
This braking must be taken into account in the
determination of nebular expansion parallaxes.
Errors can be as large as 20 to 30%, which is about
as large as the uncertainty of choosing the "'true"
expansion velocity of the shell, derived from the
Doppler displacement of absorption lines at
maximum. Usually, it is assumed that the "true"
velocity is that of the principal spectrum, which is
lower than that of the diffuse-enhanced and of the
TABLE 6-18. EXPANSION AND DECELERATION OF NOVA SHELLS
nova V. w (km x i) c, ("yr _) b (km s + yr ') tl, 2 (yr) d (pc)
V603 Aql 17(1(I 1.09 13.2 65 330
GK Per 1200 065 111.3 58 390
V476 Cyg 725 0. I 0 3. I I 17 1511<1
DQ Her 335 11.26 2.4 fi7 265
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Figure 6-66. Deceleration _the bat" in the shell _'GK
Per. using data of Duerbeck (1987a).
Orion spectra. At visual maximum, when the
principal spectrum is dominating, the mass loss
rate also reaches a maximum, and the main por-
tion of the shell is formed.
An estimate of the masses of the shells is made
by Cohen and Rosenthal (1983) by using sev-
eral assumptions. The absolute flux of H l , cor-
rected for interstellar absorption, gives the
electron density. The electron temperature is
assumed to be 104 K. It is also assumed that the
shell thickness a is 10% of the shell radius, and
that the filling factor h of this shell is 10%.
With these assumptions, the masses of the
shells are computed and the values are found to
range between 1.9 x I 0 -_ M o for V 1500 Cyg and
1.3 x 10_ M o for V476 Cyg. These data are
given in Table 6-19, together with other values
for the same and different objects, determined
by different methods. The uncertainty in mass
determinations is clearly seen. Masses of the shells
of classical novae cluster between 1 - 10 x 10 5 M..
TABLE 6-19. DETERMINATIONS OF NOVA SHELL MASSES (in 10 5 Mo )
Type Object Mass Reference Method
F V603 Aql 10 Gordeladse (1937)
14 Pottasch (1959d)
VI301 Aql 1 Snijders et al. (1984)
T Crb 10 Gordeladse (1937)
V478 Cyg 0.2 Gordeladse (1937)
13 Cohen, Rosenthal (1983)
VI500 Cyg 4.5 Neff et al. (1978)
24 Hjellming et al. (1979)
14 Seaquist et al. (1980)
6. I Duerbeck (1980)
1.9 Cohen, Rosenthal (1983)
1.7 Duerbeck (1980)
0.9 Peimbert and Sarmiento (1984)
25 Malakpur (1973a)
9 Anderson, Gallagher (1977)
1000 Antipova (1977)
<145 Robbins, Sanyal (1978)
8.6 Hjellming et al. (1979)
I1 Duerbeck (1980)
2.2 Cohen, Rosenthat (1983)
0.2 Solf (1983)
0.4 Gordeladse (1937)
F
F V 1668 Cyg
HR Del
DN Gem
wind model
Hot flux
UV spectrum
wind model
wind model
HI3 flux
opt. spectrophotometry
Radio
Radio
wind model
HI3 flux
wind model
UV spectrum
HI3 flux
HI_ flux
optical spectroscopy
Radio
wind model
HI3 flux
wind model
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SF
F
F
F
S
S
S
F
F
DQHer
V533Her
CPLac
RSOph
GKPer
RRPic
TPyx
FHSer
LVVul
NQVul
9
0.7
4.6
4.8
2.0
3.6
0.5
0.02
0.O5
0.3
3.8
14
I0
8
4.3
3.1
4.5
6.1
2.0
7.8
13
Gordeladse (1937)
Pottasch (1959)
Mustel, Boyarchuk (1970)
Ferland et al. (1984)
Cohen, Rosenthal (1983)
Pottasch (1959)
Sayer (1937)
Folkart et al. (1964)
Pottasch (1967)
Snijders et al. (1987)
Gordeladse (1937)
Pottasch (1959)
Gordeladse (1937)
Pottasch (1959)
Seitter (1987)
Seaquist, Palimaka (1977)
Seaquist, Palimaka (1977)
Hjellming et al. (1979)
Duerbeck (1980)
Cohen, Rosenthal (1983)
Duerbeck (1980)
Duerbeck (1980)
wind model
Ha flux
optical line flux
UV, optical spectrum
HI3 flux
Hot flux
wind model
Ht_ flux
wind model
Hot flux
Hot flux
Radio (spherical)
Radio (polar)
Radio
wind model
HI3 flux
wind model
wind model
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VII.B.I. MORPHOLOGYOFNOVA
SHELLS
A generaloverviewofnovashellmorphology
isgivenbyMustelandBoyarchuk(1970).They
found,fromastudyofahandfulofobjects,that
mostshellshaveanovalshape,exhibit"polar
blobs"attheendofthemajoraxis,andan"equa-
torialbelt",whichcoincideswiththeplaneofthe
minoraxis.
DQ Her': The system is seen perpendicular to
the major axis; the shell is oval. "Polar condensa-
tions" are situated at the very ends of the large
axis, and an equatorial belt is visible.
V603 Aqh The system is seen nearly parallel to
the major axis; the shell appears nearly circular.
An approaching polar condensation is seen in
spectra and on direct images of 1933 and 1940. A
system of several (two to three) rings seems to
exist in the equatorial region. A thorough study of
spatially resolved spectra in the nebular phase by
Weaver (1974) confirmed largely the findings
of Mustel and Boyarchuk (1970). Weaver's mo-
del is shown in Figure 6.67.
TOWARDS
THE SUN
l
SLIT
ORIENTATION
(position angle)
112 °
202 °
Slit spectrographic images of V603 Aql taken in 1919.
The lines shown are M and N2 of [O m}.
Sti! Orienlot_on
p o I12 °
00 157 °
0 I 202*
Figure 6-67. a) Drawing of a three-
dimensional model of the shell of V
603 Aql, derived from b) space-
resolved spectrograms taken at
Lick Observatory in 1919•
(from Weaver. 1974)
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T Aur (See Figure 6.68): The system may
have the same orientation as DQ Her, because
eclipses of the central object also occur. The
shell appears oval. Polar condensations and the
equatorial belt seem to be missing, possibly
due to the old age of the remnant. Generally,
the authors argue that the equatorial belt is in
the equatorial plane of the binary and polar
blobs perpendicular to thai plane (see also
Chapter 7).
RR Pic (See Figure 6.69): The shell appears
nearly circular, but this may be due to an inclina-
tion effect: it is oval when looked at in the plane
of the binary. The absence of eclipses and the
presence of periodic features in the light curve are
in agreement with this assumption. A double-ring
blob system is obvious, which can be explained
by precessional motion of the erupting object in
the course of the extended outburst. Deep CCD
frames indicate the presence of high-velocity
clouds surrounding the brighter parts of the shell,
which could be material from the diffuse-en-
hanced mass outflow (Duerbeck, 1987b). How-
ever, a spectroscopic investigation of this faint
halo is necessary to prove whether it is outflowing
nova material or shocked interstellar material.
CP Pup (See Figure 8.30): The shell appears
circular, but may be inclined by an angle of 30 °
Fi_,ure 6-68. CCD frame q/the shell qlT Aur. taken through an ttR filter with the Calar Alto 2.2 m telescope.
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with respectto thecelestialplane,asrevealed
by radialvelocitydeterminations.Thecircular
belt is fragmentedintoat least11condensa-
tions,whichapparentlywerealreadypresenta
few monthsafteroutburst,asnotedin high-
dispersionspectralstudiesof CP Pupin the
nebularstage•
Seitter(1971),Hutchings(1972),andMalak-
pur (1973a)havemodellednovashellsfrom
thenebularspectraof HRDel,FHSer,andLV
Vul, respectively.Theyalsoyielda ring/shell-
typestructure,whichwasconfirmedfortheob-
jectsHr DelandFHSerby directimagingin
laterphases.
Hutchings(1972)discussedthisnonspherical
distributionofthematterinthenebulasaconse-
quenceof thebinarynatureof thenovasystem.
Heobservesthatthetimescaleof themassloss
duringtheoutburstis longerthantheorbitalpe-
riod(daysor monthsascomparedwithhours).
Theinteractionwill occurina ringaroundthe
equatorialregionof theexpandingnovaphoto-
sphere.Theinteractionwiththecompanionby
purelygravitationalforceswillhavetheeffecto
reducetheoriginalsphericalsymmetryto two
polarconesandtogiverisetoa)afaster-moving
ejectathatmoveoutinitiallyinalldirectionsfrom
theouterpartsof theequatorialbandandlater
eitherdisappearo aremoreconcentratedtothe
Figure 6-69. The shell surrounding RR Pic. taken through an H _ filter, with a CCD camera at the ESO 2.2 m telescope.
For this composite, the central section q/ the highly ampli[_ed picture was set to zero, and a low magnification image of
the central nebula was inserted.
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equatorialplane,andb) someslower-moving
equatorialremnants(Figure4fromthepaperby
Hutchings).Thecomparisonof theobserved
emissionlineprofileswiththosecomputedfor
differentgeometryandinclinationtothelineof
sightof thenovaenvelopewill bediscussedin
Chapter7.
In recentyears,directimagingandspatially
resolvedspectroscopyof novashellshaspro-
gressedquitemuch,dueto theadvancein de-
tector technology. The following Table 6-20
summarizes such work.
It should be noted that the morphological
description given in the table is extremely scarce.
More detailed discussions of the shape of V603
Aql is given by Weaver (1974); that of GK Per is
described in Duerbeck and Seitter ( 1987); those of
RR Pic, CP Pup, and T Pyx by Duerbeck and
Seitter (1979) and Duerbeck (1987b). A detailed
discussion of several envelopes will be found in
Chapters 8 and 9.
nuclear reactions occurring during the explosion,
and hence to check the theories of the outburst.
According to the theory proposed by Starrfield et
al. (1977; see also Chapter 7), a fraction of the
accretion disk material reaches the surface of the
degenerate star (assumed to be a carbon-oxygen
white dwarf) building up a layer of H-rich mate-
rial on the surface. Eventually, compression of
the accreting gas causes heating up to tempera-
tures at which nuclear burning sets in. According
to their calculations, if the CNO nuclei are en-
hanced in the envelope (as a consequence of the
previous history of the material), a thermonuclear
runaway occurs, producing a fast nova. Other-
wise, a slow nova outburst occurs. A knowl-
edge of the element abundance in novae is fun-
damental to understand the nature of the out-
burst and to check the theories.
A discussion of various methods for deriving
the chemical composition of novae is given by
Williams (1977). He shows that many causes of
uncertainty affect the abundances derived from
TABLE 6.20 NEBULAR SHAPES, TEMPERATURES, AND ABUNDANCES
nova T (K) abundances morphology
T Aur (1892) low CNO high elliptical
DQ Her (1934) 500 [CNO/H]= 100 elliptical,pol.blobs
GK Per (1901) >120000 N enh. single blobs; complicated
structure
RR Pic (1925) 16500 He,N,Ne? enh. ring + blobs
CP Pup (1942) 800 [N/H]= 1000 many blobs
T Pyx (recurr) >20000 solar'? several shells
VII.B.2. SPECTRA AND ABUNDANCES IN
NOVA SHELLS
Besides the possibility to derive their distances
and to measure their masses, nova shells are
important because their spectra offer more pre-
cise methods to measure their chemical composi-
tion and therefore to verify if this is affected by
the absorption spectrum around maximum
light. Such a rapidly changing spectrum is very
far from the usual conditions in a stable atmos-
phere; the abundance of CNO depends upon an
assumed temperature distribution in the
pseudophotosphere, which is highly uncertain.
Emission line spectra in early decline give also
uncertain results, because emission and ab-
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sorptioncomponentsare blendedtogether,
makinguncertainthemeasureof theemission
lineintensity,andbecauseof theuncertainties
of theparametersof theemittinggas.Onecan
hopethatmorereliableabundanced termina-
tionscanbeobtainedbythestudyof thespec-
tra of old extendedshellsthatbehavein a
similarwayto youngplanetarynebulae.At the
time whenthe shellsbecomespatiallyre-
solved,thedensityis so low thatself-absorp-
tion andcollisionalde-excitationshouldbe
negligible.Thedistancebetweentheshelland
thestellarobjectplusaccretiondiskmakeim-
possibleanyconfusionwiththeseregionshav-
ing verydifferentphysicalconditions.
Table6-21(Tylenda,1979)comparestheaver-
ageabundancesofnovaewiththoseofplanetary
nebulaeandthesolarvalues.
Anyway,thephysicalndchemicalproperties
of nova shells are difficult to determine and sub-
ject to controversy. We will quote the results of
several investigations of the shells of DQ Her, RR
Pic, and CP Pup. A more detailed discussion is
given in Chapter 8.
be low because of the narrow Balmer continuum
emission at 3644. Most of the hydrogen emis-
sion and the C II, N II, and O II recombination
lines originate in the cold, ionized gas. The line
strengths of CNO are much greater, as com-
pared with the Balmer lines, than in ordinary H
II regions or planetary nebulae, indicating a
high abundance. Lines of IN II] indicate a hot
(T > 5000 K) component of gas.
Spectra at the ends of the major axis differ from
those at the ends of the minor axis. While the line
strengths of H, [O II1 and [N II] are similar, C I1,
N II and O II are weaker or absent along the minor
axis. Williams et al. estimate that the CNO
abundances might be 100 times solar at the
polar blobs and still 10 times solar in the equa-
torial (minor axis) region.
The source of excitation of the nebula remains a
controversial topic. Williams et al. had postulated
a "frozen-in ionization," but this could not ex-
plain a lower C- abundance in an earlier nebular
phase, because C÷+ recombines Z 2 times faster
than H ÷ in a time-dependent model, thus C++/H÷
should decrease with time.
Several models of the shell of DQ Her have
been presented in the last decade, and every time,
the previous results (or predictions) have been par-
tially discarded. Williams et al. (1978) carried out
spectroscopy in the visible region, and obtained
the following results:
The electron temperature, T, of the shell must
A model of the nebula which is photoionized
by the X-ray radiation from the central object was
proposed by Ferland and Truran (1981), which
showed better consistency with the observed
lines in the optical regions. It predicted line
strengths in the UV, which could not be verified
in a subsequent study of the UV spectrum of the
nebula (Ferland et al. 1984). A careful analy-
sis of the energy distribution of the central
TABLE 6.21. CHEMICAL COMPOSITION (IN NUMBER OF ATOMS) OF NOVA DEL 1967 AND OTHER OBJECTS*
Element
He/H
I (PxN/H
104xO/H
104xNe/H
Novae
Ill
0.25
3O
50
I
Planetary
nebulae
I21
Sun
131
0.10
1.0
4.9
1.3
0.085
0.98
8.3
1.3
Cosmic
141
0.085
0.91
6.6
0.83
References: l I] Collin-Souffrin (1977); 121 Aller (1978); 131 N and O from Lambert (1978);
He/O and Ne/O from Bertsch et al. (1972); [4] Allen (1973). *from Tylenda (1979)
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objectwasmade(whichcontradicted many
previous models because of its deficient far UV
and X-ray flux). Using the deduced continuum
flux, photoionization models of the nebula are
calculated and showed that the low observed
electron temperature is the result of the very
high metal abundances which are characteristic
lk)r nova shells. Infrared fine-structure lines are
efficient coolants, and low temperatures are
achieved for a wide variety of radiation fields.
The authors find that the 88-btm and 52-btm
lines of [OIII] are extremely efficient coolants,
provided that the gas density is below the critical
density for the J = 1,2 sublevels of the O +2/>
ground state (N = 670 and 4900 cm _, respec-
tively, see Osterbrock 1974). At high densities,
only UV resonance lines are efficient coolants,
and the gas equilibrates at T around 104 K. When
the optical [O !11] lines begin to cool the gas (at N
< 1()_cm _), the temperature falls to about 6000 K.
Finally, the temperature falls to below 1000 K
when the infrared fine-structure lines are no
longer collisionally deactivated (N < 1W cm _).
They postulate that these cold nova shells should
be powerful radiators of IR lines. Together, the
[Ol[I] fine-structure lines should have an ob-
served flux of 2.7 x 10 _2 erg cm2 s t. Indeed,
Dinerstein (1986) found for the 60-_m and
100-t_m bands of the IRAS satellite the follow-
ing fluxes:
F(lambda, 60 lam) = 4.8 x 10 _ erg cm 2 s L
F(lambda, 100 t.tm) = 1.8 x 10 _ erg cm -_s _
Dinerstein states that Fer[and postulates
several 10 _ W m-', while [RAS measured 10 TM
W m -2in the 60 _tm band. Emission in the 88-_m
line is similar to that in the 52-_tm for densities
lower than about 10_ cm _.
Spectroscopy of the blobs in the shell of RR
Pic was carried out by Williams and Gallagher
(1979), and by Duerbeck (1987b). They noted
that the spectra are similar to those of high-ex-
citation planetary nebulae, such as NGC 2022.
The spectra show strong [Fe V], [Fe VII, and
[Fe VII] lines, which were also prominent in
the first years after outburst (Spencer Jones,
1931). An ionization model with T. = 2.5 x 105
K and L = 2.2 x l(P _erq s _was applied. The elec-
tron temperature was determined to be 16,500 K.
A comparison with the observed line strengths
leads to an enhancement of the elements He, N,
and Ne. Helium is at least twice as abundant as
in the sun, oxygen seems to be normal, N is en-
hanced by at least a factor of 10, and Ne possi-
bly also by a factor of 10.
The large value of N/O in RR Pic is unusual,
but could possibly be accounted for if equilibrium
CNO burning has occurred and converted most
of the C and O into N. This is predicted for slow
novae by current models. However, spectros-
copy of the ring yields strong [O III] lines.
The shell around CP Pup was also studied by
R.E. Williams (1982). He noted similarities with
the shell of DQ Her, a similar low temperature
(800 K), and a high N abundance (N/H = 0. I ).
Seitter (1985) pointed out that the 10 IIII lines
are much stronger in the polar blobs than in the
equatorial ring of RR Pic. Such inhomogeneities
were studied in the following years by comparing
CCD frames of nova shells taken through interfer-
ence filters isolating the IO III1 and the IN II = Hocl
I)A bipolar structure is seen in the shell of
RR Pic; the blobs radiate more in [O llI].
2)A bipolar structure is seen in DQ Her; the
polar regions radiate in the lO Ill] filter region,
while no [O 1111has been found spectroscopi-
cally.
3)A bipolar structure is visible in the recurrent
nova T Pyx (Duerbeck 1987b).
4)A bipolar structure is visible in the shell of
GK Per. This shell has often been classified as
irregular, but the chemical inhomogeneities
show a regular pattern. IUE spectroscopy of
different parts of the shell gave good argu-
ments for the reality of chemical inhomogenei-
ties (Bode, Duerbeck, and Seitter, 1988).
Thus, chemical (or excitation) inhomogenei-
ties are well established in nova shells.
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Spectraof RRPictakenwiththeCassegrain
spectrographandaCCDreceiverattheESO
2.2mtelescopeareshowninFigure6-70.
In additiontoseveralclassicalnovae,Cohen
(1985)discussesthespectrumandtheimageof
thenebularoundCKVul 1670,whichwasre-
coveredbySharandMoffat1982).
Associatedwith thecentralobject,whichis
belowthelimitof thePalomarcharts(Sharand
Moffat,1982),aretwofaintnebulositiesat5"or
6" fromthenovacandidate,displayingspectra
similarto thoseof thenovaejecta,plusother
fainternebulosities.Twoimagesobtainedin the
lightof Ho_andin thenearbycontinuumshow
thatthenebulaearevisibleonlyinthefirstone;
i.e.(Figures6.71a,b)thecontinuumis absent
or toofaint(Sharaet al., 1985).
ThenebulositiesinthelightofHe_andSII,af-
tersubtractionfthecontinuumareshowninFig-
ures6.72and6.73togetherwiththeirisointensity
maps.Thespectraofthenebulositiesindicatedin
Figure6.72with1,2,3,and5,areshowninFig-
ures6.74a-d.Figure6.75showsanexpandedpart
of thespectrumof nebulosity! in theregionof
Ha.Thestrengthof [N I116584is impressive.
It is thestrongestline,followedbyablendof
Ho_and[N I1]6548.Alsotheintensitiesof IS
II16716,and6730areremarkable.According
to Cohen(1985),thesespectralpeculiarities
arerathermorecharacteristicof a supernova
remnantthananova.However,thelowexpan-
sionvelocityandthesmallsizeof theshell
(lessthan10")indicatethatCK Vul is a slow
nova.Cohensuggestshatthesimilaritywith
thesupernovaspectrumcanbedueto thefact
thatCK Vul, beingmucholderthanall the
othernovaefor whichthenebularspectrumis
known,hassweptupmorethanitsownejected
mass(estimatedto beabout104solarmasses,
seeCohenandRosenthal,1983)in the inter-
stellarmaterial.Hence,theemissionmaybe
fromshock-heatedgasattheinterfacebetween
theexpandingshellandtheinterstellarme-
dium,ratherthanfromthestandardmecha-
nismsprevailingin low-densitynovashells.
AccordingtoSharaetal.(1985),thespectraof
theequatorialandpolarejectaaresimilarto
thoseoftheslowrecurrentovaTPyx,butwith
lowerexcitation.
Sharaetal.(1985)discussthepossibilityhatCK
Vulisadifferentkindofobjectthananoldnova.
Infact,itsverylowluminosityiscomparableto
thoseof thefaintestdwarfnovae(MR= 10.4+/-
0.8)andcertainlymuchlowerthanthattypicalof
oldnovae(Mv= +4.5,Warner,1976;Patterson,
1984).Thisluminositycanbeexplainedbya
normalreddwarfM3-M5withnocontribution
fromthewhitedwarforfromtheaccretiondisk.
Thismayindicatethatmasstransferhasprobably
stoppedinthesystem.Thisluminositycouldalso
beexplainedbyanaccretiondiskwithmass-ac-
cretionrateaslowas10-_2solarmasses/year.
Shara et al. examine the possibility that CK Vul is
a young planetary nebula, or a Herbig-Haro ob-
ject. But in the first case, the central star would be
fainter by two orders of magnitude than any other
known nucleus of planetary nebula, and the neb-
ula mass is two orders of magnitude lower than
that typical of planetary nebulae. In the second
case, although the expansion velocity is similar to
that of jets around HH objects, there are no young
objects in the vicinity of CK Vul; moreover, its
chemical composition, e.g., the nitrogen over-
abundance, indicates that CK Vul is an evolved
object. The conclusion is that CK Vul has been a
genuine classical nova, and if it is typical of clas-
sical novae in the thousand years between erup-
tions, their faintness makes them very difficult to
find. Hence, our statistics on the space density of
old novae may be grossly underestimated.
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Figure 6-70, The optical spectrum qf the polar hlohs and tile equatm'ial ring of the shell qf RR Pic, ohserved with a
Cassegrain spectrograph + CCD at the ESO 2.2 m telescope.
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Figure6-71.The nebulosities in the vicinity of the old nova CK Vul 1970. Image in the light of Ha.
(Jkom Shara et al., 1985)
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Figure 6-72. The same nebulosities shown in Figure 6-71, after substraction of the continuum, in the light of Ha, and the
relative isointensity map.
(from Shara et al., 1985)
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VIII. RADIOASTRONOMICAL OBSERVA-
TIONS OF NOVA ENVELOPES
(written by Hack)
Radioemission from novae has been observed
in few cases: Wendker (1978 and successive
updating) has collected data published betore
1980. Positive detections have been obtained
for the very slow nova HR Del 1967, the excep-
tional fast nova V 1500 Cyg 1975, the fast nova
V 368 Set 1970, and the moderately slow nova
FH Ser 1970. Other novae have been searched
for radioemission, (T CrB, DQ Her, V 533 Her,
Nova Cep 1971), but with negative results.
A high-sensitivity radio survey of classical novae
has been made with VLA by Bode et al. (1987a)
at 1.5 GHz and 4.9 GHz. Of the over 26 objects
observed, including very old novae like CK Vul
1670 and recent novae like VI370 Aql 1982 and
V 4077 Sgr 1982, only two were detected: NQ
Vul 1976 and V 4077 Sgr 1982. The radio "light
curves" for HR Del, FH Ser, and V 1500 Cyg are
given in Figure 6-76. The spectra are consistent
with thermal radiation of expanding envelopes of
ionized gas at high emission measures (where the
emission measure E is given by No2 x s with s
dimension of the emitting body, N c electron den-
sity, and is measured in pc cm 6) as shown by
Hjellming and Wade (1970). Altunin (1976) has
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measured a flare at 989 MHz from V 1500 Cyg. It
exceeds by more than three orders of magnitude
the flux expected at the same frequency and about
the same date from the thermal spectrum; it can be
explained by nonthermal synchrotron radiation.
An extended discussion of the radio observa-
tions for these three best studied novae is given
Hjellming et al. (1979). The most important
conclusion from this study is that the radio
emission comes from the nova shell, as indi-
cated by the fact that it reaches its maximum
much later than the optical and also than the in-
frared maximum. If we identify with t(o) the
beginning of the outburst, the maximum radio
emission from the very fast nova V 1500 Cyg is
reached at t-t(o) between 100 and 200 days, and
for the moderately slow nova FH Ser, between
400 and 600 days. The observations of the very
slow nova HR Del started almost at the epoch
of maximum radioemission, which can be
placed at a t-t(o) of about 1000 days.
In no case was the radio emission observable
earlier than 50 days after outburst.
Hjellming et al (1979) show that a spherical
symmetric isothermal model defined by three
parameters-mass, inner velocity, and outer vel-
ocity-fits reasonably well the observed "radio
light curves." Masses of 8.6 x 10 -_, 4.5 x 10 5, and
2.4 x I0 4 solar masses, inner velocities of 200, 48,
and 200 km/s and outer velocities of 450, 1000
and 5600 km/s have been found for HR Del, FH
Ser, and V 1500 Cyg, respectively. A detailed
discussion of these models will be given in Chap-
ter 7.
We remark that slow novae like FH Set and very
fast novae like V 1500 Cyg present very similar
radio "light curves" and radio spectra. Hence,
the way their gas shells expand is very similar.
Their dust shells, on the contrary, behave very
differently as indicated by their infrared fluxes
and their variation with time from outburst.
Chevalier (1977) predicted that also old novae
should be observable radio emitters, but at rather
low levels (<1 mJy). In the attempt to verify this
prediction, Reynolds and Chevalier (1984) have
observed GK Per 1901 with the VLA at wave-
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lengths of 20.5 and 6.2 cm. They detected an
extended radio source within 40 are seconds of
the nova position at both wavelengths (Figure 6-
77). The nova was in eccentric position but within
r.
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RIGHT ASCENSION (lge:_l.0)
Figure 6-77. VIA map at 6 cm of the shell _GK Per.
The plus sign indicated the position of the star GK Per
itself
(#om Reynolds and Cite valier. 1984).
the radio source. The radio source has the shape
of a partial shell and strongly resembles the
optical nebulosity observable on the Palomar
Observatory Sky Survey. The flux density de-
pendence on the frequency is given by the rela-
tion S x v_, with o_ = 0.67 indicating that the
emission is clearly non-thermal (differing from
that observed from classical novae a few
months after outburst). Although the dominant
emission is synchrotron radiation, a thermal
component at 6 cm cannot be ruled out. The
shell ridge has several peaks qualitatively cor-
responding to the" h,';,,ht knots in the optical
image.
The VLA survey by Bode et al. (1987a) of 26
classical novae has indicated no positive detec-
tion at 1.5 GHz over 18 objects observed, and
two positive detections at 4.9 GHz over 8 ob-
jects observed. The value of the flux densities
is the same for the two objects- the slow novae
NQ Vul 1976 and V 4077 Sgr 1982- 0.6 mJy,
i.e., of the same order as those observed previ-
ously by Hjellming et al. for HR Del, V 1500
Cyg, and FH Ser at similar frequencies. This
fact, together with the high frequency at which
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the detection has been made, suggest the ther-
mal origin of the radio emission. Since V 4077
Sgr is more distant (= 4100 pcs) than NQ Vul (=
1200 pcs), the radio luminosity of V 4077 Sgr
is about one order of magnitude larger. This
difference can be attributed to the fact that NQ
Vul was observed when about 2000 days more
than for V 4077 Sgr were elapsed from the date
of the outburst. Figure 6-76 actually shows that
the decline in the flux density in 2000 days for
HR Del, FH Ser, and V 1500 Cyg is of one order
of magnitude. However, a recent nova like N
Sct 1981 placed at half the distance of V 4077
Sgr shows no measurable flux at 4.9 GHz.
As we have noted above, radio emission from
classical novae has been observed not earlier than
50 days after outburst.
Observations of the recurrent nova T Cr B gave
negative results. The first recurrent nova for
which radio emission was detectable is RS Oph
(Padin et al, 1985). The observations begin
only 18 days alter the recent outburst of 1985
and show a radio "light curve" different from
that of classical novae. The brightness tem-
perature is about 107 K, against the value of 104
K observed in classical novae, and therefore
indicates a nonthermal origin for the radio emis-
sion. From this unique representative of recurrent
novae, it seems that their radio properties are very
different from those of classical novae. It is pos-
sible that the ejecta interaction with circumstellar
material produces acceleration of electrons and
enhancement of magnetic fields necessary to
produce the synchrotron radiation. A similar
mechanism was invoked by Chevalier (1982) for
explaining type I1 supernovae. This interaction
would explain also the presence of very strong
coronal lines generally observed in the spectra of
recurrent novae. Hence, the main difference be-
tween radio properties of classical novae and
recurrent novae could be explained by the ab-
sence of circumstellar material in the first case
and presence of it in the second case. This absence
or presence of circumstellar material would be
correlated to the fact that binary systems that
explode as classical novae are composed of a
white dwarf and a red dwarf, while over five
recurrent novae, at least three have a late-type
companion, which is a red giant whose wind
produces the circumstellar matter. A model for
the radio and X-ray emission of RS Oph is pro-
posed by Bode and Kahn (1985) and will be dis-
cussed in Chapter 7.
In concluding our discussion on radio observa-
tions of novae, we note that the data are for a very
small number of objects for permitting us to
generalize these results. We can just say the fol-
lowing:
1) the few novae observed months after out-
burst become thermal radiosources (expand-
ing gas at T= 104). Their behavior is similar if
they are either slow or fast novae, in contrast
with their IR behavior.
2) the old nova GK Per shows a radio spectrum
S _ v '_ v % which is typical of synchrotron
radiation. No other novae have been found
with similar properties. GK Per might be a
special case since there might be interaction
with strong interstellar or circumstellar mat-
erial. An ancient planetary nebula surround-
ing GK Per was suspected recently in IRAS
data (Bode et al 1987b).
3) the recurrent nova RS Oph shows a bright-
ness temperature of 107 K in the radio range.
Only one recurrent nova has been detected in
the radio spectral range and we cannot say if the
high brightness temperature (T - 107 against
the value of 104 observed for four classical
novae is a common property of all recurrent
novae, distinguishing them from all classical
novae. However, il is possible that this differ-
ence between the observed classical novae and
RS Oph is related to the fact that all classical
novae, known to be members of a binary sys-
tem, have fl_r cornpanion a cool dwarf, while
RS Oph (as well as T CrB and V 1017 Sgr) have
a red giant for companion. Now red giants are
known to have winds, which, interacting with
the ejecta, could explain the high brightness
temperature and nonthermal emission (White,
1985). Hence, the negative result for T CrB
may probably be related to the long interval
elapsed from the last outburst.
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